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Abstract

The research focuses on the development of mathematical models for

describing transient flows within and between connected fluid-filled

vessels. The fluid mechanics of connected vessels is of broad interest

and numerous examples may be found in industry, the built environ-

ment and the laboratory. This work focuses primarily on the interac-

tion between three connecting vessels and considers two main areas of

application: (i) the so-called ‘double-tank’ method, as used by experi-

mental fluid dynamicists to stratify environments, and (ii) the passive

transient ventilation of multi-storey buildings.

An analytical description of the double-tank method, a classic exam-

ple of liquid exchanges under controlled (constant) flow rates between

horizontally connected vessels, was developed. Subsequently, a new

technique was proposed, modelled and tested which enabled a broader

range of density stratifications to be set up and without the use of

pumps. This technique enabled liquids to drain freely under gravity

from one vessel to another – the rates of liquid transfer no longer con-

stant but functions of the instantaneous liquid depths.

Modelling the fluid mechanics of multi-storey building ventilation added

additional tiers of complexity as air and heat exchanged between rooms

drive turbulent mixing and there is complex feedback between the in-

dividual rooms. Three vessels were again considered, two storeys con-

nected to a common atrium, and the development of the buoyancy-

driven flow following the activation of heat sources was investigated.

A description of the transient response of the ventilation in an atrium

building leading to a steady state, as typically achieved during the

course of a day, was developed. Wind pressure variations and solar

heat gains in the atrium were also incorporated. The effect of atria



geometry on the ventilation of adjoining rooms was established and

shown to be analogous to either an ‘assisting’ or an ‘opposing’ wind.

When ‘opposing’, the ventilation flow rate reduced. For a strongly ‘op-

posing’ atrium, a reversal in the direction of flow through the storey

occurred, revealing the possibility of multiple flow regimes during the

transients – the dynamics of which were explored. Finally, the building

ventilation model was generalised to n storeys (n > 2) connecting to

a common atrium. Controversially, the implications of the predictions

indicate that current atrium designs do not guarantee enhanced flow

as is generally accepted.
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Nomenclature

Chapters 2-5 have been written in the form of research papers and the notation

used in each chapter is consistent with the bulk of material/accepted nomenclature

in that field of research – the set of symbols specific to each chapter is presented

in the relevant table below.

Table 1: Nomenclature of chapter 2

Symbol Description

Roman Symbols

A Opening area in tank base (m2)

Â Ratio of opening areas of tanks A and B (–)

Cd Discharge coefficient (–)

H Initial liquid depth in tank (m)

Ĥ Ratio of initial liquid depths in tanks A and B (–)

m Mass of fluid in tank (kg)

n Ratio of volume flow rates (–)

Q Volume flow rate (m3s−1)

Q′ Non-dimensional volume flow rate (–)

S Cross-sectional area of tank (m2)

Ŝ1 Ratio of the cross-sectional areas, SB/SA (–)

Ŝ2 Ratio of the cross-sectional areas, SC/SA (–)

t Time after an experiment commenced (s)

tL Time lag (s)

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

Symbol Description

U Velocity at the opening (ms−1)

V Volume of fluid in tank (m3)

z Height measured from base of tank (m)

Greek symbols

∆ρ Change in density (kgm−3)

ζ Non-dimensional liquid depth (–)

λ Ratio of initial liquid volumes (–)

ρ Density of fluid (kgm−3)

% Non-dimensional density of fluid (–)

τ Non-dimensional time (–)

ψ Ratio of initial densities (–)

Subscripts

0 Value at time t = 0

A Value in tank A

B Value in tank B

C Value in tank C

f Value at final time
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Table 2: Nomenclature of chapter 3

Symbol Description

Roman Symbols

a Major radius of enclosure floor (m)

A∗ Effective opening area (m2)

b Minor radius of enclosure floor (m)

B Buoyancy flux of source (m4s−3)

c1, c2 Constants for parabolic function of source strength (–)

C Plume constant (–)

Cd Discharge coefficient (–)

Fr Froude number (–)

g′ Reduced gravity (ms−2)

h Interface height (m)

H Height of enclosure (m)

M Momentum flux (m4s−2)

q Non-dimensional volume flow rate (–)

Q Volume flow rate (m3s−1)

S Cross-sectional area (m2)

S̄ Non-dimensional cross-sectional area (–)

t Time after buoyancy source is activated (s)

tf Final time (s)

Td Draining timescale (s)

Tf Filling timescale (s)

V Volume of top layer (m3)

Vw Wind speed (ms−1)

z Height from base of enclosure (m)

z̄ Non-dimensional height (–)

Greek Symbols

α Entrainment coefficient (–)

β Non-dimensional source buoyancy flux (–)

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Symbol Description

δ Non-dimensional reduced gravity (–)

∆P Pressure difference (kgm−1s−2)

∆t Change in time (s)

∆z Change in height (m)

∆ρ Change in density (kgm−3)

ζ Non-dimensional interface height (–)

θ Angle of wall inclination (rad)

λ Geometric parameter (–)

µ Ratio of draining and filling timescales (–)

ρ Density of exterior uniform environment (kgm−3)

τ Non-dimensional time (–)

Subscripts

a Case (a)

ambient Value of ambient fluid

b Case (b)

buoyant Value of buoyant fluid

c Critical value

ch Characteristic value

H Value of high-level opening (on areas)

in Value at low-level opening (on flow rates)

L Value of low-level opening (on areas)

out Value at high-level opening (on flow rates)

p Value of plume quantity at interface

ss Value at steady state

tot Total value

warm Value of warm layer

w Value of wind
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Table 3: Nomenclature of chapters 4 and 5

Symbol Description

Roman symbols

a Area of opening (m2)

A∗ Effective opening area (m2)

Â∗ Ratio of effective opening areas (–)

B Buoyancy flux (m4s−3)

B̂ Buoyancy flux ratio (–)

C Plume constant (–)

Cd Discharge coefficient (–)

Cp Pressure coefficient (–)

Cc Specific heat capacity (Jkg−1K−1)

Fr Froude number (–)

g′ Reduced gravity (ms−2)

h Height (m)

H Storey or chamber height (m)

Ĥ Storey or chamber height ratio (–)

k Number of chambers in which flow is reversed (–)

M Momentum flux (m4s−2)

n Total number of chambers (–)

N Total number of regimes in n chambers (–)

P Pressure (kgm−1s−2)

q Non-dimensional volume flow rate (–)

Q Volume flow rate (m3s−1)

r Radius of opening (m)

S Cross-sectional area (m2)

Ŝ Cross-sectional area ratio (–)

t Time after buoyancy sources are activated (s)

Td Draining timescale (s)

Tf Filling timescale (s)

Continued on next page
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Table 3 – continued from previous page

Symbol Description

V Speed (ms−1)

W Heat gains (W)

z Height (m)

Greek Symbols

α Plume entrainment coefficient (–)

β Coefficient of thermal expansion (K−1)

δ Non-dimensional reduced gravity (–)

∆P Pressure drop (kgm−1s−2)

∆ρ Change in density (kgm−3)

ζ Non-dimensional interface height (–)

µ Ratio of draining and filling times (–)

ρ Density of cool exterior environment (kgm−3)

τ Non-dimensional time (–)

Subscripts

0 Initial value

1 Value in storey 1 or chamber 1

2 Value in storey 2 or chamber 2

a Value in atrium or common chamber

crit Critical value

H Value at high-level opening

i Number of storey or chamber

isol Value for isolated storey

L Value at low-level opening

over Overshooting value

p Value in plume at interface level

solar Solar value

ss Value at steady state

t, T Total value

w Value of wind
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Chapter 1

Overview

The research presented herein is on transient flows within and between connected

vessels. The main focus of the study is on three linked vessels containing fluids, or

supplied with fluids, of different densities where the transfer of fluid between the

vessels occurs mechanically or under gravity and the connections are in the form

of vents or pipes.

The fluid mechanics of linked vessels is of broad interest as a number of exam-

ples may be found in industry, buildings and the laboratory. In industry, examples

range from mixing gases or liquids in the context of chemical engineering (e.g. the

emulsification system used in the conversion of biomass to liquid biofuel (Chiara-

monti et al., 2003)) to larger-scale engineering projects such as linked reservoir

systems. The Snowy Mountains Scheme (Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Au-

thority, 1972) is an example of a system of interlinked reservoirs for water storage,

irrigation supply and hydroelectrical purposes. Predictive capability on how the

different reservoirs communicate (and therefore on the transfer of water) and the

conditions under which maximum capacity is reached is important for the suitable

design of reservoir geometry. Other examples of linked vessels may be found in the

food industry as part of the process of mixing different liquids for the manufacture

of a consumable product. Aspects such as how fluids between the vessels interact

and how the vessel geometry affects the mixing process are critical for the efficient

use and improvement of the system associated with the process.
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Chapter 1: Overview

Buildings provide another example of connected vessels. Heat exchanged be-

tween the different compartments (i.e. rooms) of a building typically occurs as a

result of the spatial temperature variation within the building. The processes by

which and the rate at which heat is transferred from one room to another are some

of the interesting aspects to examine from a fluid dynamics viewpoint. Moreover,

the study of the air and heat circulation in buildings plays a key role in the effective

design of naturally ventilated spaces. Natural ventilation, increasingly adopted in

new building design, is an attractive alternative to mechanical ventilation or air

conditioning that can significantly reduce energy use in the built environment.

As regulations recently adopted by many developed countries require immediate

action to cut both energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, there is a

clear demand for energy efficient measures in buildings.

Connected vessels may also be found in the laboratory. One example is the

‘double-tank’ arrangement used to stratify environments under controlled condi-

tions. The double-tank method is a classic demonstration of liquid exchanges

between three horizontally connected vessels (tanks A, B and C as illustrated

in figure 1.1(a)). First proposed by Oster (1965), these exchanges were under

controlled constant flow rates achieved with the use of mechanical pumps. The

generation of density gradients in the laboratory using this technique is typically

to simulate stratified environments such as the atmosphere, oceans, lakes and even

rooms in order to gain a better understanding of fluid flows and transport pro-

cesses in these environments.

1.1 Aim and objectives

Whilst there are clearly many applications associated with linked vessels, this

study examines in detail the interaction between three vessels. Two examples are

considered: (i) the double-tank method (including a new extension to the tech-

nique) as used by experimental fluid dynamicists to stratify environments and (ii)

the passive transient ventilation of multi-storey buildings. The key aspects of the

research are on exploring the fluid dynamics associated with the connection of

10



1.1 Aim and objectives

(a) Original Oster (1965) method

QA (t) 

Tank A 

Tank C 

Float 

Tank B 

QB (t) 

Stirrer 

zB 

zC 

zA 

(b) New (‘free-drain’) technique proposed

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagrams of the apparatus used in the two methods considered
in chapter 2 to stratify environments in the laboratory.
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Chapter 1: Overview

the vessels including the rates of fluid transfer and the influence of the associated

stratification/mixing on these rates. The overall aim is to enhance our under-

standing of the fluid mechanics of linked vessels. The specific objectives of the

study are to:

(1) examine how liquids communicate/environments stratify between the three

vessels of the original Oster method (i.e. under constant flow rates). In terms

of the overall research aim, the aim here is to develop an understanding of

simpler flows in the absence of feedback between vessels before proceeding

with more complex flows (see (2)-(3) below);

(2) examine how liquids communicate between these three vessels now orien-

tated vertically and allowed to drain freely under gravity (i.e. under time-

dependent flow rates). Again, we shall see that there is no feedback between

the vessels, however this case is closer to the more complex building venti-

lation study as the rates of fluid transfer at any instant are now dependent

on the instantaneous liquid depths in two of the three vessels;

(3) examine how heat and air exchanges between two storeys, one on top of the

other, connected to a common atrium in a building. In this case, feedback

between the vessels is possible and plays a significant role in the dynamics

of the flow.

A significant component of the work conducted to meet each objective was

to consider the implications of the findings to inform the design of laboratory

apparatus (objectives (1), (2)) and naturally ventilated building design (objective

(3)).

1.2 Orientation

The work addressing these three objectives is presented in chapters 2-5 in the

form of research papers. ∗ The pertinent literature is reviewed in each chapter

rather than in a ‘stand alone’ literature review. The research begins by tackling

∗Chapter 2 has now been published in Experiments in Fluids (2009) 46, 453-466.
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1.2 Orientation

a relatively simple problem involving three vessels and systematically builds upon

this before the multi-storey building application is addressed. To guide and orien-

tate the reader, this section proceeds with an overview that describes the primary

outcomes of the individual chapters and highlights the links between them.

In order to meet objective (1), an analytical framework was developed to

determine the final stratification in the environmental tank (tank C, see figure

1.1(a)). This stratification was expressed in terms of the ratio of the: (1) volume

flow rates (n = QB
QA

) at which saline solution from tank B is pumped into tank C

and fresh water from tank A is pumped into tank B, (2) initial liquid volumes in

tanks A and B, λ =
VB,0
VA,0

, and (3) initial densities in tanks A and B, ψ =
ρB,0
ρA

. This

work shows that a range of density profiles is established by varying n, λ and ψ.

The problem reduces to the original Oster method when n = 2 for which a linear

stratification is obtained. The work is documented in §2.3 of chapter 2.

To examine how the dynamics of the flow change, and notably how the strati-

fication in tank C changes, when liquids communicate under gravity between the

vessels (objective (2)), a different arrangement of the tanks was proposed and

liquids allowed to drain freely under gravity from one tank to another without

the use of pumps. The arrangement considered is shown in figure 1.1(b). Liquid

from supply tank A was allowed to drain freely under gravity directly into mix-

ing tank B and, simultaneously, liquid from tank B allowed to drain freely under

gravity into the environmental tank C. Based on this configuration, a new method

(hereafter the ‘free-drain’ method) was developed and tested. The analysis and

complementary experimental results are presented in §2.4 of chapter 2.

Five parameters controlling the dynamics of the flow, and thus the final strati-

fication in the environmental tank for the free-drain method were deduced. These

are the ratio of the opening areas of tanks A and B, Â, the ratios of the cross-

sectional areas of tanks A and B, Ŝ1, and tanks A and C, Ŝ2, the ratio of the

initial liquid depths, H, and ratio of the initial densities in tanks A and B, ψ. A

mathematical model that predicts the stratification in the environmental tank was

developed. A numerical solution was obtained that predicted a range of density

profiles in the environmental tank, whilst for a particular limiting case, an analyt-

ical solution was found. To validate the theory, experiments were carried out to
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Figure 1.2: An example of free-drain parameter space (Â, Ŝ1) that yield concave,
convex, double-concave or linear non-dimensional density profiles for tanks of identical
cross-sectional areas (Ŝ2 = 1) and identical initial depths (Ĥ = 1).

generate saline stratifications in the laboratory and a good agreement was found.

Notably, this work showed how a range of density stratifications can be achieved

without the use of mechanical pumps. Central to the application of this method is

the ability to inform the experimentalist of the initial conditions needed to achieve

a desired stratification. To this end, a series of regime diagrams was proposed (see

the example illustrated in figure 1.2) which enable the user to achieve linear, con-

cave, convex or double-concave profiles.

Prior to tackling objective (3), the transient buoyancy-driven flow in a single

space as established by a localised input of buoyancy was examined (see figure

1.3(a)). Whilst this avoids the complications associated with three vessels, this

was a necessary step – the transient flows outlined in objective (3) being those

established in the first and second storeys of a multi-storey building driven by

localised heat inputs.

Flows that develop in single (box-shaped) ventilated enclosures following the

activation of a buoyancy source have been the focus of a number of studies in the

14
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literature (e.g. Linden et al. (1990), Kaye & Hunt (2004), Hunt & Linden (2005))

– the primary motivation being to model the ventilation established when heating

in a room is activated. Whilst these studies provide a fundamental understanding

of the transient and steady flows induced in such enclosures, there exist a number

of important aspects whose effects on the flow have not been considered before.

For example, the behaviour of transient flows in a ventilated space induced by a

buoyancy source of time-varying strength or subject to an external wind. These

are examined in chapter 3 for a space in which the cross-sectional area is either

constant or may vary with height.

Based on Kaye & Hunt (2004), a generalised theoretical model is proposed

in chapter 3 to investigate the dynamics of the flow that develop following the

activation of an external wind and an internal source of buoyancy. A Froude

number expressed in terms of the wind speed, buoyancy flux of the source and

enclosure height was used to describe the relative magnitudes of the buoyancy-

induced and wind-induced velocities. Five different transient states achieved on

varying the speed and direction of a (steady) wind and the associated Froude

number ranges for each case were determined. Interestingly, information on the

wind speed, source strength and geometry of the enclosure is sufficient to allow

one to immediately identify the type of transient state and, subsequently, steady

state established in the enclosure.

To develop an understanding of transient flows in multiple-connected spaces

(objective (3)), two vertically orientated storeys which communicate via a tall

space (an atrium) were considered. Both storeys were linked with the external

environment via low-level openings and the atrium via a high-level opening. A

schematic diagram of the arrangement considered is shown in figure 1.3(f). To

date there is a complete absence of research in this area in the open literature for

this type of geometry – a geometry which is very closely representative of many

modern buildings.

Whilst a number of different ways of connecting spaces in buildings exist,

examples of which are illustrated in figure 1.3, this work focuses on vertical linking

of the spaces as shown in figure 1.3(f). This is the primary type of connection in

multi-storey buildings.
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(a)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(b)

Arrangements considered by: (e) Holford & Hunt (2003) and (f) this study

Arrangements considered by (c) Lin & Linden (2002) and (d) Flynn & 

Caulfield (2006)

Arrangements considered by: (a) Kaye & Hunt (2004) and (b)  Economidou & 

Hunt (2009)

Figure 1.3: Different arrangements of connected vessels found in the literature ((a),
(c), (d), (e)) and considered in this study ((a), (b), (f)).
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There are three widely used approaches to model airflows in buildings: (a)

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, (b) mathematical modelling

and (c) small-scale physical modelling. Whilst the CFD has been adopted in the

literature to calculate flows in multi-storey buildings (e.g. Ji et al. (2007), Cook

et al. (2003)), CFD simulations provide limited insight at the design stage, e.g. in

terms of understanding how key flow parameters are dependent upon the geometry

of the building, strength of heat gains, etc., as these links are not made directly.

Small-scale physical modelling is typically used to validate the theory derived

from mathematical modelling and a number of studies (e.g. Linden et al. (1990),

Kaye & Hunt (2004), Flynn & Caulfield (2006)) have shown a good agreement in

terms of the bulk fluid properties (e.g. rates of fluid exchange, position of density

interface) between experiments and theoretical predictions. In the study presented

in chapter 4, a mathematical modelling approach is adopted as the main objective

is to provide a theoretical framework for a previously unexamined problem – the

intention being to determine the key non-dimensional groups, their influence on

the flow and thereby inform design. This framework may then be used to guide

further experimental or computational investigations.

In chapter 4, a theoretical model based on bulk conservation laws, application

of the Bernoulli theorem and plume theory was formulated and solved (see §4.3)

to describe the evolution of airflow and thermal stratification in the interior of the

building with time once heat inputs in the storeys were activated. Heat inputs

were modelled as a localised source of constant strength at floor level in each

storey. The effects of external wind and direct solar heat gains in the atrium were

also considered.

Following the activation of the buoyancy sources, buoyant fluid accumulates in

each storey and subsequently flushes out through the high-level opening into the

atrium. Simultaneously ambient fluid from the exterior enters the storeys via their

low-level openings. Buoyant fluid accumulated in the atrium is discharged through

its top opening. A key contribution to this work is that it is categorically shown

that this flow pattern (regime) is not the only possibility (§4.4). Due to a complex

feedback mechanism between atrium and storey, a low- to high-level direction of

flow (as described above) is not necessarily either established or maintained during
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Regime (a) Regime (b) Regime (c) 

Regime (a) 

Regime (b) 

Regime (c) 

Figure 1.4: Schematics of the three possible regimes established in an atrium building
for which n = 2: (a) pure forward flow, (b) flow reversal in storey 1 and (c) flow reversal
in storey 2. The regime diagram in the (∆PT,2

∆PT,1
, A∗a
A∗1

) parameter space for A∗2
A1

= 1 is also
shown, as predicted in chapter 5. The colour of the arrows indicating the flow direction
for each regime is equivalent to the shade of the corresponding region in the regime
diagram.

the transients. In fact, a complete reversal of flow may be established. This may

seem surprising given that buoyant air has a tendency to rise and therefore to

drive a flow from low-level to high-level.

In the absence of external wind pressure and solar heat gains, it is shown

(§4.3.5) that the dynamics of the buoyancy-driven flow in each storey are controlled

by two distinct pressure differences: (1) the pressure difference established by the

accumulation of buoyancy in that storey and (2) the additional pressure difference

provided by the atrium. In chapter 4, the ratio of the two pressure differences

was expressed as a time-varying Froude number Fr and three different stages in
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the flow were identified: (1) for Fr > 0 the flow through an adjoining storey

is enhanced (‘assisting atrium’), (2) for Fr < 0, the flow is reduced (‘opposing

atrium’), and (3) for Fr < −1 the flow is reversed (‘strongly opposing atrium’).

The results of this work challenge the perceptions of the design community, as they

indicate that the atrium does not necessarily serve in its intended role, namely

that it should enhance the ventilation through the adjoining storeys (i.e. Fr > 0)

providing it simply exceeds the height of the storeys.

The conditions for which each regime was obtained are established in chapter

5. It is demonstrated therein that the effect of the atrium on the ventilation of the

adjoining storeys is analogous to an unsteady and non-uniform (in the vertical)

wind. A theoretical model developed and extended to n storeys shows that multi-

ple flow regimes are possible as a result of complex feedback mechanisms between

the atrium and storeys. This highlights major challenges faced by designers – these

are explored in chapter 5 and solutions offered in the form of regime diagrams,

an example is shown in figure 1.4. These regime diagrams enable the designer to

determine, by choosing the size of vents and magnitude of driving pressures, the

region of parameter space and therefore regime established at a given instant in

a given building. The advantage over previous guidelines is that the work herein

provides guidance not only for steady-state designs but also designs based on the

transients.

Before the main body of the thesis is developed, a description (in §1.3) of the

numerical techniques employed to solve the system of coupled ordinary differential

equations that describe the flow in chapter 2 (free-drain extension of the Oster

method), chapter 3 (time-dependent flows in a single space), chapters 4 and 5

(time-dependent flows in multi-storey buildings) are presented. These solutions

are central to the work developed and many implications are drawn from them.

The numerical ‘quality control tests’ used to ensure the quality of the final results

are given in detail.
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Chapter 1: Overview

1.3 Methodology

The objectives of this project were met by developing a number of theoretical

frameworks for which numerical solutions were necessary. In chapter 2, whilst an

analytical solution was found for a limiting case, the system of equations (2.28)-

(2.32) describing the ‘free-drain’ was solved numerically subject to the initial con-

ditions given by (2.33). The coupled first order differential equations (3.35) and

(3.36) subject to the initial conditions in §3.3 of chapter 3 that describe the time-

varying warm layer depth and layer density in a room, also required a numerical

solution. In chapter 4, the system of equations describing the buoyancy-driven

flow in an atrium building, namely (4.32)-(4.37) and (4.41)-(4.49), were solved

numerically based on the initial conditions discussed in §4.3.2. Finally, the theo-

retical model for the n-storey atrium building presented in §5.5 of chapter 5 was

solved numerically.

In each case, the basic framework consisted of a set of coupled first-order

ordinary differential equations. The Euler scheme, a simple finite-differencing

scheme (Blanchard et al., 2006), was chosen to solve numerically the differential

equations which were of the form:

dy

dt
= f(y, t) and

dy

dz
= f(y, z), (1.1)

subject to initial conditions y(t0) = y0 and y(z0) = y0, respectively. The solutions

of (1.1) were approximated by the iterations:

yn+1 = yn + δt
dyn
dt

and yn+1 = yn + δz
dyn
dz

(1.2)

where δt and δz were the time and height steps chosen, respectively. Adaptive

stepping (i.e. varying δt or δz) is a useful approach for computationally intense

programming codes. However, as the computer capacity was adequate for the

programming codes created for this work and the associated CPU times required

to run the codes were low, a fixed step was chosen. A time step of 0.1% of the total

period of the transients (estimated from the work of Kaye & Hunt (2004)) was
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1.3 Methodology

initially chosen for the numerical solutions of chapters 3, 4 and 5. The solution

procedure was repeated with a smaller time step. A graphical comparison between

the results from the two cases was carried out. The time step was then further

reduced. This was typically achieved with a time step of 0.05% until results were

graphically indistinguishable.

The method served well for the purpose of achieving a ‘first-order’ predictive

capability as aimed for here. The local truncation error E of the numerical method

at each time step was estimated to be:

E =
1

2
δt2y′′(ξ) (1.3)

for yn ≤ ξ ≤ yn+1 (cf. Blanchard et al. (2006)). Based on (1.3), the error was

found by determining the second derivative y′′(t) – the maximum † local truncation

error was deduced to be within 0.0005%. The cumulative truncation error after a

prescribed number of steps leading to steady state was of the order of 0.01%.

Where appropriate, volume, mass and buoyancy conservation checks were car-

ried out at each time step as a means of quality control – all were conserved to

within 0.01%. Comparison between the results derived from the transient model

in chapters 4 and 5 when steady state was approached and the results from the

equivalent model based on steady state (i.e. setting d/dt ≡ 0 prior to solving)

indicated a 99% agreement. Moreover, the results from the theoretical model pre-

dicted in chapters 4 and 5 when the number of the vessels was reduced from ‘three’

to ‘two’ coincided within 99.9 % of the theoretical results of Holford & Hunt (2003)

who investigated the steady flow dynamics in one storey attached to an atrium.

†This was found to be at t = 0 where the steepest rate of change of a variable was generally
observed.
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Chapter 2

Density stratified environments: the double-

tank method

2.1 Abstract

We present an alternative method of producing density stratifications in the labo-

ratory based on the ‘double-tank’ method proposed by Oster (1965). We refer to

Oster’s method as the ‘forced-drain’ approach, as the volume flow rates between

connecting tanks are controlled by mechanical pumps. We first determine the

range of density profiles that may be established with the forced-drain approach

other than the linear stratification predicted by Oster. The non-dimensional den-

sity stratification is expressed analytically as a function of three ratios: the volume

flow rate ratio n, the ratio of the initial liquid volumes λ and the ratio of the initial

densities ψ. We then propose a method which does not require pumps to control

the volume flow rates but instead allows the connecting tanks to drain freely under

gravity. This is referred to as the ‘free-drain’ approach. We derive an expression

for the density stratification produced and compare our predictions with saline

stratifications established in the laboratory using the ‘free-drain’ extension of Os-

ter’s method. To assist in the practical application of our results we plot the

region of parameter space that yield concave/convex or linear density profiles for

both forced-drain and free-drain approaches. The free-drain approach allows the
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Chapter 2: Density stratified environments: the double-tank method

experimentalist to produce a broad range of density profiles by varying the initial

liquid depths, cross-sectional and drain opening areas of the tanks. One advantage

over the original Oster approach is that density profiles with an inflexion point

can now be established.

2.2 Introduction

The atmosphere, oceans, lakes and even rooms exhibit density stratifications. A

better understanding of fluid flows and transport processes, e.g. the dispersal of

pollutants, in these environments has been, and continues to be, gained through

experimental modelling. This modelling often relies on the generation of den-

sity gradients in liquid filled tanks in order to simulate these environments under

controlled laboratory conditions.

Possibly the simplest experimental method to create a stratified environment

is to introduce layers of fluid of descending density into a tank, for example, using

saline or sugar solutions of progressively decreasing concentration. A linear strat-

ification can be approximated as molecular diffusion smoothes out the boundaries

between the layers. This is the technique used with saline solutions by Morton

et al. (1956) to study turbulent plumes in stratified environments. The main dis-

advantage is the long settling time required for the density gradient to become

linear.

Oster (1965) proposed a three-tank arrangement which overcame this prob-

lem. The apparatus consisted of a tank filled with fresh water (hereafter the

‘supply tank’ A) connected to a second tank filled with saline solution (hereafter

the ‘mixing tank’ B) which, in turn, was connected to a third initially empty tank

(hereafter the ‘environmental tank’ C) as shown in figure 2.1. Tanks A and B

were identical and contained equal initial volumes of miscible liquids. Oster es-

tablished that a linear density gradient is produced in the environmental tank (see

§2.3, (2.15)) if the volume flow rate at which fresh water from the supply tank is

pumped into the mixing tank (QA) is one half of the rate at which liquid from the

mixing tank is pumped into the environmental tank (QB). As the name suggests,

the ‘mixing tank’ is required to be stirred vigorously in order to homogenise the
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2.2 Introduction

two liquids. Despite using three tanks this approach is often referred to as the

‘double-bucket’ or ‘double-tank’ method and has been used extensively in lab-

oratory studies. For example, Ruddick et al. (1999) investigated thermohaline

intrusions observed in the ocean as a result of seawater density being affected by

both salinity and temperature. They produced a density gradient of sugar solution

and a density gradient of salt solution on either side of a partitioned environmental

tank using two separate double-bucket systems and replicated small-scale thermo-

haline intrusions on removing the partition. Other examples of the use of the

double-bucket method include the study of internal waves in linearly stratified en-

vironments by Sutherland et al. (2000) and the study of the mixing produced by

a plume rising in a confined stratified environment by Cardoso & Woods (1993).

While the Oster method provides a convenient and established means of gen-

erating linear profiles in the laboratory, in many situations of practical interest

the stratification is not linear. For example, the sun heats the surface waters of

the ocean causing non-linear density gradients; an example of ocean stratification

is given in Gill (1982). A thermocline may develop in which the temperature

changes suddenly with depth. Thermoclines have a profound influence on the di-

lution of sewage discharged into coastal waters. Another example of non-linear

stratification is the thermal inversion layer of the lower atmosphere and there are

the associated issues regarding the dilution and transport of airborne pollutants

(Pasquill & Smith, 1983).

Baines & Turner (1969) created a non-linear stratification by using a ‘filling

box’ in which saline solution was supplied at a constant rate from a nozzle located

just below the free surface in a fresh water-filled tank to form a turbulent saline

plume. Saline solution reaching the base of the tank spread laterally to form

a layer with a density greater than the fresh water. As the depth of this layer

increased, the plume entrained fresh water over a reduced vertical extent and,

thus, plume fluid arrived at the base of the tank less dilute (i.e. with a higher

salinity) than the existing fluid at that level. Outflow from the plume was thus

always at the base of the tank. When all of the ambient fluid was recycled through

the plume, a smoothly varying profile over the entire depth was obtained. The

density profile produced this way is of a unique shape and is given in Baines &
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Chapter 2: Density stratified environments: the double-tank method

Turner (1969) as a power series solution (see their equation 14) of the governing

differential equations. In principle the profile could be modified by adjusting the

source conditions, i.e. volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes, of the plume.

A two-layer-like density profile was created by Linden (1980) by initially filling

a tank with two homogeneous layers of liquid, of differing density and separated

by a sharp interface, and then allowing a grid to fall vertically through the liquids.

Mixing across the interface caused by the passage of the grid smoothed out the

sharp density step to yield a profile of double concavity. The details of the profile

were dependent on the speed and mesh size of the grid.

Hill (2002) investigated how a broader range of density profiles can be gen-

erated using an unsteady forced-drain version of the traditional double-bucket

method. The technique he used involved specifying the desired density profile

a-priori and then iteratively solving an inverse problem to determine the time-

dependent volume flow rates (QA(t) and QB(t)) required to achieve this profile.

This method proved successful using sophisticated computer-controlled peristaltic

pumps to achieve the continually varying volume flow rates.

In this paper, we propose and examine (theoretically and experimentally) a

previously unconsidered extension of Oster’s double-bucket method in which a

range of non-linear density gradients can be generated in a straightforward way.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. In §2.3 we present analytical solutions

for the density profiles established with the original Oster (1965) forced-drain

method for any (constant) volume flow rate ratio n, initial liquid volume ratio λ

and initial liquid density ratio ψ. Although the derivation is straightforward, and

other workers are likely to have obtained similar results the theory has not been

noted in the literature as far as we are aware. In §2.4 we present our method

in which liquid is allowed to drain freely under gravity from one tank to another

thereby removing altogether the need for pumps. In §2.4.1 the mathematical

model we have developed to describe the form of the resulting stratification is

presented. The theoretical predictions (§2.4.2), experimental procedure (§2.4.3)

and comparison of results (§2.4.4) are then presented. Extensions of the ‘forced-

drain’ and ‘free-drain’ approaches are outlined in §2.5. Conclusions are drawn in

§2.6.
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2.3 Forced-drain case

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of apparatus and set-up used in the Oster (1965)
‘forced-drain’ approach.

2.3 Forced-drain case

We consider a supply tank and a mixing tank of initial liquid volumes VA,0 and

VB,0, respectively, containing miscible liquids of density ρA and ρB,0 (ρB,0 > ρA).

The subscript ‘0’ is used to denote the value of the quantity at time t = 0 and the

subscripts ‘A’ and ‘B’ relate to tanks A and B, respectively. The subscript ‘C’ will

be used later to refer to tank C. We note that whilst Oster (1965) established that a

linear stratification is achieved for QB
QA

= 2 and
VB,0
VA,0

= 1 the general form of density

profile was not stated explicitly. For completeness, we begin by determining the

form of the density profile for any volume flow rate ratio n (independent of time),

initial volume ratio λ and initial density ratio ψ where:

n =
QB

QA

, λ =
VB,0
VA,0

, ψ =
ρB,0
ρA

. (2.1)

Assuming complete and instantaneous mixing of liquids in tank B, the time rate

of change of density therein can be expressed as:

dρB(t)

dt
=

dmB(t)
dt
− ρB(t)dVB

dt

VB(t)
(2.2)

where VB(t), mB(t) and ρB(t) are the respective volume, mass and density of liquid

in mixing tank B at time t after the experiment commenced at t = 0. Mass and

volume conservation in tank B require:

dmB

dt
= ρAQA − ρB(t)QB (2.3)
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and
dVB
dt

= QA −QB, (2.4)

respectively. Substituting (2.3) and (2.4) into (2.2) yields:

dρB
dt

=
QA(ρA − ρB)

VB,0 + (QA −QB)t
. (2.5)

As the volume flow rates are constant in Oster’s approach, the liquid density in

mixing tank B can be expressed as a function of time on integrating (2.5) as:

ρB(t) =

 ρA + ∆ρ e
− QA
VB,0

t
for n = 1

ρA + ∆ρ
(
VB,0+QA(1−n)t

VB,0

) 1
n−1

for n 6= 1
(2.6)

where ∆ρ = ρB,0 − ρA. We note that (2.6) holds for n > 0. With n = 0 there

is no fluid supplied to tank C. Conservation of volume in environmental tank C

requires:
dVC
dt

= QB. (2.7)

Assuming tank C has a constant cross-sectional area SC , the volume in tank C

is VC = SCzC where zC denotes the instantaneous liquid depth in tank C (figure

2.1). As tank C is initially empty, i.e. zC = 0 at t = 0, integration of (2.7) yields:

zC =
QB

SC
t. (2.8)

The density ρC in tank C is given by:

ρC(zC , t+ tL) = ρB(t) (2.9)

where tL is a time lag equal to the time required to pump liquid from tank B

to the free surface in tank C. As tL is expected to be small compared with the

time scale for the stratified environment to be produced in tank C we assume that

ρC(zC , t) = ρB(t).
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2.3 Forced-drain case

Table 2.1: Variation of density profile shape with n in the Oster forced-drain approach.

n d2%C
dζC

2 Shape

(0, 2) > 0 Convex
2 = 0 Linear

(2,∞) < 0 Concave

We now introduce the non-dimensional quantities:

τ =
t

VA,0
QA

, ζC =
zC
nVA,0
SC

, %C =
ρB
ρA
. (2.10)

The characteristic time scale
VA,0
QA

in (2.10) is the time taken for tank A to empty.

The non-dimensional form of (2.8) is ζC = τ and hence, the length scale
nVA,0
SC

in

(2.10) is the depth change in tank C that occurs in one unit of non-dimensional

time. The final non-dimensional variation in density in the environmental tank is,

from (2.6):

%C(ζC) =

 1 + (ψ − 1)e−ζC/λ for n = 1

1 + (ψ − 1)
(
1−

(
n−1
λ

)
ζC
) 1
n−1 for n 6= 1

. (2.11)

The gradient of the density profile is given by:

d%C
dζC

=

 −
(
ψ−1
λ

)
e−ζC/λ for n = 1

−
(
ψ−1
λ

) (
1−

(
n−1
λ

)
ζC
) 2−n
n−1 for n 6= 1

. (2.12)

The stability of the density profile can be determined by evaluating the buoyancy

frequency N2 = − g
%C(ζC=0)

d%C
dζC

. Since d%C
dζC

< 0 for all n, N2 > 0 and the stratifi-

cation is stable. In order to establish the shape of the density profile for different

values of n, λ and ψ, it is informative to evaluate the second derivative of (2.11),

i.e.

d2%C

dζC
2 =


(
ψ−1
λ2

)
e−

ζC
λ for n = 1(

ψ−1
λ2

)
(2− n)[1− n−1

λ
ζC ]

3−2n
n−1 for n 6= 1

. (2.13)

The range of values of n which yield convex, linear and concave density profiles is
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(a) n = (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5), λ = 1, ψ = 1.2
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(c) n = 1, λ = 1, ψ = (1.05, 1.10, 1.15, 1.20)

Figure 2.2: Forced-drain. Non-dimensional density profiles in environmental tank C
from (2.11) for different volume flow rate, initial density and volume ratios.
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2.3 Forced-drain case

presented in table 2.1. The density %C from (2.11) is plotted as a function of ζC for

n = (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5) in figure 2.2(a) when both tanks (A and B) initially contain

identical liquid volumes and are of identical geometry. Since ψ > 1 and λ > 0, the

1st and 2nd terms of (2.13) for n 6= 1 are always positive when 0 < n < 2. The

3rd term is also positive as ζC ranges from 0 ≤ ζC < ζC,f , where ζC,f is the final

depth in tank C obtained at the time at which either tank A or B has emptied,

given from the non-dimensional form of (2.8) by:

ζC,f =

 1 if λ
n−1

> 1

λ
n−1

if λ
n−1

< 1
. (2.14)

Convex density profiles (d
2ρC
dζ2C

> 0) are therefore predicted for 0 < n < 2 as depicted

in figure 2.2(a). An exponentially varying density profile is obtained for n = 1.

For n = 2 a linear density profile is predicted, as established by Oster (1965), and

from (2.11) given by:

%C(ζC) = ψ − (
ψ − 1

λ
)ζC . (2.15)

For n > 2, d2ρC
dζ2C

< 0 as the 1st and 3rd terms of (2.13) are positive while the

2nd term is negative – concave density profiles are obtained for this range (figure

2.2(a)). In the limit as n → ∞ (i.e. QA → 0) the density in tank C becomes

independent of depth and equal to ρB as %C = ψ from (2.11).

The effect of the ratio of the initial liquid volumes, λ, on the final stratification

is shown in figure 2.2(b). For illustrative purposes we have chosen n = 1. In the

context of a saline stratification, as λ increases the volume of salty water (in B)

relative to the volume of fresh water (in A) increases and, therefore, for a fixed n

the mean salinity of tank B decreases more slowly resulting in density profiles with

a shallower gradient (smaller change in density over the total depth) as shown in

figure 2.2(b).

The effect of the ratio of the initial densities, ψ, on the final stratification is

shown in figure 2.2(c). For increasing values of ψ the density difference between

the base and free surface of tank C (i.e. %C(ζC = 0) − %C(ζC = 1)) increases.

Physically, this is expected as for example with n = 1 (for fixed QA and QB) and

fresh water in tank A, the mass of salt removed from tank B in unit time increases
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Chapter 2: Density stratified environments: the double-tank method

with increasing ψ. ∗ As a consequence the density reduction in B, and thus in the

connecting environmental tank, is enhanced as ψ increases.

These predictions indicate how the non-dimensional density profile in tank C

can be adjusted to obtain a desired stratification by varying the volume flow rate

ratio and the initial density and volume ratios.

2.4 Free-drain case

An alternative to the Oster (1965) double-bucket method is now proposed in which

pumps are not used to control the volume flow rates QA and QB. Instead, liquid

from supply tank A is allowed to drain freely under gravity directly into mixing

tank B. Simultaneously, liquid from tank B is allowed to drain freely under gravity

into the environmental tank C as indicated in figure 2.3. With this approach, the

ratio of the volume flow rates varies with time (n = n(t)) as QA and QB are

dependent on the instantaneous liquid depths and the opening areas in the base

of the respective tanks. We show that this allows density stratifications with an

inflexion point † to be established without pumps or manual intervention.

2.4.1 Mathematical model

We begin by defining the tank geometries and let A, S and H, respectively, denote

the base opening area, cross-sectional area and initial liquid depth in a given tank.

Subscripts ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ are again used to refer to tank A, B and C, respectively.

We restrict our attention to base openings of areas AA << SA and AB << SB

so that the variation of pressure within the liquids is approximately hydrostatic.

Assuming quasi-steady conditions and a dissipationless, incompressible flow, ap-

plication of the Bernoulli equation along a streamline between the free surface and

the vena-contracta that forms immediately downstream of the opening gives the

velocity UA with which liquid leaves tank A as UA =
√

2gzA, where zA denotes

∗We note from (2.11) that the difference in density achieved with ratios ψ1 and ψ2 is dependent
on height, e.g. with n =1, ∆%C = %C(ζC , ψ1)− %C(ζC , ψ2) = (ψ1 − ψ2)e−ζC/λ.
†Profiles with an inflexion point could be achieved with a forced-drain approach by either

adjusting flow rates manually or with variable flow rates (Hill, 2002).
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2.4 Free-drain case

Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of apparatus and notation used in the ‘free-drain’
approach.
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Figure 2.4: Free-drain. Non-dimensional density profiles in the environmental tank C
for ψ = 1.2.
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the depth of liquid in tank A at time t (figure 2.3). The volume flow rate is then:

QA(t) = CdAAA
√

2gzA (2.16)

where CdA denotes the discharge coefficient associated with the contraction and

subsequent expansion of the flow through the opening. Since AA << SA we

take CdA = 0.6 following Ward-Smith (1980). Conservation of volume for tank A

requires:
d

dt
(SAzA) = −QA. (2.17)

Substituting for (2.16) into (2.17) and integrating subject to the initial condition

zA(t = 0) = HA gives the liquid depth:

zA = (
√
HA −

CdAAA
2SA

√
2g t)2. (2.18)

Thus, from (2.16):

QA(t) = QA,0 −
Q2
A,0

2VA,0
t (2.19)

where QA,0 = CdAAA
√

2gHA is the volume flow rate at t = 0. The volume flow

rate from tank B is:

QB(t) = CdBAB
√

2gzB (2.20)

where CdB is the discharge coefficient associated with flow through the base open-

ing of area AB. To determine QB the depth zB is required. Volume conservation

for tank B requires:
d

dt
(SBzB) = QA −QB. (2.21)

Substituting for QA from (2.19) and QB from (2.20) into (2.21) we obtain the

following differential equation for zB:

dzB
dt

+
CdBAB

√
2g

SB

√
zB +

Q2
A,0

2SBVA,0
t =

QA,0

SB
. (2.22)

Equation (2.22) may be readily solved numerically, although an implicit solution
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2.4 Free-drain case

is possible under certain constraints ‡.

The liquid depth in tank B may either increase or decrease depending on the

relative volume flow rates at which liquid is received from tank A and is supplied

to tank C. For CdAAA
CdBAB

√
HA
HB

> 1, the volume flow rate from tank A initially exceeds

the volume flow rate from tank B (QA,0 > QB,0) and the depth zB increases

(regardless of the values of SA and SB) until a maximum is reached after which

zB reduces. In contrast, for CdAAA
CdBAB

√
HA
HB
≤ 1 the depth of tank B reduces for all

t ≥ 0.

Mass conservation for tank B gives the time variation of density therein as:

dρB
dt

=
QA(ρA − ρB)

VB
, (2.24)

where the volume of tank B, VB = VB,0 +
∫ t

0
(QA −QB)dt. We now introduce the

non-dimensional quantities:

τ =
t

VA,0
QA,0

, Q′B =
QB(t)

QA,0

, ζC =
zC
HA

(2.25)

and

ζB =
zB
HA

, %B =
ρB(t)

ρA
. (2.26)

Unlike the forced-drain approach, we have not included the factor n in the time

scale here as for the free-drain n = n(t). We also introduce the geometric ratios:

Â =
CdBAB
CdAAA

, Ŝ1 =
SB
SA

, Ŝ2 =
SC
SA

, Ĥ =
HB

HA

. (2.27)

Rewriting (2.20), (2.22) and (2.24) in their non-dimensional form we have:

Q′B = Â
√
ζB (2.28)

‡An implicit solution of (2.22), namely:[
4
√
zB + at− ac

b

]
ln
[
d
(

4
√
zB + at− ac

b

)]
=
ac

b
− at, (2.23)

is obtained when CdAAA

CdBAB
= 1

2

√
SA

SB
, where a = CdBAB

√
2g

SB
, b = a2

4 , c = QA,0
SB

, d = fe
acf

b and

f = 1
4
√
HB− ac

b

.
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dζB
dτ

+
Â

Ŝ1

√
ζB +

1

2Ŝ1

τ =
1

Ŝ1

(2.29)

d%B
dτ

=
(1− %B)(1− τ

2
)

Ŝ1Ĥ + τ(1− τ/4)−
∫ τ

0
Q′Bdτ

(2.30)

whilst, the non-dimensional depth and density in tank C is given by:

ζC =
1

Ŝ2

∫ τ

0

Q′Bdτ (2.31)

and

%C =
ρC(ζC)

ρA
= %B(τ). (2.32)

2.4.2 Theoretical predictions of stratification

The system of equations (2.28)-(2.32) was solved numerically subject to the initial

conditions:

ζC(τ = 0) = 0, %B(τ = 0) = ψ, ζB(τ = 0) = Ĥ. (2.33)

The Euler method was chosen to solve (2.29) and (2.30) while the depth in tank C

(2.31) was estimated using Simpson’s rule. Volume and mass conservation checks

were made as a means of quality control at each time step – see §1.3 for details.

The non-dimensional density profile in tank C was evaluated for the geometric

input parameters Â, Ŝ1, Ŝ2 and Ĥ.

A wide range of density profiles are possible with the free-drain approach –

examples, which include convex, concave, linear and double-concave §; are shown

in figure 2.4. For Â < 2 we predict a convex density profile (i.e. environments with

decreasing buoyancy frequency). For Â = 2 and Ĥ = 1 the ratio of the volume

flow rates remains constant throughout the transients (n(t) = 2, for all t) and a

linear stratification is obtained. For Â > 2, either a concave or a double-concave

profile can be obtained depending on the ratio of the initial depths Ĥ, as shown in

§Double-concave is used to describe a profile with an inflexion point.
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Figure 2.5: Effect of opening areas on the: (a) non-dimensional density profile in tank
C, (b) liquid depth in tank B and (c) non-dimensional density in tank B. Predictions
from (2.28)-(2.32) for tanks of identical cross-sectional areas (Ŝ1 = Ŝ2 = 1), identical
initial depths (Ĥ = 1), and initial density ratio ψ = 1.2.

figure 2.4. The variation of the final profile %C(ζC) with Â, Ĥ and Ŝ is considered

below.

Dependence on opening areas

We consider tanks A, B and C of identical horizontal cross sections, i.e. Ŝ1 =

Ŝ2 = 1, and equal initial liquid depths, i.e. Ĥ = 1. To illustrate the effect of

the opening areas on the subsequent density profile we examine two cases: (i)

Â = 1
5

(solid line, figure 2.5), i.e. the opening area of tank B is one fifth of the

opening area of tank A, and (ii) Â = 5 (dashed line). In case (i) the initial rate

at which liquid leaves tank B is one fifth of the rate at which liquid is introduced

(i.e. n(τ = 0) = 1
5
, see n(τ) in figure 2.5(c)). Therefore, the density %B initially

reduces rapidly. This yields a corresponding rapid reduction in density %C with

height ζC (figure 2.5(a)). During the initial transients n increases from one fifth,

thus the liquid depth in B increases (figure 2.5(b)); this trend is maintained whilst

n(τ) < 1. As a consequence the rate at which the density in tank B reduces,
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Figure 2.6: Effect of initial liquid depths on the: (a) non-dimensional density profile
in tank C, (b) liquid depth in tank B and (c) volume flow rate ratio. Predictions from
(2.28)-(2.32) for tanks of identical opening areas (Â = 1), identical cross-sectional areas
(Ŝ1 = Ŝ2 = 1), and initial density ratio ψ = 1.2.

slows. This is reflected in the density variation in tank C which is strong for small

ζC and weakens as ζC increases. When n(τ) > 1, the depth in tank B begins to

reduce (figure 2.5(b) for τ ≥ 1.5). However, since n continues to increase rapidly,

the rate at which the density in tank B reduces continues to slow, yielding the

density profile shown in figure 2.5(a).

In contrast, when Â = 5 (case (ii)) the density in tank B reduces (relatively)

more slowly as n is initially large (n(τ = 0) = 5). Since n(τ) < 1 for all τ and

decreases (figure 2.5(c)), the depth in tank B reduces throughout the transients

(figure 2.5(b)) which results in an increasingly steep density profile in tank C (fig-

ure 2.5(a)).

Dependence on initial liquid depths

The effect of the initial liquid depth ratio was examined by comparing results for

Ĥ = 1
5

and Ĥ = 5. When the initial liquid depth in tank B is one fifth of the

depth in A, liquid leaves tank B at initially
√

1/5 of the rate at which liquid is
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Figure 2.7: Effect of cross-sectional areas of tank A and B on the: (a) non-dimensional
density profile in tank C, (b) liquid depth in tank B and (c) volume flow rate ratio.
Predictions from (2.28)-(2.32) for tanks of identical opening areas (Â = 1), identical
cross-sectional areas (Ŝ2 = 1), identical initial depths (Ĥ = 1), and initial density ratio
ψ = 1.2.

received (i.e. n(τ = 0) =
√

1/5, figure 2.6(c)). As a consequence the liquid depth

in tank B increases (figure 2.6(b)) and the initial rate at which the density in tank

B decreases is rapid. This rate reduces with time as n(τ) and ζB increase (figure

2.6(c) and 2.6(b)). When QB exceeds QA (i.e. n > 1) the depth in tank B begins

to decrease. As n then increases rapidly, the rate of change of density with height

in tank C decreases (figure 2.6(a)).

In contrast, when Ĥ = 5, the rate at which liquid leaves tank B is initially

a factor of
√

5 greater than the rate at which liquid is received. Therefore the

initial rate at which the density in tank B decreases is relatively small, yielding

a density profile of shallow gradient (figure 2.6(a)). As QB >> QA throughout

the transients, the depth in tank B drops dramatically (figure 2.6(b)). However,

n increases during the transients. The competing effects, associated with increas-

ing n and decreasing ζB, result in an almost constant rate of change of density in

B and the density profile in tank C as indicated by the dashed line in figure 2.6(a).
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Figure 2.8: Effect of cross-sectional areas of tank A and C on the: (a) non-dimensional
density profile in tank C, (b) liquid depth in tank B and (c) volume flow rate ratio.
Predictions from (2.28)-(2.32) for tanks of identical opening areas (Â = 1), identical
cross-sectional areas (Ŝ1 = 1), identical initial depths (Ĥ = 1), and initial density ratio
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Figure 2.9: Effect of density ratio ψ on the: (a) non-dimensional density profile in
tank C, (b) liquid depth in tank B and (c) volume flow rate ratio. Predictions from
(2.28)-(2.32) for tanks of identical opening areas (Â = 1), of identical cross-sectional
areas (Ŝ1 = Ŝ2 = 1), and identical initial depths (Ĥ = 1).
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Dependence on cross-sectional areas

The effect of Ŝ1 and Ŝ2 on the final stratification was examined by varying the

cross-sectional area of tanks A, B and C while keeping the other ratios fixed at

Â = 1 and Ĥ = 1. Predictions are shown in figure 2.7. When Ŝ1 = 1
5
, the volume

of dense solution in tank B is one fifth of the volume of the solute in A and the

density of tank B initially drops rapidly yielding a steep density profile (figure

2.7(a)). As the depth in tank B reduces with time (n ≥ 1) the rate of change of

density in B increases – as a consequence the density profile in C steepens.

On the other hand when Ŝ1 = 5 (figure 2.7), the initial change of density in

B is small as the volume in tank B is five times larger than the volume of solute.

The depth in B reduces with time (n ≥ 1), but as n increases the density in tank

B reduces less rapidly for larger Ŝ1 as shown in figure 2.7(a).

Finally, varying Ŝ2, i.e. the cross-sectional area of tank C relative to tank A

(figure 2.8), has no effect on ζB, n and %B. These quantities are independent of

Ŝ2 (see (2.29) and (2.30)). However, increasing Ŝ2 yields steeper density profiles

(figure 2.8(a)) as the liquid flowing into tank C in unit time results in an increas-

ingly smaller change in depth.

Dependence on density ratio

Similar trends to those described for the forced-drain (§2.3) are maintained for the

free-drain method. The effect of the ratio of the initial densities, ψ, on the final

stratification was examined by considering two cases: (i) ψ = 1.1 and (ii) ψ =

1.2, as shown in figure 2.9. For ψ = 1.1 the mass of salt removed from tank B in

unit time is less compared to when ψ = 1.2. Hence the density difference between

the base and free surface of tank C (i.e. %C(ζC = 0)− %C(ζC = 1)) increases with

increasing ψ.

Summary and practical application

We have shown that the non-dimensional density profile %C(ζC) is uniquely de-

termined in terms of five ratios ψ, Â, Ĥ, Ŝ1 and Ŝ2. In order to assist the ex-

perimentalist in the practical application of our results we have mapped out in

figure 2.10 the regions of (Â, Ĥ) and (Â, Ŝ1) free-drain parameter space, as well as
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or linear non-dimensional density profiles.
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2.4 Free-drain case

(n, λ) forced-drain parameter space, which yield convex, concave, double concave

and linear/approximately-linear non-dimensional density profiles. The regions of

linear/approximately-linear profiles have been determined based on only those

profiles giving R2 > 0.99 to a linear fit.

Figure 2.10 can be used directly by the experimentalist. From a practical

viewpoint the experimentalist would likely be seeking guidance on the initial liquid

depths in the supply and mixing tanks, and on the areas of the base openings

required to achieve a particular profile for the free-drain method. Figure 2.10(a)

clearly shows how a given pair Â = AB
AA

and Ĥ = HB
HA

give rise to a particular

profile. One might reasonably anticipate that both supply and mixing tanks would

be identical and so figure 2.10(a) is plotted for tanks of equal cross-sections. On

the other hand, if a variation of the cross-sectional area of the mixing tank relative

to the supply tank is possible in the experiments, figure 2.10(b) can be used to

identify the shape of the density profile for a given pair Â = AB
AA

and Ŝ1 = SB
SA

.

Whilst the density profile for the forced-drain method can be expressed in an

analytical form (2.11), the (n, λ) parameter space and corresponding profile shape

is plotted in figure 2.10(c) to provide the experimentalist with a rapid means of

selecting the flow rate and initial volume ratios, and a visual comparison of the

range of possible density profiles produced by the forced and free-drain methods.

2.4.3 Experimental procedure

The procedure followed was similar to that of Oster (1965) except that tanks A,

B and C were orientated vertically above one another. The experimental con-

figuration used is shown in figures 2.3 and 2.11 – figure 2.3 illustrates the basic

arrangement of the tanks and figure 2.11 the details of tanks B and C. We note

that there may be practical issues associated with using tanks of large sizes ar-

ranged in such a configuration. In this set of experiments, the apparatus consisted

of three identical plastic tanks each 45 cm deep and 45 cm wide × 45 cm long

(giving SA = SB = 452 cm2). The maximum depth of liquid in each tank was

40 cm. Pneumatic fittings of different aperture diameters (0.4 - 1.2 cm, giving

0.13 ≤ AA, AB ≤ 1.13 cm2) were installed in the base of tanks A and B (figure
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(a) Mixing tank B (b) Environmental tank C

Figure 2.11: Schematics of the free-drain experimental set-up.

2.11(a)) to allow drainage at initial volume flow rates of between 20−190 cm3s−1.

Tank A was initially filled with fresh water of density ρA = 0.998 gcm−3 and tank

B with saline solution of density ρB,0 (see table 2.2). The liquid in tank B was

mixed continuously using an industrial paint stirrer attached to a pneumatic drill

as shown in figure 2.11(a). The rotation rate of the stirrer was set at a value

which vigorously mixed and overturned the entire volume of tank B so that a uni-

form density was maintained. The mixer was located in a corner of mixing tank

B and a polystyrene sheet was floated on the free surface to prevent horizontal

variations in the liquid depth otherwise induced by the mixer. Both liquids were

allowed to settle and reach room temperature before an experiment was started

by simultaneously removing plastic plugs from the base openings in tanks A and

B.

A float with an open cell foam base and polystyrene perimeter was positioned

on the free surface of the environmental tank (figure 2.11(b)) directly below the

opening in tank B. Liquid then entered tank C after percolating through the open

cell foam base. The foam was required to diminish the momentum flux of the

inflow and thereby minimise mixing in tank C as the stratification developed. The

density stratification in the environmental tank was measured using an ANTON

PAAR DMA 4500 densitometer (accuracy of ±10−5 gcm−3) at the end of each

experiment. Samples of 3 ml volume were extracted at 11 different depths (at

zC = 0, 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31, 32.5 and 34.5 cm) using syringes attached
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(c) Double-concave profile. Â = 4, Ĥ = 1,
ψ = 1.063
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Figure 2.12: Free-drain density profiles produced in the environmental tank (SC =
2025 cm2, where Ŝ1 = Ŝ2 = 1). Solid lines indicate theoretical predictions and the solid
circles indicate measurements.

to needles whose tips were located at the specified liquid depths as indicated in

figure 2.11(b).

2.4.4 Experimental results and discussion

We constructed four different shapes of density profile in the laboratory using the

free-drain approach; a convex (decreasing buoyancy frequency), a linear, a double-

concave (diffuse two-layer-like), and a concave (increasing buoyancy frequency)

profile as shown in figure 2.12. Shown together with the measured profile is the

predicted form of the density profile. The four density profiles were achieved
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by varying the ratio of the opening areas, the initial depths and initial densities

while keeping the cross-sectional areas identical (Ŝ1 = Ŝ2 = 1). Note that the

experimentalist can appeal to figure 2.10 prior to an experiment in order to obtain

an indication of the form of the density profile.

A second density profile with double-concavity (figure 2.13) was achieved by

conducting an experiment in two parts. To construct the first part we chose Â =

4 and Ĥ = 1. The experiment was interrupted (by plugging the base openings)

when the depth in the environmental tank zC = 20 cm and density ρC = 1.058

gcm−3 as indicated by the cross on figure 2.13. The ratio of the opening areas was

then reduced to Â = 1 (see table 2.2) and the liquid depths in tank A and B were

raised by 15 cm; tank A with fresh water and tank B with saline solution of density

ρB = 1.058 gcm−3. The second part of the experiment was then commenced on

removing the plugs yielding the convex part of the profile.

A close agreement between the measured profiles ρC(zC) and the theoretical

predictions was obtained as shown in figures 2.12 and 2.13. The average difference

between the theoretical and actual profiles was estimated to be 5% ¶. However,

the experimental results do not agree with the theory so well in the upper region

of the environmental tank for the double-concave density profile of figure 2.12(c).

For this profile (Â = 4, Ĥ = 1) the liquid depth in tank B rapidly decreased after

the experiment commenced yielding a thin layer for a considerable period of time.

This trend was restricted to this particular experiment. The mixer vigorously

agitated this thin layer producing strong horizontal motions. The theoretical

model failed to closely predict the density profile as the hydrostatic conditions

assumed were then violated due to this influential horizontal motion which also

affected the pattern of streamlines through the opening and, thereby, invalidated

the assumption CdA = CdB = 0.6 (Ward-Smith, 1980). To avoid violating these

assumptions a minimum liquid depth was set (equal to 5 cm) after which each

experiment was interrupted. Based on this limitation, an experiment was carried

out again with Â = 4 and Ĥ = 0.7 and the density profile obtained agreed well

with the theory over the entire tank depth, as indicated in figure 2.12(d). Finally,

¶ Hill (2002) obtained higher accuracy (typically 3% or less) using a MicroScale conductivity
and temperature instrument.
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Figure 2.13: Free-drain double concave profile created by conducting the experiment
in two parts: (i) Â = 4 and Ĥ = 1 and (ii) Â = 1 and Ĥ = 1. The two parts are
separated by the cross.

Table 2.2: Experimental values for the measurements shown in figures 2.12(a)-(d) and
figure 2.13.

Expt ρA(gcm−3) ρB,0(gcm−3) HA(cm) HB(cm) Ĥ AA(cm2) AB(cm2) Â

2.12(a) 0.998 1.140 29.0 34.0 1.2 π 0.82

4
π 0.82

4
1.00

2.12(b) 0.998 1.044 20.0 20.0 1.0 π 0.42

4
π 0.62

4
2.25

2.12(c) 0.998 1.064 22.0 22.0 1.0 π 0.42

4
π 0.82

4
4.00

2.12(d) 0.998 1.071 20.5 34.0 0.7 π 0.42

4
π 0.82

4
4.00

2.13(i) 0.998 1.100 20.0 20.0 1.0 π 0.42

4
π 0.82

4
4.00

2.13(ii) 0.998 1.058 29.0 21.0 0.7 π 0.42

4
π 0.42

4
1.00

the disagreement seen in the lower part of the tank (for zC . 5 cm) is due to

mixing caused by the fluid dropping from tank B above. This mixing was kept

to a minimum by using the float, keeping the vertical distance between the tanks

minimal and ensuring that the volume flow rate QB was small (< 100 cm3s−1).

2.5 Extensions

The free-drain method proposed can be duplicated in order to extend the range

of stratifications. For example, if the liquid in tank A is initially stably stratified

by carrying out a (standard) free-drain experiment and setting the subsequent

environment C as the ‘new’ tank A (figure 2.14(a)), a second free-drain experiment

will then give the final stratification.

Additional extensions may be considered, for example, on removing the re-
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(a) Duplication of free-drain experi-
ment

(b) Tanks of varying cross-sectional
area

Figure 2.14: Generalisation of the free-drain method.

striction of the constant cross-sectional area — as investigated by Hill (2002) for

the forced-drain case. In the previous section we restricted our attention to tanks

of constant cross-sectional area. However, the method could be adopted in tanks

of varying cross-sectional area with depth (figure 2.14(b)). If SA(zA), SB(zB) and

SC(zC) denote the varying cross-sectional areas of tanks A, B and C, respectively,

conservation of volume in tanks A, B and C requires:

d

dt
(SA(zA)zA) = −QA (2.34)

d

dt
(SB(zB)zB) = QB −QA (2.35)

d

dt
(SC(zC)zC) = QB (2.36)

where QA and QB are defined in (2.16) and (2.20), respectively.

Finally, we note that the traditional Oster method can be generalised by in-

troducing a third pump (‘pump C’) as indicated in figure 2.15. This set-up allows

liquid to circulate from tank A to tank B and vice-versa. The density in tank A

then increases with time and by adjusting the rate QC at which liquid is pumped
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Figure 2.15: Extension of forced-drain method.

from B to A relative to QA and QB, a broader range of density profiles could in

principle be established.

2.6 Conclusions

We have presented an alternative method for producing density profiles in the lab-

oratory that is based on the double-bucket approach proposed by Oster (1965).

Unlike the Oster method in which a linear stratification is achieved by pumping

liquids at constant flow rates so that n = QB
QA

= 2, in our method we drive the flow

by allowing the tanks to drain freely under gravity. A mathematical model was

developed to predict the final stratification in the environmental tank. We demon-

strated that profiles can be uniquely constructed in terms of five non-dimensional

quantities; the ratio of the opening areas Â, the ratios of the cross-sectional areas

Ŝ1 and Ŝ2, the ratio of the initial liquid depths Ĥ, and ratio of the initial densities

ψ. From a stratification-design point of view, we provide general guidelines with

respect to the predicted shape of the final stratification given different values of

Â, Ŝ1, Ĥ and Ŝ2. We conclude, for environment and mixing tanks of equal cross-

section (i.e. Ŝ2 =1) and small values of the ratio of the opening areas (i.e. for

Â < 2, see figure 2.10(b)), that the density in the mixing tank reduces rapidly

yielding a convex density profile. In contrast, for sufficiently large Â (i.e. for

Â > 2) concave density profiles or profiles with an inflexion point (double concave

profiles) are obtained. When Â = 2 and Ĥ = 1, a linear profile was predicted as

the ratio of the volume flow rates remains equal to two throughout the transients.
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We also developed an analytical solution for the density profiles established with

the original Oster method (forced-drain method) for any volume flow rate ratio n.

Our method highlights the dependence of the resulting non-dimensional density

stratification on the three ratios (n, λ, ψ), where λ denotes the ratio of the initial

liquid volumes. In contrast, the density profile developed by the free-drain method

is a function of five ratios (Â, Ĥ, Ŝ1, Ŝ2, ψ).

We successfully constructed four different shapes of density profiles in the labora-

tory based on the free-drain method: concave, convex, linear and double concavity

profiles. We recognise that whilst a broader range of density profiles can be pro-

duced than Oster’s original approach there is a limited number of functional forms

which can be generated by this method. However, the free-drain method provides

a practical alternative to the widely used Oster method as it does not involve

pumping liquids at constant flow rates.

The next step of the work should be to address the inverse problem, namely,

beginning with the density profile (e.g. a hyperbolic-tan) to determine the values

of (n, λ, ψ) for forced-drain and (Â, Ĥ, Ŝ1, Ŝ2, ψ) for free-drain that are necessary

to achieve this profile.
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Chapter 3

A generalised approach for modelling tran-

sient flows in an emptying-filling enclosure:

the effects of geometry, heat gains and wind

3.1 Abstract

The behaviour of transient flows in a confined ventilated space induced by a buoy-

ancy source of time-varying strength and an external wind is examined. The space

considered has varying cross-sectional area with height. A generalised theoretical

model is proposed to investigate the dynamics of the flow developed following the

activation of an external wind and an internal source of buoyancy. To investigate

the effect of the geometry, we vary the angle of the wall inclination of a particular

geometry in which a point source of constant buoyancy is activated in the absence

of wind. Counter-intuitively the ventilation is worse, namely a deeper ‘overshoot’

(i.e. the maximum distance below the steady interface increases) and lower air-

flow rates are established for geometries of increasing cross-sectional areas with

height. We investigate the effect of the source buoyancy strength by comparing

two cases: (1) when the buoyancy input is constant and (2) when the buoyancy

input gradually increases over time so that after a finite time the total buoyancy

inputs for (1) and (2) are identical. The rate at which the source heat gains are
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introduced has a significant role on the flow behaviour as we find that, in case

(2), a warmer layer and a more pronounced overshoot are obtained than in case

(1). The effect of assisting and opposing wind on the transient ventilation of an

enclosure of constant cross-sectional area with height and constant heat gains is

examined. A Froude number Fr is used to define the relative strengths of the

buoyancy-induced and wind-induced velocities and five different transient states

and their associated critical Fr are identified.

3.2 Introduction

The flow of air within naturally ventilated buildings or rooms varies during the

course of a diurnal cycle. This variation in the ventilation occurs as the heating

load changes during the day, for example due to changing patterns of occupancy,

variations in solar gains and external temperatures, and as the wind speed and its

direction vary. Variations in wind speed/direction and in heat loading result in

time-varying flows due to time-varying forcing. The ventilation may also vary due

to changes made by occupants, or operators, in the area of ventilation openings.

Time-varying, or transient, flows are also established when the heat load is

constant, or indeed if the wind speed/direction are constant. Hunt & Linden

(1998) modelled such a situation when they considered the ventilation established

by a (steady) heat source activated at time t = 0 in a tiered highly-insulated

lecture theatre ventilated via high- and low-level vents. This simulated an audience

entering a theatre. They examined the rate of airflow and the thermal stratification

as the flow approached a steady state. They showed that during the transients,

lower flow rates than those in the steady state are established and that the warm

air layer that develops at the ceiling may ‘overshoot’ the steady predicted depth

in these enclosures, i.e. during the transients the interface separating the warm

upper and cool lower layers descends below that attained at steady state.

Linden et al. (1990) determined the ventilation established in the steady state

in a simple box-shaped room, revealing that the flow is independent of the floor

area. Features unique to the transient flows predicted in auditoria (Hunt & Linden,

1998) were also observed and predicted by Kaye & Hunt (2004) and Radomski
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(2008) in box-like enclosures. Kaye & Hunt (2004) described the physics of the

ventilating process as a time-dependent balance between the room ‘filling’ and

‘draining’. The filling is attributed to the thermal plume rising from the buoyancy

source which supplies warm air to a layer at ceiling level. As a consequence of the

warm layer a pressure difference is established between the interior and exterior

and this drives a flow through the vents, i.e. the draining. They parameterised

their model in terms of a ratio of draining and filling timescales for the room

(µ) which was inversely proportional to the dimensionless ‘effective’ opening area

(see §3.3.1) of the box. Based on volume- and buoyancy-flux conservation, Kaye &

Hunt (2004) predicted how the layer depth and its mean temperature evolved with

time and identified the range of values of µ for which the buoyant layer overshot

the steady layer depth.

Previous research examining time-dependent flows has focused on box-shaped

rooms and has shown that the flow predicted during the transients is typically poor

compared to that in the steady state. However, the geometry of the space plays

an important role in these transient flows (e.g. tiered theatre). Understanding

and developing a predictive capability for transient naturally-induced flows is es-

sential for the effective design of naturally ventilated buildings which are typically

constructed in a wide range of geometries to suit their intended purpose.

The aim of this chapter is to generalise the Kaye & Hunt (2004) model for

transient ventilation induced by a single localised heat source so that it may be

applied to a wide range of typical room geometries. In doing so, we consider a

room cross-sectional area S that varies with height. The conservation equations are

written in their general form by allowing for a time-varying buoyancy input B(t)

and wind pressure variations ∆Pw in order to mimic the response of a building’s

ventilation under real conditions as may be experienced over the course of a day.

The extension to time-varying buoyancy input is possible as new models for time-

dependent plumes have recently been developed (e.g. Scase et al. (2006), Bower

et al. (2008)).

The layout of the chapter is as follows. In §3.3 a generalised model describing

the development of the thermal stratification is presented. The assumptions as-

sociated with the time-varying heat source (plume) model are discussed §3.4. In
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of enclosure of varying cross-section with height considered in
§3.3 subject to wind of speed Vw. The shaded region indicates the buoyant fluid collected
in the enclosure as a result of the point source of buoyancy B(t) indicated by the circular
disc at floor level.

§3.5, we present theoretical predictions which isolate and illustrate the effects of

(a) room geometry, (b) heat source strength and (c) wind. For (a), we vary the

angle of inclination of the walls in order to investigate its effect on the transient

flow after a source of constant strength is activated. For (b), the ventilation de-

veloped in an enclosure of constant cross-section with height after a heat source

of gradually increasing strength and a source of constant strength are activated,

is examined and contrasted. Finally, for (c), the effect of an assisting and an op-

posing wind is modelled and the range of different transient states are identified.

Conclusions are drawn in §3.6.

3.3 Mathematical model

We consider an enclosure of height H and varying cross-sectional area S(z), as

shown in the schematic example of figure 3.1, where z is measured from the floor

vertically upwards. The interior of the enclosure is connected with the exterior

stationary environment via a low- and a high-level opening, as depicted in figure

3.1. The vertical extent of the openings is assumed to be relatively small so that

the vertically varying pressure difference across each of these openings is relatively

small compared to the vertical variation in pressure between the top and base of
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the enclosure.

A localised point source of buoyancy flux B(t) (located at floor level) and a

wind of constant velocity Vw are activated at time t = 0. Warm fluid rising from

the source in the form of a turbulent plume entrains fluid from the surroundings (of

density equal to that of the exterior environment) and reaches the ceiling where

it spreads to form a thin layer of buoyant fluid (cf. Baines & Turner (1969)).

A two-layer stratification is assumed to form with an interface at a height h,

where h denotes the vertical distance from the source as indicated in figure 3.1.

This is a standard assumption (cf. Hunt & Linden (1998), Kaye & Hunt (2004))

and is borne out in numerous experimental studies. In contrast, for sufficiently

large area heat sources (exceeding approximately 15% of the floor area) the space

does not stratify (Hunt et al., 2002). We only consider the range of wind speeds

(Vw) for which the flow maintains the two-layer stratification – for very large Vw,

the stratification in the interior is anticipated to break down (see Hunt & Linden

(2001)). We assume that no mixing occurs at the interface other than in the plume.

Hunt & Coffey (2009) showed that providing the area of the lower opening exceeds

the area of the upper opening by approximately a factor of 3, this is a reasonable

approximation. For this reason, attention will be restricted to opening sizes that

ensure this. The source is of continuous buoyancy flux so that a sharp density

interface between the upper buoyant and lower ambient layers is maintained and

therefore displacement ventilation is established. At t = 0, the buoyant layer is

assumed to be of depth equal to the plume width at z = H and reduced gravity∗

equal to the plume reduced gravity at z = H, respectively (cf. Kaye & Hunt

(2004)). Implicit in this assumption is the neglect of fluid ‘overturning’ as the

radial outflow from the plume impinges on the side walls. Baines & Turner (1969)

demonstrated that overturning is small providing the height of the container does

not exceed the horizontal radius. This is the case in most rooms but not for an

atrium as discussed later. The boundaries of the enclosure are assumed to be

∗The reduced gravity (denoted g′ = (∆ρ/ρ) g where ∆ρ is the density difference between the
buoyant layer and the ambient fluid and ρ the density of ambient fluid) is used to express the
temperature of a buoyant layer in this chapter and all subsequent chapters. For an ideal gas
∆ρ
ρ = ∆T

T where T denotes the temperature of the ambient fluid and ∆T denotes the temperature
difference between the buoyant layer and the ambient fluid.
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highly insulating so that the buoyancy flux exchanged with the walls is negligible.

Depending on the wind direction and speed, different flow dynamics are pre-

dicted. Below we derive two mathematical models to describe the transient flow

developed based on two different scenarios: (i) no wind (§3.3.1) and (ii) wind is

present (§3.3.2). For (ii), we consider both ‘assisting’ and ‘opposing’ winds.

3.3.1 Buoyancy-driven flow

In the absence of wind, the dynamics of the flow in the enclosure are solely con-

trolled by the buoyancy accumulation and involve a filling and a draining process

as identified by Kaye & Hunt (2004). The plume feeds the buoyant layer at a rate

Qp, equal to its volume flow rate at height z = h (the filling process), and buoyant

fluid exits the space via the high-level opening of the enclosure at a rate Qout (the

draining process). From volume conservation, assuming the fluid to be incom-

pressible, cool fluid from the exterior environment enters the enclosure through its

low-level opening at a rate Qin where Qin = Qout.

The density interface that forms between the buoyant layer and the layer below

at ambient density descends towards the floor level as the filling rate at which the

plume ‘feeds’ the buoyant layer (Qp) exceeds the rate at which buoyant fluid is

discharged through its high-level opening (Qout) – i.e. the draining process is

slower than the filling process. From volume conservation, the rate at which the

volume of the buoyant layer (V =
∫ H
h
S(z)dz) increases is given by:

d

dt

(∫ H

h

S(z)dz

)
= Qp −Qout. (3.1)

The volume flow rate of the plume at the interface level (Qp) may be evaluated

using a model that incorporates time dependence in the buoyancy flux of the

source. Recent studies on modelling time-dependence in plumes are discussed in

§3.4. Assuming for now that the source is steady (i.e. B is constant), the volume

flow rate at a height h above a point source may be evaluated using the model

of Morton et al. (1956). For a time-averaged, self-similar, Boussinesq plume, the
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volume flow rate is given by:

Qp = CB1/3h5/3 (3.2)

(Morton et al., 1956) where C ≈ 0.143 is the plume constant. In the Boussinesq

approximation (cf. Turner (1973)) it is considered that the density difference

between the buoyant layer and the exterior environment is small compared to a

reference density. In the Kaye & Hunt (2004) model, the emptying/filling process

following the activation of a buoyancy source, whose strength was constant, was

modelled based on (3.2). Here, we now consider a source whose buoyancy flux

changes very slowly such that the plume dynamics remain unaffected by the change

in the buoyancy flux of the source (see §3.4) over the timescale of their rise from

z = 0 to z = H. This slow variation is representative of what might be anticipated

in a room as the heat load, due to, for example, the heating system, is likely to

increase relatively slowly compared to the timescale over which the plume rises or

indeed the timescale to reach steady state. As a consequence, we assume that the

volume flow rate at the interface level is given by that of Morton et al. (1956),

i.e. Qp = CB(t)1/3h5/3. The assumptions associated with this model are further

discussed in §3.4.

The total buoyancy of the layer (Btot) is defined as:

Btot =

∫ H

h

g′(z)S(z)dz (3.3)

where g′(z) is the reduced gravity of the buoyant layer at height z. Conservation

of buoyancy requires that:

d

dt

(∫ H

h

g′(z)S(z)dz

)
= B(t−∆t)|z=h −Bout (3.4)

where B(t − ∆t)|z=h is the buoyancy flux in the plume at a height z = h, ∆t

denotes the time lag resulting from the time taken for a fluid parcel to rise from

the source to the interface and Bout is the buoyancy flux discharged from the high-

level opening given by Bout = Qoutg
′|z=H . For simplicity, we assume ∆t = 0, i.e.

the change in the source buoyancy is instantaneously received at the interface.
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This is a reasonable assumption as in practical applications the time taken for a

parcel to rise to the interface is sufficiently small compared to the time taken for

the flow to reach steady state.

The geometry of the enclosure considered does not vary rapidly with height

and the opening areas are smaller than the cross-sectional area of the enclosure at

its narrowest point. Under these assumptions the vertical acceleration is expected

to be small and the pressure is expected to vary approximately hydrostatically

in the interior. Following Hunt & Linden (1998) and Kaye & Hunt (2004), we

assume that at each instant the buoyant layer is of a uniform density (i.e. well-

mixed) as a result of the turbulence of the plume. The reduced gravity of the layer

is therefore independent of z and denoted by g′. By suitable application of the

Bernoulli equation, the draining volume flow rate through the high-level opening

Qout may be expressed as:

Qout = A∗
√
g′(H − h) (3.5)

(cf. Linden et al. (1990)), where A∗ is the effective opening area, a function of the

actual low- and high-level opening areas, aL and aH , respectively, via:

1

A∗2
=

1

2C2
da

2
L

+
1

2C2
da

2
H

(3.6)

and Cd ≈ 0.6 is the discharge coefficient associated with contraction/expansion

losses (Ward-Smith, 1980).

The coupled differential equations (3.1) and (3.4) can now be expressed as:

d

dt

(∫ H

h

S(z)dz

)
= CB(t)1/3h5/3 − A∗

√
g′(H − h) (3.7)

d

dt

(
g′
∫ H

h

S(z)dz

)
= B(t)− g′A∗

√
g′(H − h). (3.8)

We choose a characteristic cross-sectional area of the space Sch, namely the

floor area of the room (i.e. Sch = S(z = 0)), and a characteristic buoyancy flux of
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the heat source Bch given by the average buoyancy flux:

Bch =
1

tf

∫ tf

0

B(t)dt (3.9)

where tf denotes the time over which the source buoyancy flux varies and is coin-

cident with the end of the simulation. Based on the Kaye & Hunt (2004) model,

the ventilation through the enclosure may be parameterised in terms of the ratio

µ = Td
Tf

. The draining timescale Td is proportional to the time taken for a buoyant

layer of depth H, cross-sectional area Sch and of buoyancy equal to that in the

plume of source strength Bch at height H to drain completely through openings

of effective area A∗:

Td =
C1/2H4/3Sch

A∗B
1/3
ch

. (3.10)

The filling timescale Tf is proportional to the time taken for a plume of buoyancy

flux Bch to fill a box of height H and cross-sectional area Sch:

Tf =
Sch

CB
1/3
ch H

2/3
. (3.11)

We introduce the non-dimensional interface height, volume flow rate and reduced

gravity of the buoyant layer:

ζ =
h

H
, q =

Q

CB
1/3
ch H

5/3
and δ =

g′

C−1B
2/3
ch H

−5/3
, (3.12)

respectively, where CB
1/3
ch H

5/3 and C−1B
2/3
ch H

−5/3 are the volume flow rate and

reduced gravity in a steady plume at the ceiling (z = H) with a buoyancy flux

equal to the time averaged value Bch, respectively. We also non-dimensionalise

time and height such that:

τ =
t√
TdTf

and z̄ =
z

H
. (3.13)

We now fully non-dimensionalise (3.7) and (3.8) to obtain:

d

dτ

(∫ 1

ζ

S̄(z̄)dz̄

)
=
√
µ
(
β(τ)1/3ζ5/3 − q

)
(3.14)
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and

dδ

dτ
=
√
µ
β(τ)− δβ(τ)1/3ζ5/3∫ 1

ζ
S̄(z̄)dz̄

(3.15)

where S̄(z̄) is the non-dimensional cross-sectional area and q is the non-dimensional

flow rate given by:

q =
1

µ

√
δ(1− ζ). (3.16)

Substituting appropriate functions for β(τ) and S̄(z̄) allows one to solve the

above coupled ODEs numerically to obtain the key features of the flow with time.

3.3.2 Wind

In the presence of wind, an additional pressure drop, equal to the pressure differ-

ence between the windward and leeward openings, needs to be incorporated into

the model. This pressure drop is denoted ∆Pw = Cp
ρV 2
w

2
, where Cp is the wind

pressure coefficient (see Orme et al. (1994)). The dynamics of the flow are now

controlled by two velocities; the velocity associated with the buoyancy in the en-

closure (
√
C−1(B/H)2/3) and the velocity associated with the wind pressure drop

(
√

∆Pw/ρ). The relative magnitude of the two velocities may be expressed as a

Froude number:

Fr =

√
∆Pw/ρ√

C−1(B/H)2/3
(3.17)

(cf. Hunt & Linden (2001)). If the low-level opening is on the windward side

and the high-level opening is on the leeward side (i.e. ∆Pw > 0 – see figure

3.2(a)) the wind ‘assists’ the buoyancy-driven ventilation. If ∆Pw < 0, the flow is

‘opposed’ by the wind (see figures 3.2(b)(i) and 3.2(b)(ii)). We assume that the

wind speed is not strong enough to break down the stratification or violate the

hydrostatic conditions in the interior. Below the dynamics associated with each

case are considered.
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(a) 

(b)(i) (b)(ii) 

Figure 3.2: Schematics of flow through the enclosure shown in figure 3.1 when: (a) the
wind is assisting, (b)(i) the wind is opposing and forward flow is still maintained and
(b)(ii) the wind is strongly opposing and reverse flow is established.

(a) Assisting wind

When the wind is assisting, as shown in figure 3.2(a), the draining volume flow

rate is given by:

Qout = A∗
√
g′(H − h) + ∆Pw/ρ (3.18)

(cf. Hunt & Linden (2001)), i.e. the ventilation is enhanced. The non-dimensional

form of the governing equations from (3.14) and (3.15) is then:

d

dτ

(∫ 1

ζ

S̄(z̄)dz̄

)
=
√
µ
(
β(τ)1/3ζ5/3 − q

)
(3.19)

and

dδ

dτ
=
√
µ
β(τ)− δβ(τ)1/3ζ5/3∫ 1

ζ
S̄(z̄)dz̄

(3.20)

where:

q =
1

µ

√
δ(1− ζ) + Fr2 > 0. (3.21)
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(b) Opposing wind

When the wind is opposing, there are two different flow possibilities (cf. Hunt &

Linden (2005)):

(i) Forward flow

When the wind speed is not large enough to overcome the velocity associated with

the buoyancy (i.e. for a weakly opposing wind), forward flow (that is, flow from

low- to high-level) is established. The volume flow rate through the enclosure is

reduced and given by:

Qout = A∗
√
g′(H − h)−∆Pw/ρ (3.22)

(see Hunt & Linden (2005) for derivation). The non-dimensional form of the

governing equations for an opposing wind is then:

d

dτ

(∫ 1

ζ

S̄(z̄)dz̄

)
=
√
µ
(
β(τ)1/3ζ5/3 − q

)
, (3.23)

dδ

dτ
=
√
µ
β(τ)− δβ(τ)1/3ζ5/3∫ 1

ζ
S̄(z̄)dz̄

(3.24)

where:

q =
1

µ

√
δ(1− ζ)− Fr2 > 0. (3.25)

(ii) Reverse flow

When the wind-induced velocity exceeds the buoyancy-induced velocity (i.e. for

a strongly opposing wind), the flow through the enclosure is reversed. Fluid from

the exterior environment enters via the high-level opening and pushes fluid out of

the enclosure through the low-level opening. The volume flow rate through the

enclosure is given:

Qout = −A∗
√

∆Pw/ρ− g′(H − h) (3.26)

where the ‘minus’ sign indicates the reversed direction of flow. The non-dimensional

form of the time rate of change of ζ is given by (3.23) while the time rate of change
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of δ is:
dδ

dτ
=
√
µ
β(τ)− δ

(
β(τ)1/3ζ5/3 − q

)∫ 1

ζ
S̄(z̄)dz̄

for ζ > 0 (3.27)

dδ

dτ
=
√
µ
β(τ) + δq∫ 1

0
S̄(z̄)dz̄

for ζ = 0 (3.28)

where:

q = − 1

µ

√
Fr2 − δ(1− ζ) < 0. (3.29)

3.4 Modelling time-dependent plumes of vary-

ing source conditions

Scase et al. (2006) generalised the heavily-cited classical steady plume solutions of

Morton et al. (1956) for a time-averaged, self-similar, turbulent, Boussinesq plume

in a quiescent unstratified ambient to allow for time dependence in the plume

source conditions assuming top-hat profiles for the momentum flux M , volume

flux Q and buoyancy flux B. They derived the following governing equations for

conservation of volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes:

∂
∂t

(
Q2

M

)
+
∂Q
∂z

= 2α
√
πM1/2

∂Q
∂t

+ ∂M
∂z

=
BQ
M

∂
∂t

(
QB
M

)
+ ∂B
∂z

= 0,

(3.30)

respectively, where α is the entrainment coefficient. They examined the flow be-

haviour of a plume when a sudden drop in the source strength was imposed. They

found that, unless in regions close to the source, numerical solutions of (3.30) pre-

dicted that the plume remained largely unaffected by the change in source strength

and was well approximated by the classical steady plume solutions.

Bower et al. (2008) considered a ventilated box in which the source buoy-

ancy was either discontinuously decreased or increased and predicted that a tran-

sient three-layer stratification (consisting of a lower ambient layer, an intermediate

buoyant layer and an upper highly-buoyant layer) was formed. The top two layers
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became well-mixed (i.e. merged to form one layer) as steady state was approached.

They derived a simple mathematical model based on the steady plume solution of

Morton et al. (1956) and compared their theoretical predictions with small-scaled

experimental measurements and found a good agreement.

In the work herein, unlike the work of Scase et al. (2006) and Bower et al.

(2008), we only consider cases for which the source buoyancy flux gradually

changes with time and, in particular, sources whose strength increases with time.

In contrast to the model of Bower et al. (2008), a stratified layer is expected to

form for sources of gradually decreasing buoyancy flux as the decrease in the source

buoyancy strength is now continuous. This is because the fluid rising from a source

of decreasing buoyancy flux becomes progressively less buoyant with time and at

every time step a heavier layer is deposited at the interface level, i.e. a stratified

buoyant layer is formed. We therefore consider cases for which the source buoy-

ancy flux increases gradually with time which allow a well-mixed upper layer to

develop in the enclosure consistent with our earlier approximation. For simplicity,

we assume a source of parabolically increasing buoyancy flux β(τ) = c1τ
2 + c2τ

for constants c1 and c2 where c1 < 0 and c2 > 0 – the variation of β with time τ

considered is shown by the solid line of figure 3.7(i) for c1 = − 3
200

and c2 = 3
10

(see

Appendix A1).

As described earlier, we approximate a plume of unsteady source conditions by

the steady plume model of Morton et al. (1956). There a number of assumptions

associated with this approximation. Firstly, we require that the source conditions

change sufficiently slowly so that the plume dynamics remain unaffected and that

quasi-steady conditions are established in the plume at every instant. This is a

reasonable approximation providing the timescale over which the plume rises is

small compared to the timescale over which the source buoyancy flux of the plume

changes. As such, the plume responds instantaneously over its entire extent to a

change in B. Secondly, we assume that the density interface in the enclosure is

not close to the source as this is where any potential changes of the dynamics of

the flow due to the ‘unsteadiness’ of the source conditions will be felt.
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Table 3.1: Functions of cross-sectional area S(z), dimensional volumes of cool layer
Vambient =

∫ h
0 S(z)dz and buoyant upper layer Vbuoyant =

∫ H
h S(z)dz for each of the

geometries of figure 3.3.

S(z)
∫ h

0
S(z)dz

∫ H
h
S(z)dz

(a) πab
(
1− z

atanθ

)2 πa2btanθ
3

(
1− (1− h

atanθ
)3
)

πa2btanθ
3

(
(1− h

atanθ
)3 − (1− H

atanθ
)3
)

(b) 4ab
√

(1− z2

H2 ) 2ab

(
h
H

√
1− h2

H2 + sin−1( h
H

)

)
2ab

(
π/2− h

H

√
1− h2

H2 − sin−1( h
H

)

)
(c) πab(1− z2

H2 ) πab(h− h3

3H2 ) πab((H − h)− H3−h3

3H2 )
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H 

θ 

(c) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.3: Schematics of (a) the basic geometry investigated, (b) an elliptical geome-
try with rectangular horizontal cross-section (e.g. an aircraft hanger) and (c) a spherical
geometry with elliptical horizontal cross-section (e.g. a dome).

3.5 Theoretical predictions

Based on the model derived in §3.3, we now isolate and describe the effects of the

geometry (§3.5.1), unsteady heat gains (§3.5.2) and wind (§3.5.3) on the transient

flow and stratification. The simple Euler scheme is used to solve numerically the

systems of equations derived in §3.3 to obtain the evolution of ζ, δ and q with

time. A sufficiently small time step was used to ensure that the error of the method

was small at each step (see §1.3 for further details) and results were graphically

indistinguishable.
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(a) θ  = 3π /12 
      λ = 1 

(b) θ  = 4π /12 
      λ = 0.58 
 

(c) θ  = 5π /12 
      λ = 0.27 

(d) θ  = 6π /12 
      λ = 0 
 

(e) θ  = 7π /12 
      λ = -0.27 
 

(f) θ  = 8π /12 
      λ = -0.58 
 

Figure 3.4: Schematics of a range of different shapes with corresponding values of θ
and λ for which H = a.

3.5.1 Effect of geometry

Whilst there is a wealth of different geometries which could be considered as

shown in figure 3.3, we consider a conical frustum with elliptical horizontal cross-

section. In table 3.1, the cross-sectional area S(z) and dimensional volumes of

the ambient (Vambient =
∫ h

0
S(z)dz) and buoyant (Vbuoyant =

∫ H
h
S(z)dz) layers for

geometry (a) are summarised. Also given are the corresponding areas and volumes

for the geometries shown in figures 3.3(b) and 3.3(c). Whilst these geometries

are investigated no further, they may be readily studied following the procedure

outlined below for geometry (a).

The height of geometry (a) is denoted by H. The geometry has an elliptical

base of area πab, where a and b denote the radii of the base as shown in figure 3.3.

We vary the inclination angle θ to investigate its effect on the flow and thermal

stratification after a continuous source of constant buoyancy flux is activated at

floor level. We assume that there is no wind. The non-dimensional cross-sectional

area of the space is given by:

S̄(z̄) = (1− λz̄)2 (3.31)

where λ = H
atanθ

. The non-dimensional volume of the buoyant layer is:

∫ 1

ζ

S̄(z̄)dz =
(1− λζ)3 − (1− λ)3

3λ
. (3.32)

For simplicity, we consider that H = a for which a range of different geometries
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are obtained by varying θ as shown in figure 3.4: (a) cone, (b) and (c) conical

frustum with decreasing cross-section with height, (d) cylinder, (e) and (f) conical

frustum with increasing cross-section with height. The non-dimensional form of

(3.14) and (3.15) is:

dζ

dτ
=

1√
µ

√
δ(1− ζ)

(1− λζ)4
−√µ ζ5/3

(1− λζ)2
(3.33)

and

dδ

dτ
=

3λ
√
µ(1− ζ5/3δ)

(1− λζ)3 − (1− λ)3
(3.34)

for λ 6= 0, respectively. For a cylinder-like enclosure (i.e. for λ = 0 and θ = π/2,

figure 3.4(d)), the Kaye & Hunt (2004) model holds, i.e. the time rates of change

of interface height and reduced gravity of the buoyant layer are given by:

dζ

dτ
=

1√
µ

√
δ(1− ζ)−√µζ5/3 (3.35)

and

dδ

dτ
=
√
µ

1− ζ5/3δ

1− ζ , (3.36)

respectively. For λ = 0, (3.33) reduces to (3.35) and we find that (3.34) reduces

to (3.36) (see Appendix A2).

At steady state, the time-derivative terms of (3.33) and (3.34) are zero and

the steady interface height ζss, reduced gravity δss and volume flow rate qss are

therefore:

1

µ

√
δss(1− ζss) = ζ5/3

ss = qss (3.37)

and

δss = ζ−5/3
ss . (3.38)
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Figures 3.5(ii), (iii) and (iv) show the predicted profiles of ζ, δ and q as functions

of time until a steady state is reached for geometries (a)-(f) with values of λ and

θ as indicated in figure 3.5(i). From figure 3.5(ii), it is evident that for all values

of θ, plots of ζ converge to the same steady value (and similarly plots of δ and q

in figures 3.5(iii) and (iv), respectively). From (3.37) and (3.38), ζss, δss and qss

are independent of λ and thus the wall angle θ of the enclosure. For each value

of θ considered the general variations in the non-dimensional interface position,

reduced gravity and volume flow rate are similar. The interface rapidly descends

and either approaches the steady interface from above or from below (in which

case the interface is said to ‘overshoot’ †), the reduced gravity increases with time

as does the volume flow rate.

At first sight, the maximum overshoot, i.e. the maximum distance below

the steady interface that is attained during the transients, might be expected to

decrease (i.e. the ‘overshoot’ becomes less pronounced) as θ increases (or equiv-

alently λ decreases). This might be expected as for increasing θ, the volume of

space increases. However, figure 3.5(ii) indicates that the overshoot becomes more

pronounced with increasing θ.

The dynamics of the flow may be described by first considering the filling by the

plume and then considering the influence of the layer (established by the plume)

on the filling/draining balance. To assist in the discussion, in figure 3.6, we show

the interface level at equal time increments during the transients in a geometry

of (a) small θ and (b) large θ. If one considers the very early transients and the

geometry for the largest θ (figure 3.4(f)), we note that owing to the relatively large

cross-sectional area at the ceiling (relative, for example, to the geometry with the

smallest θ considered) a relatively thin layer forms. As a consequence the volume

flow rate subsequently supplied to this layer via the plume is only marginally less

than the volume flow rate at ζ = 1 and only marginally more buoyant. In other

words, the rate of supply of volume is high and of relatively low δ giving a low

mean δ (see figure 3.6(b)). This is evident in figure 3.5(iii). In contrast, for the

smallest θ (figure 3.4(a)) the corresponding initial change in the layer depth is

†The physical reasoning for an overshoot is well documented (Hunt & Linden (1998), Kaye
& Hunt (2004)) but for completeness a description is given in Appendix A3.
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Figure 3.5: Effect of geometry on the transient ventilation in a room following the
activation of a buoyancy source of constant strength in the absence of wind. Plots show
(i) (θ, λ), (ii) ζ, (iii) δ and (iv) q as functions of time τ .
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‘Small  θ  geometry’ 

t1 

‘Large  θ  geometry’ 

t1 

STEADY 

INTERFACE 

Figure 3.6: Schematics of the interface levels at equal time increments during the
transients in a geometry of (a) small θ and (b) large θ. Darker shaded regions indicate
fluid of higher reduced gravity, larger arrows indicate higher volume flow rates.

relatively large, and subsequently the volume flow rate supplied to this layer is

significantly less than the volume flow rate at ζ = 1 and thus of significantly higher

δ (see figure 3.6(a)). In other words, the rate of supply of volume is relatively low

and of relatively high δ – giving a high mean δ (see figure 3.5(iii)).

Once a layer is established, it induces a flow through the top opening thereby

reducing the rate at which the layer subsequently deepens. For the large θ ge-

ometry, the relatively slow layer growth (figure 3.5(ii)) and weak layer buoyancy

(figure 3.5(iii)) drive a relatively weak outflow (figure 3.5(iv)). ‡ Thus, the drain-

ing has a relatively small effect on the layer growth which is expected to deepen

relatively rapidly. However, as the volume of space is larger than the volume of

space for the smallest θ (see figure 3.6), the rate at which the layer deepens re-

mains less than the rate at which the layer descends in the geometry of smallest θ

(figure 3.5(iii)). The converse argument may be applied to the small θ geometry

to deduce that the outflow is relatively large (figure 3.5(iv)) but as the volume of

the space is relatively small, the rate of grown is, in fact, larger than that in the

large θ geometry (figure 3.5(ii)).

As the cross-sectional area of the large θ geometry decreases as the space fills,

the buoyant layer will grow to a significant depth before the draining flow can

balance the plume’s input – i.e. an overshoot occurs (see figure 3.6). Conversely,

as the cross-sectional area of the small θ geometry increases as the space fills, the

‡Note that the rate of draining q is given by the product of layer depth (1− ζ) and reduced
gravity δ as given by (3.16).
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interface will descend to the steady value, where the draining volume flow rate

and buoyancy flux exactly match the rate of supply of volume and buoyancy from

the plume – i.e. no overshoot occurs. As a consequence of these trends, when

the interface first reaches the level above the source corresponding to the steady

interface position, the layer descends increasingly far below (greater overshoot) for

increasing θ, as indicated in figure 3.5(ii).

3.5.2 Effect of unsteady heat gains

We now consider a source of varying strength in an enclosure of constant cross-

sectional area with height (i.e. θ = π/2) and no wind (i.e. Vw = 0). We assume

that the (non-dimensional) source buoyancy flux varies with time in a parabolically

increasing manner as shown by the solid line of figure 3.7(i). This is referred to

as case (a). For illustrative purposes, a comparison between the flow induced in

case (a) (i.e. for βa = β(τ) = − 3
200
τ 2 + 3

10
τ) and in case (b), for which the source

is of constant buoyancy flux (i.e. for βb = 1), is carried out. It is noted that the

function βa is chosen such that the total buoyancy inputs are identical for both

cases after a prescribed non-dimensional time τf (see Appendix A1). § The results

obtained for case (a) and (b) are indicated by the solid and dashed lines in figure

3.7, respectively, when τf = 10.

It is evident that the reduced gravity of the buoyant layer (figure 3.7(iii))

increases at a lower rate during the initial transients in case (a) than in case (b)

and is at a lower value whilst βa < βb, as shown in figure 3.7(iii). The filling volume

flow rate provided by the plume at the interface depends on the source buoyancy

flux, see (3.2), and thus a shallower layer is established in case (a) (figure 3.7(ii))

prior to the overshoot as βa < βb. As less buoyancy is accumulated in the upper

layer in case (a) whilst βa < βb, a lower volume flow rate is established at every

instant (i.e. qa < qb), as indicated by the solid line in figure 3.7(iv). When the

interface first reaches the steady height, the draining volume flow rate is less for

case (a) and a deeper overshoot is therefore obtained. Whilst the total buoyancy

input is identical for both cases, the reduced gravity of the buoyant layer in case

§Note that τf is not the time to steady state.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of time-varying source buoyancy flux on the transient ventilation in
a room of constant cross-sectional area with height (θ = π/2) in the absence of wind.
Plots show (i) β =

{
1, c1τ

2 + c2τ
}

with c1 = − 3
200 , c2 = 3

10 , τf = 10 and (ii) ζ, (iii) δ
and (iii) q as functions of time τ .
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Figure 3.8: Range of the critical Froude numbers Fr that yield different transient
states for both an assisting and opposing wind.

(a) exceeds that in case (b) while βa > βb. At time τ = τf , higher flow rates are

established in case (a), figure 3.7 (iv), as the buoyant layer is warmer. Thus, from

a practical viewpoint it is clear that it is not simply the total buoyancy supplied

that determines the ventilation after a given period but the rate at which the

buoyancy is supplied.

3.5.3 Effect of wind

We now examine the effect of wind on the ventilation in an enclosure for which

θ = π/2 and β = 1, i.e. the cross-sectional area of the enclosure is constant with

height and the buoyancy flux of the source is steady. In figure 3.8, the critical

values of the Froude number Fr for which different transient states are obtained,

are summarised. When the wind is assisting, the flow through the enclosure is

enhanced and this effect becomes more pronounced with increasing Fr (Hunt &

Linden, 2001). Removing all the buoyancy by the ventilating flow is referred to

as ‘complete ventilation’ (Holford & Hunt, 2003) and requires from (3.19):

ζ = 1, q = 1. (3.39)

From (3.21), it follows that:

Fr ≥ µ. (3.40)
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When the wind is opposing, from (3.25) it is clear that forward flow (see §3.3.2)

is maintained only when Fr <
√
δ(1− ζ). When:

Fr ≥
√
δ(1− ζ) (3.41)

the direction of the flow is reversed, i.e. there is reverse flow (see §3.3.2). Since

we only consider constant values of wind speed and source buoyancy flux over

the course of the transients (i.e. Fr = constant), the minimum value taken by

the term ‘δ(1 − ζ)’ determines the critical value of Fr in (3.41). As the source

buoyancy flux is continuous and constant, the buoyancy accumulation and hence

the term ‘δ(1− ζ)’ increase over time. The only possible instant at which the flow

may reverse is therefore at τ = 0, when δ(1 − ζ) is at a minimum. Based on the

initial conditions discussed in §3.3, the critical Froude number is:

Fr =

√
6α

5
= 0.32, (3.42)

assuming α = 0.083 (Turner, 1986). Note that Fr is independent of the effective

opening area A∗ or ratio µ.

From (3.41), the reverse flow at steady state requires:

Fr ≥
√
δss (1− ζss). (3.43)

A steady reverse flow requires ζss = 0 (see figure 3.2(b)(ii)) as, from volume

conservation, a lower layer at ambient density cannot be maintained. From (3.28)

and (3.29) we therefore deduce that:

q3
ss −

Fr2

µ2
qss −

1

µ2
= 0. (3.44)

The cubic equation (3.44) gives real solutions and thereby the flow remains re-

versed at steady state only when Fr ≥ 6

√
27
4
µ2 (see Appendix A4). This informa-

tion is shown in figure 3.8.

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the different transient states obtained by varying the

wind speed and direction. The evolution of volume flow rate, interface height and
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Figure 3.9: Assisting wind. Plots show (i) ζ, (ii) δ and (iii) q as functions of time τ
for Fr = {0, 0.2, 0.5, 1} when θ = π/2, β = 1 and µ = 1.
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Figure 3.10: Opposing wind. Plots of (i) ζ, (ii) δ and (iii) q as functions of time τ for
Fr = {0.2, 0.5, 1.5, 2} when θ = π/2, β = 1 and µ = 1.
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reduced gravity of the buoyant layer with time predicted (when µ = 1) by vary-

ing the associated Froude number is shown for two different cases: (1) when the

wind is assisting in figure 3.9 and (2) when the wind is opposing in figure 3.10.

Note that the initial layer depths (figures 3.9(i) and 3.10(i)) and reduced gravities

(figures 3.9(ii) and 3.10(ii)) are given by their respective values in the plume at

z = H.

In the case of assisting wind, increasing the wind speed reinforces the venti-

lation through the enclosure; a decrease in the depth (figure 3.9(i)) and reduced

gravity (figure 3.9(ii)) of the buoyant layer during the transients and steady state

is predicted with increasing Fr (cases (a), (b), (c) – figure 3.9). For relatively

large wind speeds (case (d), Fr = µ = 1, figure 3.9), the velocity associated with

the wind pressure drop is so strong that complete ventilation is obtained in the

enclosure.

In the case of opposing wind, we note that the time taken to reach steady state

is considerably larger than in the case of assisting wind. In the former case, the two

velocities associated with the wind and buoyancy are ‘opposing’ each other and

intuitively a larger time is required to reach a balance between them. It is evident

from figure 3.10 that the ventilation becomes worse (namely, a lower volume flow

rate and a deeper, more buoyant layer are established) with increasingly opposing

wind speed. For Fr >
√

6α
5

, the opposing wind-induced velocity exceeds the initial

buoyancy-induced velocity in the enclosure, i.e. the flow through the enclosure is

initially reversed (cases (b), (c) and (d) – figure 3.10(iii)). When the flow is

reversed, the buoyant layer descends at a considerably higher rate as exterior fluid

now feeds the layer via the high-level opening in addition to the plume (see cases

(b), (c) and (d) – figure 3.10). The reduced gravity of the buoyant layer decreases

as a result of the cool incoming fluid (figure 3.10(ii)). As the interface level is

well above the low-level opening of the enclosure at this stage of the transients

(see figure 3.10(i)), no buoyancy is lost and the term ‘δ(1 − ζ)’ increases. As a

result, the reverse flow ¶ reduces in magnitude (figure 3.10(iii)). Less fluid from

the exterior now enters the enclosure via its high-level opening and eventually the

rate at which warm plume fluid feeds the layer exceeds the rate at which fluid from

¶From (3.29), the magnitude of the reversed volume flow rate is
√
Fr2 − δ(1− ζ).
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the exterior does, i.e. the reduced gravity of the layer starts to increase (figure

3.10(ii)). As the reduced gravity of the layer continues to build up with time,

the reverse flow reduces in magnitude further and eventually reverses again when

the term ‘δ(1 − ζ)’ exceeds the value of Fr. For larger Fr, reverse flow of large

volume flow rates is maintained for a longer period of time. For Fr > 6

√
27
4
µ2,

the wind-induced velocity is so large that the reverse flow is maintained at steady

state (case (d) – figure 3.10).

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter has investigated theoretically the behaviour of buoyancy-driven flows

induced by a source of time-varying strength in a ventilated enclosure of varying

cross-sectional area with height that is subject to external wind pressure variations.

The study was motivated by a number of different questions which had not been

explored until now. For example, real buildings have a range of different geometries

rather than the box-like structures investigated to date in the literature. These

geometries may include three-dimensional ellipsoidal structures (e.g. a dome),

cylindrical structures (e.g. towers) and conical frustum structures (e.g. conical

towers or ‘wigwams’). Whilst geometries of varying cross-sections with height

have no effect on the steady ventilation, this work has shown that they may

dramatically influence the transient flows leading to steady state. In addition,

although most natural ventilation predictive models are based on flows induced

by constant heat loading, many real heat sources are unsteady with time-varying

strengths. Furthermore, the effect of a wind on the transient ventilation was until

now unknown – efforts herein have focused solely on steady wind flow.

To address these issues, a mathematical model has been developed to describe

the dynamics of the flow behaviour induced by a time-varying source buoyancy

flux B(t) within an insulated enclosure of varying cross-sectional area S(z). Ad-

ditionally, the response of this flow when the enclosure is exposed to a steady

wind of speed Vw was assessed. The mathematical model developed generalises

the approach of Kaye & Hunt (2004) who examined time-dependent flows leading

to steady state in a ventilated rectangular box subject to heat gains of constant
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strength.

A number of counter-intuitive results were revealed. The effect of the geometry

was investigated by varying the angle of inclination of the walls of a particular

geometry for constant source buoyancy flux. Paradoxically, we found that the

ventilation is worse, i.e. the maximum distance below the steady interface in-

creased (i.e. ‘overshoot’ increased) and airflow rates were lower, for geometries of

increasing cross-sectional area with height. In comparison with the case of con-

stant buoyancy flux, when the buoyancy input gradually increased over time so

that after a finite time the total inputs are identical (for S independent of z),

warmer layers and a more pronounced overshoot were obtained during those tran-

sients. Finally, we investigated the effect of the wind on the transient ventilation

and identified five different transient states achieved on varying the speed and

direction of (a steady) wind. The associated Froude number ranges for each case

were determined.

In addition to the simplifying assumptions made by Kaye & Hunt (2004), the

following assumption regarding the source was invoked which restricts the range

of applicability of the model. The rate at which the buoyancy flux varied was

sufficiently slow that a steady plume solution could be assumed at each instant in

time. Based on the time-dependent plume modelling of Scase et al. (2006), this is

a reasonable assumption. Moreover, as the well-mixed (upper) layer assumption is

not violated by increases in source heat gains, we only considered increasing heat

gains in our investigation.

Despite these assumptions, given the good agreement between the experimen-

tal measurements of Kaye & Hunt (2004) and the theoretical model for B =

constant and S = constant, we anticipate that the extended model presented here

will be accurate for small θ and slowly varying buoyancy fluxes. In terms of wind,

we are again confident of the model predictions as in the absence of mixing by the

inflow (see Hunt & Coffey (2009)) there is a well known analogy between increas-

ing wind and increasing stack height. A full validation of the model by comparison

with experiments remains desirable and the theoretical framework now developed

provides a guide which may prove useful in informing these experiments.

This study has highlighted the importance of transient ventilation in the effec-
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tive design of naturally ventilated spaces and has indicated a number of transient

phenomena, which must be considered in design, that would not otherwise be

evident from the steady models.
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Chapter 4

The fluid mechanics of transient natural ven-

tilation in a two-storey atrium building

4.1 Abstract

We examine the fluid mechanics of transient airflows induced by sources of con-

stant buoyancy fluxes in two storeys, one above the other, when connected to a

common (tall) atrium. We derive a simplified mathematical model that predicts

how the airflows and thermal stratification induced in the storeys and atrium

evolve en-route to steady state following the activation of the sources, each lo-

cated at the floor of each storey. In the absence of external wind and solar heat

gains, it is shown that the dynamics of the flow in each storey are controlled by

two distinct pressure differences. The first is the pressure difference established by

the accumulation of buoyancy in that storey and the second is the additional pres-

sure difference provided by the atrium. The ratio of the two pressure differences is

expressed as a time-varying Froude number Fri, where i denotes the number (i.e.

first or second) of the storey. Three different stages in the flow are identified: (1)

for Fri > 0, the flow through an adjoining storey is enhanced (‘assisting atrium’),

(2) for Fri < 0, the flow is reduced (‘opposing atrium’) and (3) for Fri < −1, the

flow is reversed (‘strongly opposing atrium’). Our results highlight why, in prac-

tice, many natural ventilated buildings may overheat as we find that the atrium
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‘chokes’ the flow through the adjoining storeys (i.e. Fri < 0) for a long period

of time en-route to steady state; this ‘choking’ effect is more pronounced in the

upper storey. In the presence of external wind, we find that an ‘opposing atrium’

becomes increasingly opposing and the overall ventilation of the storeys is worse

than in isolated storeys (i.e. without the atrium). Moreover, incorporating the

effect of direct solar heat gains in the atrium shows that only storeys connected

to an assisting atrium benefit from these additional heat gains. The effect of the

geometry of the atrium on key transient and steady flow parameters in the storeys

is identified and design guidelines for effective atrium designs are provided.

4.2 Introduction

The circulation of air and heat in and between multiple-connected spaces is of great

interest for fluid dynamicists due to its importance in the design of low-energy solu-

tions in buildings. With an understanding of the physics of air movement in these

complex geometries, designers can in principle create comfortable environments

for building occupants. Due to a combination of factors, including the multiple

transient states and complex feedback mechanisms anticipated between compart-

ments, the transient nature of buoyancy-driven flows in connected spaces induced

by internal heat gains remains a key challenge for the research community. There

is currently a limited understanding of these flows and a number of questions that

remain unanswered. Addressing some of these challenges forms the focus of the

present study.

The movement of air and the accumulation of heat in single (box-like) spaces

has been informed by a number of studies that focus on the fluid mechanics of

steady and/or transient flows that develop after the activation of internal heat

gains. Heat gains in these studies are typically modelled as a source of constant

buoyancy flux located at the floor with vents that link with the exterior station-

ary environment at low- and high-levels. Focusing on steady flows, theoretical

modelling of the ventilation produced by point source heat loads (Linden et al.,

1990) and distributed heat loads (Gladstone & Woods, 2001) result in extremes of

ventilation. Kaye & Hunt (2004) extend this work by studying the transient devel-
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opment of these flows leading to steady state in the same geometrical configuration

– a box.

Linked spaces, for example those connecting horizontally, were investigated

by Lin & Linden (2002). They examined the steady flow in a two-compartment

configuration where neither space was connected to the exterior. Flynn & Caulfield

(2006) considered the steady and transient flows in the same geometry when the

spaces connected with the exterior via low- and high-level openings. Previously,

Holford & Hunt (2003) considered the steady displacement flows in essentially the

same geometry examined by Flynn & Caulfield (2006), with the difference being

that one of the spaces (the atrium) was of a variable height typically exceeding

the height of the adjoining storey. Hunt & Holford (1998) developed a theoretical

model describing the steady flow in two storeys connecting to an atrium and

generalised this model to n storeys.

The fluid dynamics of the transient flows driven by heat sources within two

linked storeys, one on top of the other, that connect to an atrium has yet to be

addressed. As a consequence, the focus of this study is to extend the approach of

Kaye & Hunt (2004) for transient flows in a single space to a two-storey atrium

building. This geometry is an example of three linked spaces commonly used in

building designs. A schematic diagram of the configuration considered is shown in

figure 4.1. There are a number of basic questions that motivate the present study.

For example, how does the airflow and thermal stratification in the storeys/atrium

evolve with time, and what effect does the atrium have on the ventilation of

each storey. As many designs are based on steady-state predictions (BRE (1994),

ASHRAE (2001)), the question of how long it takes to get to steady state is

pertinent, particularly as a steady state may not be reached for some considerable

period after the building is occupied. To address these questions, a theoretical

framework for the buoyancy-induced flow in the two storeys and atrium following

the activation of heat sources is developed.

Whilst it is widely accepted, or believed, by practitioners that an atrium acts

as a design feature to enhance ventilation in a building, we demonstrate that the

atrium can be detrimental to the ventilation of the storeys. We show that the

atrium may act to ‘choke’ the flow through the storeys for a significant period of
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the transients. Furthermore, the effects of harnessing solar heat gains in the atrium

and an external wind are investigated as means of improving the ventilation. This

work culminates in the identification of atrium geometries which ensure airflow

enhancement.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. We begin by developing a simplified

mathematical model in §4.3 for the transient air and heat movement between

compartments in the two-storey atrium building of figure 4.1. To begin with, the

model is developed in the absence of both external wind and solar heat gains in

the atrium. On a given storey, we establish that the balance of forces that drive

a purely buoyancy-driven flow may be expressed in terms of a Froude number (cf.

wind and buoyancy-driven ventilation) – as the accumulation of heat in the atrium

acts to assist or oppose the ventilation of the storeys much in the same way as

a wind. We discuss our theoretical results in §4.4 and incorporate the effect of

solar heat gains and external wind in §4.5. In §4.6, the effect of the geometry of

the atrium on the flow through the storeys is examined and guidelines for future

design are provided. Conclusions are drawn in §4.7.

4.3 Theoretical model

We consider two vertically positioned storeys, as depicted in figure 4.1, each of

(constant) cross-sectional area Si and height Hi. The subscript ‘i’ denotes the

number of the storey: i = 1 refers to the lower storey and i = 2 refers to the upper

storey. Storeys 1 and 2 are connected via a ‘tall’ atrium of cross-sectional area

Sa and height Ha where Ha > H1 + H2. Single low- and high-level openings are

located in each storey and of areas aLi and aHi, respectively. Following Linden

et al. (1990), the openings of storey i have an effective opening area A∗i
∗, given

by:
1

A∗2i
=

1

2Cda2
Li

+
1

2Cda2
Hi

for i = 1, 2 (4.1)

∗The derivation is well documented but included in Appendix B1 for completeness.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of two storeys linked via an atrium as considered herein showing
the notation used.
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where Cd is the discharge coefficient † associated with contraction/expansion losses

(Ward-Smith, 1980). The atrium is connected with the exterior through a top

opening of effective opening A∗a:

A∗a =
√

2Cdaa (4.2)

where aa is the area of the high-level opening of the atrium. The opening areas in

the storeys and atrium are assumed to be small compared with the cross-sectional

areas of the storeys and atrium (i.e. aLi, aHi � Si and aa � Sa) so that the

pressures vary approximately hydrostatically in the interior of each compartment.

We note that Sa is constant with height, i.e. the variation in Sa imposed by the

geometry of figure 5.1 is negligible. While the low-level openings have been drawn

in figure 5.1 in the vertical sidewalls of the forced chambers, a vertically varying

pressure difference across each of these openings is not considered. Thus the model

is applicable to spaces in which the vertical variation in pressure between the floor

and ceiling is large compared with the vertical variation in pressure across the

opening.

The buoyancy inputs representing internal heat gains are modelled as contin-

uous point sources of constant buoyancy fluxes, B1 and B2 in storeys 1 and 2,

respectively. After each buoyancy source is activated at t = 0, a turbulent plume

is formed which rises and reaches the ceiling forming a thin horizontal buoyant

layer at the top of each storey (cf. Baines & Turner (1969)). Following Baines &

Turner (1969), turbulence is assumed to rapidly decay in this layer. A two-layer

stratification is assumed in each storey with an interface at a height hi above the

source. The upper buoyant layer, indicated by the shaded rectangular area in

each storey in figure 4.1, is assumed to be of uniform reduced gravity g′i. Whilst

this layer is anticipated to stratify (cf. Baines & Turner (1969)), following Hunt &

Linden (1998) and Kaye & Hunt (2004) a well-mixed layer (i.e. of uniform reduced

gravity) is assumed to form at every instant in time. Buoyant fluid is discharged

from the high-level opening of each storey at an instantaneous volume flow rate

†A high Reynolds number flow through the openings is assumed so that Cd is constant and
the assumption of uniform velocity profile across the openings is reasonable.
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Qi and rises towards the top of the atrium as a turbulent plume – as indicated by

plumes ‘a1’ and ‘a2’ in figure 4.1. A buoyant layer of depth (Ha − ha), where ha

denotes the instantaneous height of the thermal interface above the atrium floor,

is established. Buoyant fluid is flushed from the top opening of the atrium at an

instantaneous volume flow rate Qa.

For the purposes of modelling the movement of the interface level in the atrium,

we assume that the atrium buoyant layer is of uniform reduced gravity g′a at every

instant in time. This assumption is reasonable (see Appendix B2) as at this stage

it is difficult to justify the use of a more complex model of the stratification due

to the complexities associated with overturning (cf. Baines & Turner (1969)) and

multiple plume sources at different levels.

The buoyancy inputs are modelled as fully turbulent self-similar plumes. The

plumes are Boussinesq so that the density differences between the buoyant layers

and the ambient are small compared with a reference density. Moreover, we assume

that there is no mixing across the thermal interface in the storeys and atrium other

than in the plumes (see Hunt & Coffey (2009)). Heat losses with the fabric of the

walls are assumed to be insignificant, i.e. we assume a perfectly insulating fabric.

Assuming unidirectional flow from low- to high-level through all openings (i.e.

pure forward flow ‡ – cf. chapter 5), application of Bernoulli’s theorem along an

appropriate streamline through storey i (= 1, 2) and the atrium gives:

Q2
1

A∗21

+
Q2
a

A∗2a
= g′1(H1 − h1) + g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −H1) (4.3)

and

Q2
2

A∗22

+
Q2
a

A∗2a
= g′2(H2 − h2) + g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −H1 −H2) (4.4)

for i = 1 and i = 2, respectively. We use the subscripts ‘pi’ and ‘pai’ to refer to

the properties of the plume in storey i and properties of the plume rising from the

top of storey i in the atrium, respectively. The plume rising from the point source

‡In chapter 5 and in this chapter, we show that reverse flow (i.e. flow from high- to low-level)
may be established in the storeys.
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at the floor of storey i ‘feeds’ the buoyant layer at a rate:

Qpi = CB
1/3
i h

5/3
i , (4.5)

i.e. at a rate identical to the volume flow rate in the plume at a height hi (cf.

Morton et al. (1956)), where C ≈ 0.143 is the plume constant. We note that

although (4.5) is a steady solution, following Kaye & Hunt (2004), we assume

that at every instant in time quasi-steady conditions are established in the plume.

Volume and buoyancy conservation in storey i requires:

d

dt
[Si(Hi − hi)] = Qpi −Qi (4.6)

and

d

dt
[Si(Hi − hi)g′i] = Bi −Qig

′
i, (4.7)

respectively. From (4.6) and (4.7), the time rates of change of interface height hi

and reduced gravity of the buoyant layer g′i in storey i reduce to:

dhi
dt

=
Qi −Qpi

Si
(4.8)

and

dg′i
dt

=
Bi − g′iQpi

Si(Hi − hi)
, (4.9)

respectively. Assuming incompressible flow, volume conservation in the atrium

requires:

Q1 +Q2 = Qa. (4.10)

Volume and buoyancy conservation in the atrium requires:

d

dt
[Sa(Ha − ha)] = Qpa1 +Qpa2 −Qa (4.11)
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and

d

dt
[Sa(Ha − ha)g′a] = Q1g

′
1 +Q2g

′
2 −Qag

′
a, (4.12)

where Qpa1 and Qpa2 are the volume flow rates of the atrium plumes ‘a1’ and

‘a2’ at the interface level in the atrium, respectively. We note that as the atrium

plumes rise in an unstratified ambient, their total buoyancy input in the atrium

layer is given by Q1g
′
1 +Q2g

′
2. The time rates of change of interface height ha and

reduced gravity of the buoyant layer g′a can be deduced from (4.11) and (4.12):

dha
dt

=
Qa −Qpa1 −Qpa2

Sa
(4.13)

and

dg′a
dt

=
Q1g

′
1 +Q2g

′
2 − g′a(Qpa1 +Qpa2)

Sa(Ha − ha)
. (4.14)

The atrium plumes rise from area sources of area equal to the high-level opening

of each storey (aHi) and their source buoyancy flux (Qig
′
i), volume flux (Qi) and

momentum flux (
Q2
i

CdaHi
) vary with time §. We assume the rate at which the source

conditions vary is sufficiently slow so that they can be modelled as steady plumes

at every instant in time (as with the plumes in the storeys – see (4.5)). Based on

the time-dependent plume modelling of Scase et al. (2006), this is a reasonable as-

sumption (as discussed in chapter 3). We also consider that there is no interaction

between the atrium plumes or between each plume and the walls of the geometry.

At every instant, the filling volume flow rates Qpa1 and Qpa2 provided at the ther-

mal interface of the atrium by the plumes rising in an unstratified environment

from the high-level openings of storeys 1 and 2, respectively, are evaluated using

the model for a plume derived by Morton et al. (1956). Based on Morton et al.

(1956), the plume conservation equations (for conservation of volume, momentum

§The expression of momentum flux Q2
i

CdaHi
is based on a (uniform) velocity profile through the

openings.
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and buoyancy fluxes) reduce to:

dQpai

dz
= 2
√
παM

1/2
pai ,

dMpai

dz
=
QpaiBpai

Mpai

,
dBpai

dz
= 0 (4.15)

where α is the plume entrainment coefficient, Mpai and Bpai are the momentum

and buoyancy fluxes of plume ‘ai’ at height z, respectively. Height z is measured

from the source of each plume vertically upwards.

4.3.1 ‘Isolated’ vs ‘atrium-assisted’ ventilation

Without the atrium, the stack pressure in storey i (denoted by ∆Pi) drives a flow

through the openings of the storey Qi,isol (derived from Bernoulli’s theorem):

Qi,isol = A∗i

√
∆Pi
ρ

(4.16)

where
∆Pi
ρ

= g′i(Hi − hi) (4.17)

and ρ is the density of the ambient exterior environment (cf. Linden et al. (1990)).

If the storeys are now connected to an atrium, the volume flow rate through storey

i, from (4.3) and (4.4), is on application of the Boussinesq approximation ¶, (i.e.

that the density difference driving the flow is small compared with a reference

density):

Qi = A∗i

√
∆Pi
ρ

+
∆Pa,i
ρ

(4.18)

where ∆Pi is given by (4.17) and ∆Pa,i is the additional pressure difference pro-

vided by the atrium. The latter is equal to the difference between the atrium stack

pressure and the pressure drop across the top atrium opening, given by:

∆Pa,i
ρ

=


g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −H1)− Q2

a

A∗2a
for i = 1

g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −H1 −H2)− Q2
a

A∗2a
for i = 2

. (4.19)

¶The derivation of (4.16) and (4.18) is shown in Appendix B1.
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4.3.2 Initial and steady conditions

Numerical solutions of the coupled ordinary differential equations (4.8), (4.9),

(4.13) and (4.14) require the assignment of the initial buoyant layer properties

(i.e. hi(t = 0), g′i(t = 0), ha(t = 0) and g′a(t = 0)) in the storeys and atrium.

Based on the experimental measurements of Kaye & Hunt (2004), at time t = 0

(when the heat sources are activated), a buoyant layer in each storey is formed of

depth equal to the radius of the plume at the ceiling of each storey (i.e. 6α
5
Hi

‖)

and reduced gravity equal to that of the plume at the ceiling (i.e. C−1B
2/3
i H

−5/3
i ).

The initial conditions in storey i are therefore:

hi(t = 0) = Hi(1−
6α

5
), g′i(t = 0) = C−1B

2/3
i H

−5/3
i . (4.20)

Following the findings of Kaye & Hunt (2004), we assume that in the atrium

a layer of depth equal to the radius of the widest plume at the level of the top

atrium opening is formed. The radius of each area plume (‘ai’) is assumed to be

equal to the summation of the radius of the opening area of storey i (rHi) and a

‘spread width’ associated with the ambient entrainment over the vertical distance

from its source. For the latter, we assume that an area plume spreads at the same

angle as a point source plume (i.e. at an angle tan−1
(

6α
5

)
) so that the initial depth

is:

ha(t = 0) = Ha −max
(
rH1 +

6α

5
(HA −H1), rH2 +

6α

5
(HA −H1 −H2)

)
.

(4.21)

Solutions for the atrium plumes are not computed at t = 0 and we choose an initial

value for g′a(t = 0) based on the average reduced gravities of the upper layer in

the storeys at t = 0. A series of solutions for different initial layer densities in

the atrium show that the transients are not sensitive to this value and we assign

the reduced gravity of the plume at the atrium interface level to be 10% of the

‖The radius of the plume was formulated based on the assumption that the spreading angle
of a point source plume is equal to tan−1

(
6α
5

)
(Morton et al., 1956).
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average reduced gravities of the storey layers, i.e.

g′a(t = 0) =
0.1(g′1(t = 0) + g′2(t = 0))

2
. (4.22)

Varying the initial values of buoyant layer properties in the atrium yields graph-

ically indistinguishable results when plotted over the entire duration of the tran-

sients.

After some time, a steady state is reached at which: (1) the draining and

filling flow rates in each storey are identical and (2) the buoyancy flux at which

the plume feeds the upper layer is equal to the buoyancy flux discharged through

the high-level opening of the storey (cf. Linden et al. (1990)). In the steady state,

time-derivative terms are zero in (4.8)-(4.14). We are thus able to deduce that the

steady flow rates Qi,ss, Qa,ss and buoyancy of the upper layers g′i,ss, g
′
a,ss in each

storey i and the atrium are:

Qi,ss = CB
1/3
i h

5/3
i,ss, g′i,ss = C−1B

2/3
i h

−5/3
i,ss , g′a,ss =

B1 +B2

Qa,ss

(4.23)

and interface heights hi,ss from (4.3) and (4.4), where ha,ss = Ha −H1. We note

that only for extreme geometries and/or initial conditions are reverse flow regimes

anticipated at steady state and (4.23) applies to cases for which pure forward flow

is established at steady state.

4.3.3 Non-dimensionalisation

To reduce the number of parameters, we introduce the ratios of heights, cross-

sectional areas, buoyancy fluxes and effective opening areas:

Ĥ2 =
H2

H1

, Ĥa =
Ha

H1

, Ŝa =
Sa
S1

, Ŝ2 =
S2

S1

, B̂2 =
B2

B1

, Â∗a =
A∗a
A∗1
, Â∗2 =

A∗2
A∗1
.

(4.24)

We consider storey 1 as our reference and non-dimensionalise interface heights,

flow rates and layer reduced gravities with respect to storey’s 1 height, plume
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volume flow rate and reduced gravity at height H1, such that

ζi =
hi
H1

, ζa =
ha
H1

(4.25)

qi =
Qi

CB
1/3
1 H

5/3
1

, qa =
Qa

CB
1/3
1 H

5/3
1

(4.26)

δi =
g′i

C−1B
2/3
i H

−5/3
i

, δa =
g′a

C−1B
2/3
1 H

−5/3
1

. (4.27)

Following Kaye & Hunt (2004), time is non-dimensionalised on the draining and

filling timescales of storey 1, Td and Tf :

τ =
t√
TdTf

, (4.28)

where Td =
C1/2S1H

4/3
1

A∗1B
1/3
1

and Tf = S1

CB
1/3
1 H

2/3
1

. The draining timescale Td is pro-

portional to the time taken for a buoyant layer of depth H1, cross-sectional area

S1 and reduced gravity equal to that in the plume at height H1 to drain com-

pletely through openings of effective area A∗1. The filling timescale is proportional

to the time taken for a plume of buoyancy flux B1 to fill a box of height H1 and

cross-sectional area S1. Equations (4.3), (4.4) and (4.10) take the non-dimensional

form:

(µq1)2 +
(µqa)

2

Â∗2a
= δ1(1− ζ1) + δamin(Ĥa − ζa, Ĥa − 1) (4.29)

(µq2)2

Â∗22

+
(µqa)

2

Â∗2a
= δ2(Ĥ2 − ζ2) + δamin(Ĥa − ζa, Ĥa − Ĥ2 − 1) (4.30)

q1 + q2 − qa = 0 (4.31)

where µ = Td
Tf

is the ratio of the draining and filling timescales. Equations (4.8)

for i = 1, 2 and (4.13) take the non-dimensional form:

dζ1

dτ
=
√
µ
(
q1 − ζ5/3

1

)
(4.32)

dζ2

dτ
=
√
µ
(
q2 − B̂2

1/3
ζ

5/3
2 Ŝ2

)
(4.33)
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dζa
dτ

=
√
µ
qa − qpa1 − qpa2

Ŝa
. (4.34)

Similarly, (4.9) for i = 1, 2 and (4.14) take the non-dimensional form:

dδ1

dτ
=
√
µ

1− δ1ζ
5/3
1

1− ζ1

(4.35)

dδ2

dτ
=
√
µB̂2

1/3 B̂2

2/3 − δ2ζ
5/3
2

Ŝ2(Ĥ2 − ζ2)
(4.36)

dδa
dτ

=
√
µ
q1δ1 + q2δ2 − (qpa1 + qpa2)δa

Ŝa(Ĥa − ζa)
. (4.37)

The non-dimensional initial conditions are:

ζi(τ = 0) = 1− 6α
5
, δi(τ = 0) = 1

ζa(τ = 0) = Ĥa −max
(
r̂H1 + 6α

5
(Ĥa − 1), r̂H2 + 6α

5
(Ĥa − Ĥ2 − 1)

)
δa(τ = 0) =

0.1
(

1+B̂2
2/3

Ĥ2
−5/3

)
2

(4.38)

where r̂H1 = rH1

H1
and r̂H2 = rH2

H1
are the non-dimensional radii of the high-level

openings of storeys 1 and 2, respectively.

4.3.4 Reverse flow models

The above system of equations (4.29)-(4.37) is based on the assumption that the

direction of flow in each compartment is always upwards, i.e. from low- to high-

level. However, as shown in chapter 5, multiple flow regimes are possible in a

two-storey atrium building as flow reversal (i.e. from high- to low-level, see figure

1.4) in the storeys may be established depending on the initial conditions, opening

areas and geometry of the building.

When a reverse flow is encountered in storey 1 alone (q1 < 0), application of

the Bernoulli theorem (along streamlines from high- to low-level) yields:

−(µq1)2 +
(µqa)

2

Â∗2a
= δ1(1− ζ1) + δamin(Ĥa − ζa, Ĥa − 1) (4.39)
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and

(µq2)2

Â∗22

+
(µqa)

2

Â∗2a
= δ2(Ĥ2 − ζ2) + δamin(Ĥa − ζa, Ĥa − Ĥ2 − 1) (4.40)

for i = 1 and i = 2, respectively. From volume conservation, (4.32) still holds for

i = 1 and from buoyancy conservation, the time rate of change of δ1 is:

dδ1

dτ
=
√
µ

1− δ1(ζ
5/3
1 − q1)

1− ζ1

. (4.41)

In storey 2, the time rates of change of ζ2 and δ2 are given by (4.33) and (4.36),

respectively. In the atrium, as no buoyant fluid is supplied from storey 1 (i.e.

qpa1 = 0), from conservation of volume and buoyancy, the time rates of change of

ζa and δa are:

dζa
dτ

=
√
µ
qa − qpa2

Ŝa
(4.42)

and

dδa
dτ

=
√
µ
q2δ2 − qpa2δa

Ŝa(Ĥa − ζa)
, (4.43)

respectively.

When reverse flow in storey 2 (i.e. q2 < 0) is established (while q1 > 0),

Bernoulli’s theorem yields:

(µq1)2 +
(µqa)

2

Â∗2a
= δ1(1− ζ1) + δamin(Ĥa − ζa, Ĥa − 1) (4.44)

and

− (µq2)2

Â∗22

+
(µqa)

2

Â∗2a
= δ2(Ĥ2 − ζ2) + δamin(Ĥa − ζa, Ĥa − Ĥ2 − 1) (4.45)

for i = 1 and i = 2, respectively. From volume conservation, (4.33) still holds for
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storey 2, and from conservation of buoyancy in storey 2, we find that:

dδ2

dτ
=


√
µB̂2

1/3 B̂2
2/3 − δ2(ζ

5/3
2 − q2)

Ŝ2(Ĥ2 − ζ2)
for ζa > Ĥ2 + 1

√
µB̂2

1/3 B̂2

2/3 − q2δa − δ2(ζ
5/3
2 − q2)

Ŝ2(Ĥ2 − ζ2)
for ζa ≤ Ĥ2 + 1

. (4.46)

In storey 1, the time rates of change of ζ1 and δ1 are given by (4.32) and (4.35).

The time rates of change of ζa and δa, derived from conservation of volume and

buoyancy in the atrium, are:

dζa
dτ

=


√
µ
qa − qpa1

Ŝa
for ζa > Ĥ2 + 1

√
µ
qa − q2 − qpa1

Ŝa
for ζa ≤ Ĥ2 + 1

(4.47)

(4.48)

and

dδa
dτ

=
√
µ
q1δ1 − qpa1δa

Ŝa(Ĥa − ζa)
, (4.49)

respectively.

4.3.5 Froude number

In the absence of wind, the dynamics of the purely buoyancy-driven flow through

the storeys attached to the atrium are controlled by two driving pressure dif-

ferences. The first is the pressure difference established by the accumulation of

buoyancy in that storey (referred to as the storey pressure difference) and the

second is the additional pressure difference provided by the atrium (the atrium

pressure difference). In each storey, the relative magnitude of the two pressure

differences may be expressed as a (time-varying) Froude number Fri
∗∗:

Fri =
∆Pa,i/ρ

∆Pi/ρ
. (4.50)

∗∗Although a Froude number is typically expressed as a ratio of velocities, the Froude number
considered herein is defined as a ratio of velocities squared as ∆Pa,i/ρ ∝ V 2. This is because
∆Pa,i can take negative values.
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For Fri > 0, the atrium is referred to as ‘assisting’, i.e. the atrium reinforces the

flow through storey i (cf. when wind assists buoyancy, Hunt & Linden (2001)).

This is evident from (4.18) which has the non-dimensional form:

qi =
1

µ

√
δi(1− ζi)

√
1 + Fri for Fri > −1. (4.51)

For Fri < 0, the atrium is referred to as ‘opposing’ (cf. when the wind opposes

buoyancy, Hunt & Linden (2005)), i.e. the atrium reduces the flow as the addi-

tional pressure difference provided by the atrium ∆Pa,i is negative. The volume

flow rate through storey i is given by (4.51). For Fri < −1, the atrium is referred

to as ‘strongly opposing’ and the flow through the storey reverses. In this case the

volume flow rate is given by:

qi = − 1

µ

√
δi(1− ζi)

√
−1− Fri for Fri ≤ −1. (4.52)

It is clear that when Fri = 0, the atrium provides zero enhancement over the flow

through the adjoining storey (see (4.51)) and when Fri = −1, the volume flow

rate is instantaneously zero (see (4.52)).

4.4 Model predictions

Based on the initial conditions discussed in §4.3.2, the system of equations (4.29)-

(4.49) was solved to examine the airflow and thermal stratification in a typical

building. Systems (4.32)-(4.37) and (4.41)-(4.49) were solved numerically using

the simple Euler scheme. At each time step, volume and buoyancy conservation

checks were made as a means of quality control (see §1.3 for further details). For

the purposes of examining the airflow evolution in a typical atrium building, we

chose a geometry that comprises two storeys and an atrium of identical cross-

sectional areas (i.e. Ŝ2 = Ŝa = 1) and identical effective opening areas (i.e.

Â∗2 = Â∗a = 1) and of size µ = 5. For simplicity, identical storey heights (i.e.

Ĥ2 = 1) and atrium height ratio equal to Ĥa = 3 were chosen. Note that a worked

example for the predictions in a simple two-storey office atrium building is given
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in the conference paper of Appendix E. Figure 4.2 shows the interface height (ζi),

reduced gravity of the buoyant layer (δi) and volume flow rate (qi) as functions

of time (τ) in storeys 1 and 2. Predictions are shown for buoyancy flux ratios

of: (i) B̂2 = 1, (ii) B̂2 = 1/5 and (iii) B̂2 = 5. A sufficiently large finishing

time was chosen (i.e. τ = 50) at which the upper layer depths in storeys 1, 2

and atrium were within 99.9 % of their steady values. To assist in the following

discussion, Fri as a function of time τ is plotted in figure 4.4 for the range of

values of B̂2 chosen. We note that there are three distinct regions in figure 4.4:

(1) the unshaded region in which the atrium ‘assists’ the flow (i.e. Fri > 0 and an

assisting atrium is established), (2) the light shaded region in which the atrium

‘opposes’ and reduces the flow (i.e. Fri < 0 and an opposing atrium is established)

and (3) the dark shaded region in which the flow is opposed and is reversed (i.e.

Fri < −1 and a strongly opposing atrium is established).

For all cases (i)-(iii), two general features related to the transient behaviour of

the flow are noted. Firstly, the upper buoyant layer in each storey ‘overshoots’ its

steady height – i.e. the depth of the buoyant layer during the transients descends

below that attained at steady state (as indicated by the plot of ζi against τ in

figure 4.2). This ‘overshooting’ feature was previously identified by Hunt & Linden

(1998) for a tiered auditorium and Kaye & Hunt (2004) for a single ventilated

storey for µ larger than a critical value ††. For two storeys attached to an atrium

as in the case here, the depth of the overshoot and time at which it occurs also

depend on the vertical location of the storey with respect to the atrium. This

is due to the fact that the additional pressure difference provided by the atrium

in storey 1 is typically larger than that in storey 2 for ζa ≤ Ĥ2 + 1, i.e. Fr1 >

Fr2. Therefore, whilst the atrium effect is ‘opposing’ for both storeys during

the early transients (figure 4.4), after some time the atrium becomes ‘assisting’

for storey 1 but continues to be ‘opposing’ for storey 2 (note the dashed line

representing storey 2 remains within the shaded region of figure 4.4). For the

cases considered, the steady ventilation flow rate in storey 2 is therefore lower

than in storey 1 and a deeper buoyant layer is established in storey 2 at steady

††Kaye & Hunt (2004) predicted that for point source plumes an overshoot was established
for µ > 0.27.
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state. As a shallower buoyant layer is therefore established in storey 1 at steady

state, a more pronounced overshoot is encountered in that storey, as shown in

figure 4.2(i).

Secondly, a peak in the reduced gravity of the upper layers is predicted in

storey 1 (see figure 4.2, plot of δi); a unique trend attributed to the attachment

of the storeys to the atrium and not observed or predicted in an isolated storey.

This new result is entirely due to the atrium and its opposing influence during the

early transients. This opposing influence causes the developing layer to deepen

beyond the depth predicted in the absence of an atrium. As the deepening layer

approaches the plume source, it is supplied with fluid of increasing reduced gravity

which exceeds the isolated storey reduced gravity (figure 4.3, plots of δ1 and δ1,isol

within the shaded region, i.e. within the period for which the atrium is opposing).

After the early transients, the atrium becomes assisting (see, e.g. figure 4.4(i) for

τ & 3). From figure 4.3 it is evident that as the interface level now rises, the

reduced gravity of the layer in the storey attached to the atrium reduces – i.e. a

peak in the reduced gravity is predicted.

In §4.4.1-§4.4.3 we discuss how the flow dynamics in the storeys are influenced

by the ratio B̂2 and investigate the role of the atrium on the ventilation of each

storey.

4.4.1 B̂2 = 1

Figure 4.2(i) indicates that identical interface heights, reduced gravities and vol-

ume flow rates are established in storeys 1 and 2 for some (small) period of the

transients after τ = 0. This is because the driving pressures provided by the atrium

(∆Pa,i) in storeys 1 and 2 are identical for the time at which the atrium interface is

above the level of the high-level opening of storey 2 (i.e. for ζa > Ĥ2 + 1). As the

pressure differences established by the accumulation of buoyancy in the storeys

are also identical (due to identical storey geometries and source buoyancy fluxes),

Fr1 = Fr2 for this period of the transients – as also indicated by figure 4.4(i). For

ζa ≤ Ĥ2 + 1, the depth of the atrium buoyant layer driving fluid from storey 1

(i.e. Ĥa− ζa, see figure 4.1) is larger than for storey 2 (i.e. Ĥa− Ĥ2− 1), thus the
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driving pressure difference provided by the atrium in storey 1 is higher than that

in storey 2. As Fr1 ≥ Fr2 for ζa ≤ Ĥ2 + 1, the volume flow rate through storey

1 is greater than the volume flow rate through storey 2 (i.e. q1 ≥ q2), as shown in

the plot of qi in figure 4.2(i).

4.4.2 B̂2 = 1
5

When the source strength in storey 2 is relatively weak (i.e. for B̂2 = 1
5
), the

initial opposing pressure provided by the atrium (∆Pa,2) exceeds the low pressure

difference in storey 2 (∆P2), i.e. Fr2 < −1 as indicated in figure 4.4(ii). This

results in reverse flow in that storey (i.e. q2 < 0) – see plot of qi in figure 4.2(ii).

Fluid from the atrium is therefore sucked into storey 2 and fluid from storey 2

exits through its lower opening into the exterior environment. Flow from low- to

high-level, i.e. forward flow, through storey 1 is still maintained as ∆P1 > |∆Pa,1|
– in other words, Fr1 > −1 as shown in figure 4.4(ii). During the period at which

the flow in storey 2 is reversed, the buoyant layer in that storey is fed with fluid

from the atrium (which is neutrally buoyant in this case). Thus, the rate at which

the reduced gravity of the buoyant layer in storey 2 increases is relatively slow

compared with storey 1, as shown in the plot of δi in figure 4.2(ii). However,

as the layer is above the level of the low-level opening in storey 2, no buoyancy

is lost and ∆P2 increases with time (figure 4.5). From figure 4.5, it is evident

that the atrium becomes increasingly opposing with time, i.e. |∆Pa,2| increases,

and that the relative increase in |∆Pa,2| is higher than that ∆P2 for a (short)

period – i.e. the reverse flow actually strengthens. However, the accumulation of

buoyancy in the storeys increases due to the continuous supply of buoyancy to the

storeys. Once the pressure difference due to the buoyancy accumulation in storey

2 is sufficiently large, the flow through storey 2 reverses when Fr2 > −1. From

figure 4.4(ii), it is notable that the atrium effect remains opposing for storey 2

even at steady state, whilst for storey 1 it becomes assisting. Consequently, as

Fr2,ss < 0, a deep upper layer and a low volume flow rate are established in storey

2 (see plot of ζ2 and q2 – figure 4.2(ii)).
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Figure 4.2: Interface height (ζi), buoyant layer reduced gravity (δi) and volume flow
rate through the openings (qi) of the storeys as functions of time (τ) for three cases
(from left to right): (i) B̂2 = 1, (ii) B̂2 = 1

5 and (iii) B̂2 = 5. The geometry has equal
opening areas (Â∗2 = Â∗a = 1, µ = 5), equal cross-sectional areas (Ŝa = Ŝ2 = 1), equal
storey heights Ĥ2 = 1 and atrium height ratio Ĥa = 3.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of δ1 (solid line) for case (i) B̂2 = 1 (also shown in figure 4.2) and
δ1,isol (dotted line) in an identical but isolated storey. Shaded region indicates the period
of the transients for which the atrium is ‘opposing’.
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The time at which the flow reverses is also shown.
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4.4.3 B̂2 = 5

For B̂2 = 5, the flow through storey 1 is initially reversed (as indicated by figures

4.2(iii) and figure 4.4(iii)). This is because Fr1 < −1, i.e. the pressure difference

established by the weak accumulation of buoyancy in storey 1 (∆P1) is less than

the magnitude of the negative pressure difference provided by the atrium (∆Pa,1).

Forward flow is established in storey 2 – the strong buoyancy flux of the source

in storey 2 results in ∆P2 > |∆Pa,2|. For storey 1, the atrium effect remains

strongly opposing for some time (i.e. Fr1 < −1), and the reversed flow increases

in magnitude (cf. §4.4.2). However, as buoyancy is continuously accumulating in

the layer of storey 1, ∆P1 increases. Once the pressure difference established by

the buoyancy accumulation in storey 1 exceeds the negative driving pressure of the

atrium, the flow in storey 1 reverses, i.e. q1 > 0 when Fr1 > −1. Simultaneously,

from volume conservation, a high volume flow rate and thus a relatively shallow

buoyant layer are established in storey 2 as indicated by the plots of q2 and ζ2 in

figure 4.2(iii). In a sense, whilst there is reverse flow in storey 1, storey 2 ‘takes

advantage’ of this fact and achieves relatively high volume flow rates (via volume

conservation). However, once the storey 1 flow reverses, this has a dramatic effect

on storey 2 which experiences a significantly reduction in airflow rate (note also the

rapid variation in Fr2 in figure 4.4(iii)). Although the volume flow rate through

storey 2 initially increases rapidly and exceeds its steady value, it reduces after

some time due to this effect – see figure 4.2(iii).

4.5 Effects of wind and solar heat gains

Naturally ventilated buildings rely on a combination of wind- and stack-driven

ventilation – the latter can be induced by internal (e.g. occupants, electrical equip-

ment) and solar heat gains. The theoretical predictions presented thus far have

been restricted to the airflow driven solely by internal heat gains in the storeys.

The analysis of these predictions (§4.4) has shown that when the ventilation only

relies on the presence of internal heat gains, the airflow through the storeys is not

necessarily enhanced by the atrium. In this section, we incorporate the effect of
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of two storeys linked via an atrium when subject to a wind of
constant and uniform speed Vw.

external wind (§4.5.1) and solar gains in the atrium (§4.5.2) in order to examine

how their presence influences the ventilation in the two vertically stacked storeys

attached to the atrium. For simplicity, we consider the same geometry as in §4.4

(i.e. two identical storeys and an atrium of Ĥa = 3, Ŝa = 1 and Â∗a = 1), where

sources of identical buoyancy fluxes are activated (i.e. B̂2 = 1). As we are not

aware of any previous work which considers these effects on the ventilation of a

complex geometry (such as the two-storey atrium building considered herein), the

focus will be solely on the steady ventilation.

4.5.1 ‘Wind-assisted’ ventilation

In the presence of wind of constant and uniform speed Vw, the effect of the wind on

the ventilation of the storeys and atrium may be represented by a ‘wind-pressure

drop’ (∆Pw). This is equal to the pressure difference between the windward and

leeward openings, given by:

∆Pw = Cp
ρV 2

w

2
(4.53)
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Figure 4.7: Effect of ‘assisting wind’ on the steady ventilation of the two storeys
attached to the atrium. Plots show (i) Fri, (ii) Frt,i, (iii) qi and (iv) g′a, Qa, as functions
of Frw,i. Following the curve within the shaded area in plot (iii) indicates volume flow
rates through the storey attached to the atrium in the presence of wind that are less
than the volume flow rate through an identical but isolated storey in the absence of
wind (i.e. disconnected from the atrium and for Frw,i = 0). The subscripts ‘ss’ on all
variables in the figure have been dropped.
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where Cp is the wind pressure coefficient (see Orme et al. (1994)). We only consider

the range of wind speeds (Vw) for which the flow maintains the two-layer strati-

fication – for sufficiently large Vw, the stratification in the storeys and atrium is

anticipated to break down (cf. Hunt & Linden (2001)).

For the purpose of assessing how the ventilation in the storeys benefit from

the presence of wind, we assume that the lower openings of the storeys and top

opening of the atrium are on the windward and leeward sides, respectively – i.e.

we only consider the case for which the wind ‘reinforces’ the ventilation in the

storeys as indicated in the schematic of figure 4.6. In this case, the volume flow

rate through storey i is given by:

Qi = A∗i

√
∆Pi/ρ+ ∆Pa,i/ρ+ ∆Pw/ρ. (4.54)

The derivation of (4.54) follows that outlined in Appendix B1 with the exception

of the additional pressure difference ∆Pw. The dynamics of the flow through the

storeys are now governed by three pressure differences: the pressure difference

associated with the buoyancy accumulation in the storey (∆Pi given by (4.17)),

the additional pressure difference provided by the atrium (∆Pa,i given by (4.19))

and the wind pressure drop (∆Pw given by (4.53)). The total Froude number

denoted by Frt,i is defined as the relative magnitude of the combined effects of

the three pressure differences, given by:

Frt,i = Fri + Frw,i =
∆Pa,i/ρ+ ∆Pw/ρ

∆Pi/ρ
. (4.55)

where Fri is given by (4.50) and

Frw,i =
∆Pw/ρ

∆Pi/ρ
=
CpV

2
w

2

ρ

∆Pi
. (4.56)

The Froude number Frw,i expresses the relative pressure drops due to the wind

and buoyancy which has accumulated in storey i – with all other variables fixed,

Frw,i, (4.56), increases with increasing wind speed. Following (4.24)-(4.27), the
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non-dimensional volume flow rate in storey i can be expressed as:

qi =
1

µ

√
δi(1− ζi)

√
1 + Frt,i. (4.57)

Based on (4.55), (4.57) and the model presented in §4.3, the effect of assisting

wind on the steady ventilation of the storeys is plotted in figure 4.7. Plots of Fri

and Frt,i as functions of Frw,i are shown in figure 4.7(i) and 4.7(ii), respectively.

In figure 4.7(iii) the steady volume flow rates through storey 1 (solid line) and

storey 2 (dashed line) following the activation of wind of relative magnitude Frw,i

are shown. The effect on the steady ventilation in the atrium is indicated in figure

4.7(iv).

It is evident that following the activation of wind, the ventilation in the atrium

is improved, i.e. a layer of lower reduced gravity and a higher volume flow rate

are established in the atrium, as shown in figure 4.7(iv). The atrium provides

relatively less driving in the storeys, as it is clear that Fri reduces with increasing

Frw,i (or equivalently increasing wind speed) from figure 4.7(i). In other words, the

additional pressure difference provided by the atrium (∆Pa,i = g′a(Ha−H1)− Q2
a

A∗2a

for i = 1) reduces as the wind effect becomes more dominant (i.e. ∆Pw increases).

Note that ∆Pa,i does reduce as Qa increases and g′a decreases (figure 4.7). As a

consequence, an assisting atrium becomes less assisting (or, for ‘stronger’ winds,

may become opposing) and an opposing atrium becomes increasingly opposing –

as indicated by figure 4.7(i). ‡‡ Thus, the wind acts to ‘weaken’ the role of the

atrium.

Regardless of the ‘weakening’ effect that the wind has on the atrium, Frt,i

increases (as shown in figure 4.7(ii)) and the volume flow rates through the storeys

are increased (as shown in figure 4.7(iii)) with increasing Frw,i. By increasing the

wind speed, the ventilation flow rate through the storeys is therefore enhanced.

It is useful to reflect on a reference case in order to assess whether the effect of

the atrium and wind truly enhance the flow. Whilst increasing Vw enhances the

ventilation flow rate through a given atrium building, the flow is not necessarily

‡‡Note that as these are pressure drops due to both wind and atrium, a Froude number of
Fri < −1 no longer corresponds to reverse flow (i.e. strongly opposing) and it is Frt,i that now
controls the bulk flow.
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enhanced when compared with the effect of that same wind on an isolated storey

(i.e. qi,isol). Figure 4.7(iii) illustrates such a comparison. The non-dimensional

volume flow rates q1 and q2 increase with increasing Frw,i, however, the volume

flow rate through the isolated storey exceeds q2 for all Frw,i and exceeds q1 for

Frw,i & 1. In other words, when the wind is activated through the isolated storey,

the volume flow rate through the isolated storey (see bold line in figure 4.7(iii))

may now exceed the volume flow rate through the storey connected to the atrium.

This occurs when the assisting atrium becomes opposing due to the dominant effect

of the wind. The overall flow enhancement provided by the combined effects of

atrium and wind (Frt,i) may therefore be less than what it would be if the storeys

were disconnected from the atrium or if the atrium effect remained, somehow,

unaffected by the wind.

4.5.2 Solar heat gains

In the presence of solar heat gains, the atrium receives a solar buoyancy flux Bsolar

which is assumed to be evenly distributed in the atrium buoyant layer. As atria

are typically glazed, we assume that the atrium receives the bulk of the solar heat

gains incident on the building, i.e. Bsolar is only added in the atrium and not in

the storeys. The model in §4.3 remains largely unaffected; the only difference is

that buoyancy conservation in the atrium now requires:

d

dt
[Sa(Ha − ha)g′a] = Bsolar +Q1g

′
1 +Q2g

′
2 −Qag

′
a (4.58)

during the transients and

g′a =
Bsolar +B2 +B1

Q1 +Q2

(4.59)

at steady state.

In figure 4.8, we have plotted the effect of the ratio of the solar buoyancy flux

and source buoyancy flux in storey 1 (i.e. Bsolar/B1) on the: (i) steady Froude

number, (ii) steady volume flow rates and (iii) steady ∆Pa,i, for i = 1 and 2.

From figures 4.8(i) and 4.8(ii), it is evident that, unless the atrium assists the flow
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Figure 4.8: Effect of solar heat gains in the atrium on the steady ventilation of the
two storeys attached to the atrium. Plots show (i) Fri, (ii) qi and (iii) first and second
terms of ∆Pa,i from (4.19), as functions of solar buoyancy flux ratio Bsolar/B1. The
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Figure 4.9: Schematics of (a) atrium without solar buoyancy flux and (b) atrium with
solar buoyancy flux. The larger arrows through some openings indicate higher volume
flow rate and the darker shaded area indicates buoyant layer of higher reduced gravity.
The actual stratification in the storeys is not shown.

through the storey when Bsolar = 0 (i.e. without direct heat gains in the atrium),

the storey fails to benefit from the additional Bsolar in the atrium. This peculiar

feature is due to the dramatically differing effects that Bsolar has on the driving

pressures that the atrium provides to the storeys. Intuitively, the addition of

Bsolar results in an increase in the accumulation of buoyancy in the atrium (i.e. g′a

increases). As a result, the atrium layer drives a higher volume flow rate through

its top opening (i.e. Qa increases). From (4.19), it is clear that the atrium driving

pressure for each storey is determined by two terms. The first is the pressure

difference representing the buoyancy accumulation in the atrium (e.g. g′a(Ha−ha)
for i = 1) and the second is pressure drop across the atrium top opening (i.e. Q2

a

A∗2a
).

From figure 4.8, it can be deduced that the atrium driving pressure for storey

2 (∆Pa,2) does not benefit from the additional Bsolar. To begin with, we note

that the depth of the atrium buoyant layer assisting the ventilation in storey 2

(above dashed line in figure 4.9(a)) is always less than the depth for storey 1.

For storey 2, the increase in the first term of (4.19) on incorporating Bsolar is

thus not sufficiently large to exceed the concurrent increase in the second term

of (4.19) (see figure 4.8(iii) which plots the variation in the individual terms with
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Bsolar/B1). However, for storey 1 the atrium driving pressure is greater than the

driving pressure for storey 2 by an additional g′aH2 (see figure 4.9(b)). As g′a

increases on increasing Bsolar, ∆Pa,1 increases whilst ∆Pa,2 is reduced.

These results contradict a common perception among the design community

– i.e. that the accumulation of heat in the atrium guarantees flow enhancement

through the adjoining storeys. Unless a very tall atrium is used such that the

‘g′aH2’ term is insignificant compared to the overall stack pressure in the atrium,

the upper storeys will always be in a, somewhat, ‘disadvantageous’ position com-

pared to the lower storeys.

4.6 Achieving effective atrium design

We now investigate the effect of the atrium geometry on the ventilation through

two identical storeys as also considered in §4.4 (i.e. for Ŝ2 = Â∗2 = Ĥ2 = 1 and

µ = 5) and identify, from a design viewpoint, atrium designs which provide optimal

ventilation through these storeys. In §4.6.1 we investigate the role of each atrium

parameter, namely A∗a, Ha and Sa, on the transient and steady flows. In §4.6.2

we determine which geometries of the atrium provide an ‘assisting’ (i.e. Fri > 0)

or ‘opposing’ (i.e. Fri < 0) effect on the ventilation of each storey. To isolate the

effect of the atrium, we assume neither wind nor solar heat gains are present. For

simplicity, sources of identical buoyancy fluxes in the storeys are considered (i.e.

B̂2 = 1).

4.6.1 Atrium geometry

In figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 we illustrate the effect of the atrium geometry (Â∗a,

Ĥa and Ŝa, respectively) on key transient and steady flow parameters. The key

parameters considered are: the minimum interface height (i.e. height at maximum

overshoot) (ζi,over), interface height at steady state (ζi,ss), the volume flow rate at

steady state (qi,ss) and the time taken to reach steady state (τi,ss). The time to

reach steady state was defined as the time at which the interface heights in the

storeys and atrium were within 99.9% of ζi,ss. Below we describe the effects of
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Figure 4.10: The variation of: (i) ζi,over, ζi,ss, (ii) qi,ss and (iii) τi,ss, as functions of
Â∗a for two identical storeys, i.e. for Ŝ2 = Â∗2 = Ĥ2 = 1, µ = 5, and B̂2 = 1.

(a) the atrium opening area ratio Â∗a, (b) the atrium height ratio Ĥa and (c) the

atrium cross-sectional area ratio Ŝa, on these parameters.

(a) Effect of Â∗a

For small atrium opening areas, buoyant fluid accumulates rapidly in the atrium

as fluid is flushed out of the atrium top opening at a low rate. From volume

conservation, the volume flow rates through the openings of the storeys must also

be low, and deep buoyant layers develop in the storeys during the transients and

at steady state, as shown in figure 4.10. As the area of the atrium top opening

increases, the rate at which buoyant fluid is discharged from the atrium increases –

from volume conservation the volume flow rates through the storeys also increase.

The overshooting and steady interface heights increase as a result (see plot of ζi

in figure 4.10) as shallower upper layers are formed. From figure 4.10, we also

note that the time taken to reach steady state reduces with increasing A∗a. As A∗a

increases further, the increase in the volume flow rates through the storeys and

atrium becomes smaller and the overall rate of enhancement in the transient and

steady ventilation in the storeys decreases. Notably, for design purposes the overall

improvement of the transient and steady ventilation remains almost constant after
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Ŝ2 = Â∗2 = Ĥ2 = 1 and µ = 5, and B̂2 = 1.

a certain value of A∗a as indicated by figure 4.10.

(b) Effect of Ĥa

Increasing Ĥa allows deeper buoyant layers to develop in the atrium and thereby

increases the overall driving pressure possible for each storey. The ventilation of

both storeys is therefore reinforced as higher volume flow rates through the storeys

and shallower upper buoyant layers are established during the steady state and

later transients, as indicated by figure 4.11. This improvement is, in fact, more

pronounced in storey 2, as with taller atria the ratio of the atrium stack heights

provided for storey 2 and storey 1 increases (the ratio tending to unity in the

limit as Ĥa →∞). From figure 4.11, the time to reach steady state considerably

increases with Ĥa. As a consequence, tall atria designs are not compatible with

designs based on steady state as longer times are required to reach steady state. As

the atrium height increases further, the incremental rise in the volume flow rates

through the storeys and atrium becomes smaller and hence the overall ventilation

in the building becomes less and less enhanced.

(c) Effect of Ŝa

Since the steady state is independent of Ŝa (§4.3.2), varying the cross-sectional

area of the atrium affects the transient ventilation only (figure 4.12). The effect

of the atrium cross-sectional area on the transients is rather subtle and complex.

For an atrium of small cross-sectional area compared to the areas of the storeys
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(i.e. for a chimney-like atrium for which Ŝa � 1), the atrium fills with buoyant

fluid from the storeys relatively quickly and the time taken to reach steady state is

relatively small as shown in figure 4.12(iii). By increasing Ŝa, the rate of growth of

the atrium buoyant layer decreases as the volume of fluid collected in the atrium

spreads out over a larger cross-sectional area. The volume flow rates through the

atrium and storeys therefore increase at lower rates. As for large Ŝa a longer time

is required for the atrium interface to descend to a certain level, the total buoyancy

lost (i.e. the cumulative buoyancy from t = 0) through the top opening of the

atrium is larger than for small Ŝa. Thus, by increasing Ŝa, the reduced gravity

of the atrium buoyant layer increases at a lower rate. Consequently, the atrium

driving pressure provided for both storeys reduces on increasing Ŝa, as shown in

figure 4.13. For example, from figure 4.13, a relatively stronger (opposing, note

the negative values of ∆Pa,i) atrium effect at a given instant during the initial

transients (e.g. τ = 1) will be established for Ŝa = 2 compared to when Ŝa = 0.5.

From figure 4.13, it is evident that the opposing atrium effect for storey 1 becomes

stronger for large Ŝa, i.e. ∆Pa,1 becomes increasingly negative on increasing Ŝa.

This is because the time taken to approach steady state (and thereby the period of

the transients for which the atrium is opposing) increases significantly for storey

1 compared to storey 2 (as indicated in figure 4.12(iii)). A deeper overshoot in

storey 1 is therefore predicted (as indicated in figure 4.12(i)) due to this effect.

On the other hand, increasing Ŝa has a, somewhat, beneficial effect on storey 2 (as

indicated in figure 4.12(i)), namely a smaller overshoot. As storey 2 approaches

steady state relatively quickly compared to storey 1, a relatively small change in

∆Pa,2 is predicted for increasing Ŝa, as shown in figure 4.13. The overshoot in

storey 2 therefore becomes less pronounced as Ŝa increases.

4.6.2 Design guidelines

In §4.6.1, we investigated the effect of the atrium geometry. In summary, we found

that by increasing the atrium top opening area, both transient and steady venti-

lation are improved. However the improvement is less pronounced for increasing

A∗a. Increasing the atrium height Ha enhances the ventilation of both storeys (an
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Figure 4.14: Contour plots: (a) minimum Fr2, (b) steady Fr2, (c) minimum Fr1 and
(d) steady Fr1 in the (Â∗a, Ĥa) parameter space when Ŝa = 1.

effect that is more pronounced in storey 2) but significantly increases the time

required to reach steady state. Finally, while increasing the cross-sectional area of

the atrium has no effect on the steady ventilation, during the transients, a small

increase in the ventilation of storey 2 is predicted and the ventilation of storey 1

reduces.

For illustrative purposes, we now consider the basic geometry consisting of

two identical storeys (i.e. for Ŝ2 = Â∗2 = Ĥ2 = 1 and µ = 5) and identify the

atrium geometries which either reduce (i.e. Fri < 0) or enhance (i.e. Fri > 0)

the flow through the adjoining storeys. For simplicity, we assume that the sources

are of identical buoyancy fluxes (i.e. B̂2 = 1). Our results allow the designer to
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Figure 4.15: Contour plots: (a) minimum Fr2, (b) steady Fr2, (c) minimum Fr1 and
(d) steady Fr1 in the (Ŝa, Â∗a) parameter space when Ĥa = 3.
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select a suitable atrium geometry based on either the transients or the steady-

state predictions. Design guidance is provided in the form of contour plots of

Fri established in the storeys, as shown in figures 4.14 and 4.15. In each figure,

the minimum Fri and the steady Fri, for i = 1 and 2, are shown. The contour

plots of minimum Fri allow one to immediately identify the atrium geometries

which assist the flow through a particular storey during the entire period of the

transients. We consider two parameter spaces: (a) (Â∗a, Ĥa) where Ŝa = 1 and

(b) (Â∗a, Ŝa) where Ĥa = 3, as shown in figures 4.14 and 4.15, respectively. The

shaded regions of figures 4.14 and 4.15 represent the regions for which the atrium

opposes the ventilation in storey i (i.e. the region giving Fri < 0).

For the atrium to assist the ventilation of both storeys at all times, an atrium

geometry which ‘lies’ in the unshaded regions of figures 4.14(a) and 4.15(a) must

be selected. In other words, the atrium must assist the ventilation through the

upper storey (storey 2). If this is achieved, the atrium must necessarily be assisting

to the ventilation of the lower storey (see §4.4.1, B̂2 = 1). It is apparent that a

tall atrium (i.e. large Ha) with a large atrium top opening area A∗a (figure 4.14)

and/or cross-sectional area Sa (figure 4.15) is required in order to establish an

assisting atrium effect in storey 2, and, thereby, in both storeys throughout the

transients. On the other hand, a wider region of the parameter spaces (Â∗a, Ĥa)

and (Â∗a, Ŝa) exists for designs based on steady conditions, as indicated by figures

4.14 and 4.15. However, careful consideration should be taken on designs based on

steady state as it has been shown herein that the time to reach steady state may

be long and thus prolonged discomfort may be experienced by occupants during

the transients.

4.7 Conclusions

We have considered a geometry that comprises two vertically orientated storeys

connected via a common atrium and examined the transient displacement venti-

lation developed following the activation of continuous point sources of buoyancy

in the storeys. A theoretical framework was developed and solved to predict the

volume flow rates, interface heights and reduced gravities of the buoyant layers
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in both storeys and atrium, leading to steady state. The analysis revealed that

a number of different patterns of air circulation were possible (the conditions for

transition between circulation patterns are addressed in chapter 5).

For purely buoyancy-driven flows in the absence of direct solar heat gains in

the atrium, the dynamics of the flow in each storey are controlled by two dis-

tinct pressure differences. The first being the pressure difference established by

the accumulation of buoyancy in that storey and the second being the additional

pressure difference provided by the atrium. Notably, the additional pressure dif-

ference afforded by the atrium may be positive or negative regardless of the height

of the atrium. As a consequence, this work has challenged the perception that

the ventilation through a particular storey is guaranteed to be enhanced when

attached to a tall atrium. Our results have shown that the atrium may be detri-

mental to the ventilation through the adjoining storeys by reducing the rate of

airflow and raising the internal temperatures. Physically, this result is intuitive

although likely to be regarded as counter-intuitive to the design community. The

perception of ‘guaranteed enhancement’ is likely to have originated, simply, from

the fact that additional buoyancy has ‘built up’ in the atrium. The relative mag-

nitude of the two pressure differences was expressed in terms of a time-varying

Froude number, which led to the identification of three different stages in the

flow: (1) enhanced ‘forward’ flow (‘assisting atrium’) through storey i for Fri > 0,

(2) reduced ‘forward’ flow (‘opposing atrium’) for Fri < 0, and (3) reversed flow

for Fri < −1 (‘strongly opposing atrium’).

To illustrate these findings, a representative two-storey building was chosen

and the transients examined on varying the relative strength of the heat loads on

storeys 1 and 2. This revealed that the atrium often ‘choked’ the flow through the

adjoining storeys, i.e. Fri < 0 was maintained for a long period of the transients –

this ‘choking’ effect was more pronounced in the upper storey. Only at later times,

when a sufficiently deep layer in the atrium had formed, did the volume flow rate

through the adjoining upper storey typically exceed the volume flow rate through

the same isolated storey (i.e. without the atrium). Notably, in the upper storey

Fri < 0 even at steady state – in other words, the atrium failed in its primary

purpose. If the heat load was high in storey 1 relative to storey 2, the effect of the
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atrium was so strongly opposing in storey 2 that it initially exceeded the storey’s

stack pressure and a reverse flow was established for some period through the

storey. Conversely, if the heat load was low in storey 1 relative to storey 2, the

flow in storey 1 was strongly opposed and, hence, reversed. This caused storey 1

to receive (stale) air from the atrium rather than fresh air from the exterior.

Due to the deep layers that may develop in the storeys, the reduced gravity

of the upper layers during the transients typically exceeded their steady value –

a feature unique to the attachment of the atrium to the storey and not observed

for a single isolated storey (cf. Kaye & Hunt (2004)).

Unsurprisingly, the ventilation overall was enhanced by an ‘assisting’ wind (cf.

Hunt & Linden (2001)). However, the physics behind this effect was subtle. To

resolve the effect of the wind, it was convenient to focus solely on the steady flows.

It was then apparent that assisting winds promoted the removal of buoyancy

from the atrium, i.e. the atrium cooled and provided less driving for the flow

through the storey. As a consequence, an ‘opposing’ atrium became increasingly

‘opposing’. The effect of directly solar heating the atrium was broadly similar and

it was deduced that only storeys connected to ‘assisting’ atria benefited from these

additional heat gains.

From a design viewpoint, our results therefore indicate that if a basic atrium

design does not enhance the ventilation of the adjoining storeys then additional

influences, such as a wind that would assist flows through the isolated storeys or

direct heating of the atrium itself, do not remedy the situation and, in fact, make

it worse. By quantifying the influence of the atrium in terms of a Froude number,

this work has for the first time isolated atrium geometries that genuinely enhance

ventilation.
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Chapter 5

Flow regimes in multi-connected chambers

5.1 Abstract

We consider n chambers, one directly on top of the other, connected via a common

chamber and examine theoretically the time-dependent flows that develop once

buoyancy sources are activated in the n chambers. A common chamber that

connects to the n chambers is ventilated at the top via a horizontal opening that

connects to a quiescent environment. Each of the n chambers (referred to as a

‘forced’ chamber) connects to this environment via a low-level opening and to

the common chamber via a high-level opening. We demonstrate that multiple

flow regimes are possible as a result of complex feedback mechanisms between the

common and forced chambers. A theoretical model developed shows that the effect

of the common chamber on the ventilation of the adjoining chambers is analogous

to an unsteady and non-uniform wind. It is shown that the common chamber

imposes an ‘external’ pressure (cf. a wind) that acts to assist or oppose the flow

through a given chamber. This external pressure imposed by the common chamber

can switch from opposing to assisting (and vice versa) throughout the transients

and it varies vertically, i.e. at a given time, the common chamber can assist the

flow in one forced chamber whilst opposing the flow in another. When strongly

opposing, a reversal in the direction of flow is established giving rise to a number

of different flow regimes in the enclosure (i.e. forced and common chambers viewed
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as a whole). The conditions for which the regimes are obtained are established

and presented in the form of regime diagrams. The regime diagrams indicate the

different regions of parameter space for which each flow regime occurs in terms of

the opening areas of the forced chambers, common chamber and driving pressures.

5.2 Introduction

There are a number of examples in industry and the built environment in which

the study of flows within and between connected chambers is of practical signif-

icance. Examples in industry include the mixing of fluids where the aim is often

to homogenise mixtures of different liquids or gases used in the chemical and food

processing industries. Examples in civil engineering include multi-reservoir sys-

tems in which reservoirs are interlinked for storage, irrigation and hydroelectricity

purposes, e.g. the Snowy Mountains Scheme, (Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric

Authority, 1972). Other examples include the movement of air and heat between

rooms in a building. Building ventilation has provided the motivation for many

studies investigating passively-driven flows induced as a result of temperature vari-

ations between chambers or between chamber and the exterior. This application

forms the focus of the present study.

In this chapter we consider n vertically orientated ‘forced’ chambers ∗, one

directly above the other, and each connected to a common ‘unforced’ chamber,

as shown in figure 5.1 for n = 2. ‘Forced’ chambers refer to those supplied with

a continuous flux of buoyancy and ‘unforced’ to the chamber receiving buoyancy

solely from the ‘forced’ chambers. In terms of our primary application, the flux of

buoyancy is a heat flux; each forced chamber a heated storey of a building and the

unforced chamber an atrium with no internal heat sources. We examine theoreti-

cally the time-dependent buoyancy-driven flows that are induced as a result of the

simultaneous activation of buoyancy sources in the forced chambers. We demon-

strate for the first time that for these relatively complex geometries multiple flow

∗The research in this chapter has been prepared for publication in the Fluid Mechanics
literature and builds on a body of work in which the ‘storeys’ of chapter 4 are referred to as
‘chambers’. For this reason ‘chamber 1’ and ‘chamber 2’ replace ‘storey 1’ and ‘storey 2’, etc.
Furthermore, the ‘atrium’ is referred to as the ‘common chamber’.
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5.2 Introduction

regimes exist during the transients due to complex feedback mechanisms between

the chambers. Moreover, the effect of the common chamber on the ventilation

(namely, the density stratification and volume flow rates) of the forced chambers

is shown to be analogous to an assisting or opposing unsteady wind.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the fluid mechanics of

connected vessels, particularly in regard to achieving low-energy building venti-

lation. Figure 5.2 shows examples of the range of different geometries that have

been considered to date in which the flow induced after the activation of a sin-

gle source (of constant buoyancy flux) in one or more chambers was investigated.

The key findings of these studies that are pertinent to our investigation are now

summarised. A single chamber linked with an exterior stationary environment via

low- and high-level openings, as shown in figure 5.2(a), was investigated by Linden

et al. (1990). They proposed a model to describe the steady flow induced in the

chamber and validated their model by comparison with experimental measure-

ments. Experiments showed that the plume establishes a buoyant layer separated

from a layer at ambient density by a horizontal interface.

Features unique to the transient nature of these buoyancy-induced flows fol-

lowing activation of the buoyancy source were first described and modelled by

Hunt & Linden (1998) and subsequently in detail by Kaye & Hunt (2004). Kaye

& Hunt (2004) described the transients as a balance between the rate at which the

chamber fills with buoyant fluid from the plume (that develops from the source)

and the rate at which this fluid drains out through the high-level opening of the

chamber. They therefore parameterised their model in terms of a ratio of drain-

ing and filling timescales (µ) – a ratio inversely proportional to the dimensionless

effective opening area of the chamber (cf. Linden et al. (1990)). Based on volume

and buoyancy flux conservation, Kaye & Hunt (2004) predicted how the depth

of the layer established by the plume and the layer mean buoyancy evolved with

time. They compared their theory with small-scale experiments in which fresh and

salt water solutions represented temperature differences between the exterior en-

vironment and buoyant fluid in the interior, respectively. They showed that lower

ventilation flow rates, than those achieved in the steady state, were established

during the transients. Furthermore, for a range of values of µ the buoyant layer
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the two vertically orientated forced chambers (n = 2) linked
via the taller common chamber.

‘overshot’ the steady layer depth, i.e. the layer exceeded its steady depth. In the

context of building ventilation, this work questioned designs based on steady-state

predictions as the relatively poor ventilation predicted during the transients can

potentially affect the comfort of the occupants.

Overshooting of the buoyant layer was also identified in the horizontally con-

nected vessels considered by Flynn & Caulfield (2006). They examined the flow

that develops in a two-chamber configuration, figure 5.2(b), after a localised point

source of buoyancy was activated at floor level in one of the chambers (i.e. the

forced chamber). In the second chamber (i.e. the unforced chamber) there was no

source of buoyancy. The two chambers were linked to each other via low- and high-
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. . . 

(a) (b) (c) 

. 

(d) 

Figure 5.2: Schematics of chamber geometry and buoyancy source location considered
by (a) Linden et al. (1990), Kaye & Hunt (2004), (b) Flynn & Caulfield (2006), (c) Lin
& Linden (2002) and (d) Holford & Hunt (2003), Ji et al. (2007). In each subfigure, the
forced chamber is on the left-hand side and the buoyancy source is represented by the
circular disc at floor level.

level openings and to the exterior stationary environment (of uniform density) via

low- and high-level external openings in the forced and unforced chambers, re-

spectively. They described theoretically the displacement ventilation during the

transients and at steady state – displacement ventilation referring to the flow es-

tablished when heat is displaced from, rather than mixed within, the chamber.

Their theory was developed based on two different scenarios in which the buoyant

layer in each chamber was (a) of uniform density or (b) stratified. The uniform

density assumption accurately predicted the flow in the forced chamber, however,

experimental measurements indicated a strongly stratified layer in the unforced

chamber. This result led the authors to conclude that the flow evolution affects

primarily the steady state of the unforced chamber.

Lin & Linden (2002) considered two chambers connected via a low- and a high-

level opening (cf. the arrangement later considered by Flynn & Caulfield (2006)),

where neither chamber connected to the exterior (figure 5.2(c)). Fluid exchanged

horizontally across the openings as a result of the activation of the buoyancy

source – buoyant fluid across the high-level opening, flowing into the unforced

chamber, and ambient fluid from the exterior across the lower opening into the

forced chamber. Based on unidirectional flow through each opening, a theoretical

analysis and complementary experiments were carried out to investigate the (time-

dependent) interaction between the chambers as a function of the relative cross-

sectional areas of the chambers – a ratio they denoted RA. For RA � 1 their

model showed good agreement with experiment whilst for RA < 1 the agreement
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Chapter 5: Flow regimes in multi-connected chambers

was somewhat less satisfactory as a more complicated flow than modelled was

obtained in the unforced chamber.

The geometry considered by Flynn & Caulfield (2006) may be regarded as

a limiting case of the arrangement investigated by Holford & Hunt (2003) who

considered steady displacement flows in the same basic configuration – the differ-

ence being that in Holford & Hunt (2003) the unforced chamber was of a variable

height typically exceeding the height of the forced chamber (figure 5.2(d)), as

is the case in most atrium buildings. Based on the Linden et al. (1990) model,

Holford & Hunt (2003) developed a model to determine the steady volume flow

rate and thermal stratification in the forced chamber for a range of source buoy-

ancy fluxes, vent areas and chamber heights. In addition to the point source of

buoyancy at floor level in the forced chamber, a buoyancy flux evenly distributed

across the buoyant layer in the unforced chamber was added to simulate solar heat

gains. They also examined the ventilation of the forced chamber when the un-

forced chamber had an opening at its base, i.e. for a so-called ‘ventilated’ unforced

chamber. While Holford & Hunt (2003) showed that the ventilation was enhanced

when either the unforced chamber height or unforced chamber (solar) buoyancy

flux was increased, they identified cases for which the unforced chamber provided

no significant improvement to the ventilation of the forced chamber.

Ji et al. (2007) considered the geometry studied by Holford & Hunt (2003)

(figure 5.2(d)) and investigated, using computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the

steady flow developed. The close agreement, for both ventilated and unventilated

unforced chambers, with the results of Holford & Hunt (2003) demonstrated the

capability of CFD for predicting buoyancy-driven flows in simple connected spaces.

An analysis generalising the steady model of Linden et al. (1990) to n forced

chambers (each linked with a common unforced chamber via high-level openings)

was proposed by Hunt & Holford (1998). The forced chambers were linked with the

exterior via ‘top-down chimneys’ and the sources of pressure losses associated with

these chimneys were identified. They described theoretically the steady ventilation

and validated their theoretical predictions with small-scale experiments in water

tanks for n = 2. Hunt & Holford (1998) also provided design curves for sizing

openings that enable designers to achieve equal flow rates in all forced chambers
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5.3 Regimes for n = 2

(up to n = 9), as may be required in a multi-storey office building. Interestingly,

Holford & Hunt (2000) showed that multiple steady flows are possible within this

geometry for n = 2. Multiple steady states were also identified by Chenvidyakarn

& Woods (2005) in a single forced chamber linked with the exterior via a low-level

opening and two stacks of different heights at either side of the top of the chamber.

It is clear that transient flows in multiple-connected chambers, such as shown

in figure 5.1 have yet to be studied. This provides the motivation for this investiga-

tion. The structure of the chapter is as follows. In §5.3, we consider the transients

leading to steady state within two forced chambers connected via a common un-

forced chamber and draw an analogy between the effect of the common chamber

and the effect of wind. We show that multiple flow regimes exist, describe each

flow regime and determine the criteria for which each regime is established. In

§5.4 we extend this to n forced chambers. In §5.5 we present a model for predict-

ing the transient flow rate and stratification within the n chambers for each flow

regime. The theoretical results are discussed in §5.6 for n = 2 and §5.7 for n > 2.

Conclusions are drawn in §5.9.

5.3 Regimes for n = 2

For simplicity, we first consider two forced chambers (n = 2), one on top of

the other, connected to a taller common chamber. Each forced chamber is of

(constant) cross-sectional area Si and height Hi, where the subscript ‘i’ denotes

the number of the forced chamber: i = 1 refers to the lower chamber and i = 2

refers to the upper chamber. The common chamber is of cross-sectional area Sa

and height Ha where Ha > H1 + H2, as shown in figure 5.1. Low- and high-level

openings of areas aLi and aHi, respectively, are located in each chamber. While

the low-level openings have been drawn in figure 5.1 in the vertical sidewalls of

the forced chambers, a vertically varying pressure difference across each of these

openings is not considered. Thus the model is applicable to spaces in which the

vertical variation in pressure between the floor and ceiling is large compared with

the vertical variation in pressure across the opening. Following Linden et al.
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Chapter 5: Flow regimes in multi-connected chambers

(1990), the openings of each chamber i have effective opening area A∗i , given by:

1

A∗2i
=

1

2Cda2
Li

+
1

2Cda2
Hi

for i = 1, 2 (5.1)

where Cd is the discharge coefficient associated with contraction/expansion losses

(Ward-Smith, 1980). The common chamber is connected with the exterior through

a top opening of effective opening A∗a:

A∗a =
√

2Cdaa (5.2)

where aa is the area of the high-level opening of the common chamber. The opening

areas in the common and forced chambers are assumed to be small compared with

the cross-sectional areas of the common and forced chambers (i.e. aLi, aHi �
Si and aa � Sa) so that the pressures vary approximately hydrostatically in

the interior of each compartment. We note that Sa is constant with height as

aLi, aHi � Sa, i.e. the variation in Sa imposed by the geometry of figure 5.1 is

negligible.

The buoyancy inputs activated at t = 0 are modelled as continuous point

sources of constant buoyancy fluxes, B1 and B2 in forced chambers 1 and 2, re-

spectively. The source buoyancy flux Bi in storey i expressed as a function of heat

gains (Wi in units of watts) is

Bi =
gβWi

ρCc
(5.3)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, β is the coefficient of thermal expansion,

Cc is the specific heat capacity and ρ is the density of the ambient environment.

After the buoyancy source is activated in each chamber, a turbulent plume is

formed which rises and reaches the ceiling forming a thin buoyant layer at the top of

each chamber (cf. Baines & Turner (1969)). As explained in chapter 4, a two-layer

stratification is assumed to form in each chamber with an interface of instantaneous

height hi above source level which initially descends with time. Buoyant fluid is

discharged from the high-level opening of chamber i at an instantaneous volume

flow rate Qi and rises in the form of a plume ‘ai’ (figure 5.1) towards the top of

the common chamber where it establishes a buoyant layer of thickness (Ha − ha);
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5.3 Regimes for n = 2

ha denotes the height of the thermal interface in the common chamber above its

floor level at any instant. For simplicity, we assume that at each instant in time,

the layers in chamber i and common chamber are of uniform reduced gravity g′i

and g′a, respectively (see chapter 4 for further details). Buoyant fluid is flushed

from the top opening of the common chamber at a volume flow rate Qa.

We use the subscripts ‘pi’ and ‘pai’ to refer to the properties of the plume

in chamber i and properties of the plume rising from the top of chamber i in

the common chamber, respectively. The common chamber plumes rise from area

sources of area equal to the high-level opening area of each chamber and their

source buoyancy, volume and momentum fluxes change with time. We assume

that the common chamber plumes can be modelled as steady plumes at every

time step and that there is no interaction between them and between plumes and

walls of the enclosure.

We assume that the density difference between the buoyant layer in each com-

partment and the ambient is small compared to a reference density so that the

Boussinesq approximation holds. We consider that there is no mixing across the

interface other than in the plumes (see Hunt & Coffey (2009) for details) and heat

losses with the fabric of the walls are insignificant, i.e. we assume a perfectly

insulating fabric. In §5.3.1, we draw an analogy between the dynamics of the flow

through each forced chamber and the dynamics of the flow in an identical chamber

subject to an exterior wind. We describe a number of possible flow regimes and

obtain analytical solutions for the flow through each chamber for all regimes in

§5.3.2 and §5.3.3. In §5.3.4 we determine the criteria for which each regime is

established.

5.3.1 ‘Wind’ analogy

From Bernoulli’s theorem (see Appendix B1), the volume flow rate (Qi) through

chamber i at any instant may be expressed as:

Qi = A∗i

√
∆Pi
ρ

+
∆Pa,i
ρ

(5.4)
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where:

∆Pi
ρ

= g′i(Hi − hi) (5.5)

∆Pa,i
ρ

=

 g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −H1)− Q2
a

A∗2a
for i = 1

g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −H1 −H2)− Q2
a

A∗2a
for i = 2

. (5.6)

From (5.4), it is clear that the flow through chamber i is driven by two distinct

pressure differences. The first is the pressure difference established by the buoy-

ancy accumulated in the forced chamber (denoted ∆Pi) and the second is the

additional pressure difference provided by the common chamber (denoted ∆Pa,i).

Equation (5.4) may be re-written as:

Q2
i

A∗2i
+
Q2
a

A∗2a
=

∆PT,i
ρ

(5.7)

where:

∆PT,i
ρ

=

 g′1(H1 − h1) + g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −H1) for i = 1

g′2(H2 − h2) + g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −H1 −H2) for i = 2

(5.8)

is the total stack pressure in chamber i. From (5.4), one may expect that the

volume flow rate through each forced chamber is always enhanced due to the

additional pressure drop ∆Pa,i. However, (5.7) suggests that the volume flow rates

through chamber i (Qi) and the common chamber (Qa) are coupled, and therefore

the increase in ∆PT,i/ρ due to the buoyant layer in the common chamber does

not necessarily yield an increase in Qi. Moreover, from (5.6), it is evident that

the additional buoyancy accumulated in the common chamber does not guarantee

that ∆Pa,i > 0. This is because ∆Pa,i is, in fact, given by the difference between

two pressure drops. The first is the pressure drop established by the buoyancy

accumulated in the common chamber (and given by the first term of (5.6) for

i = 1 and 2) and the second is the pressure drop across the top opening of the

common chamber (and given by the second term of (5.6) for i = 1 and 2). Clearly,

depending on the magnitudes of these pressure drops, ∆Pa,i may be positive or

negative. This is evident in the pressure distribution diagrams shown in figure
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5.3(a) – although for forward flow P1−P2 > 0 and P3−P4 > 0 are required, there

is no restriction on the value of P6 − P4 (= ∆Pa,i).

The feedback from the common chamber is therefore analogous to the effect

of an external wind, either assisting or opposing the flow through the adjoining

chambers. The common chamber provides an ‘external pressure’ and thereby

‘reinforces’ or ‘chokes’ the flow through the adjoining chamber depending on the

sign of ∆Pa,i. Equally, in the case of wind, an external pressure drop equal to the

difference between the windward and leeward pressures enhances or opposes the

flow through a chamber depending on its sign which is influenced by the direction

of the wind (cf. Hunt & Linden (2001), Li & Delsante (2001) and Hunt & Linden

(2005)). The common chamber provides no enhancement to the flow through the

forced chamber i when ∆Pa,i = 0, reinforces the flow for ∆Pa,i > 0 and chokes

(i.e. reduces and is therefore ‘opposing’) the flow for ∆Pa,i < 0. As ∆Pa,i varies

with time and vertical height, the common chamber is analogous to an unsteady

and non-uniform wind.

As the influence of the common chamber becomes increasingly ‘opposing’ (i.e.

as ∆Pa,i becomes increasingly negative), the pressure drop across the high-level

opening of chamber i reduces, i.e. a reduced flow through that chamber is estab-

lished. For sufficiently large negative ∆Pa,i the pressure drop across the openings

of the adjoining chamber may be reduced to a value close to zero and an exchange

flow develops (cf. Epstein (1988)) †. The flow through the chamber reverses when

the pressure drop across the high-level opening becomes negative, i.e. when the

(strongly) opposing effect of the common chamber (∆Pa,i) overcomes the pressure

difference established by the buoyancy accumulation in chamber i (∆Pi). From

(5.4), it is clear that when the flow is reversed (i.e. for Qi < 0), ∆Pa,i < −∆Pi

given that ∆Pa,i < 0.

We can deduce that inflow through the top opening of the common chamber

is not feasible – figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) indicate that the pressure drop across

the common chamber opening must always be positive given that the upper layer

in the common chamber is more buoyant than the exterior fluid. From figures

†Although we recognise that there is an exchange flow before flow reversal, we do not inves-
tigate the exchange here.
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Figure 5.3: Schematics showing for n = 2: (a) forward flow in chamber i, (b) reverse
flow in chamber 1, (c) reverse flow in chamber 2, and associated pressure variations with
height at an instant during transients.
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5.3 Regimes for n = 2

(a) (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.4: Three possible flow regimes for n = 2: regime (a) – pure forward flow,
regime (b) – flow reversal in chamber 1 and regime (c) – flow reversal in chamber 2.
Arrows indicate the instantaneous direction of flow through each opening.

5.3(b) and 5.3(c), it is evident that assuming there is buoyant fluid in the common

chamber, the pressure gradient (dP
dz

) is smaller than the pressure gradient in the

exterior. The pressure in the common chamber is therefore always larger than the

pressure in the exterior at the level of the top opening of the common chamber

(i.e. the pressure drop across the common chamber opening is positive). Thus,

assuming unidirectional flow through each opening, we deduce that for n = 2 there

are three possible flow regimes as shown in figure 5.4. These are referred to as (a)

pure forward flow, (b) reverse flow in chamber 1 and (c) reverse flow in chamber

2.

5.3.2 Regime (a) – pure forward flow

When positive pressure drops ‡ across the openings of chambers 1 and 2 are estab-

lished, a pure forward flow is obtained, as indicated in figure 5.4(a). The volume

flow rate Qi is given by (5.7) for i = 1, 2. Conservation of volume in the common

chamber at any instant requires:

Q1 +Q2 −Qa = 0, (5.9)

‡A ‘positive pressure drop’ referring to the pressure on the left-hand side being higher than
the pressure on the right-hand side across a vertical opening, or to the pressure below being
higher than the pressure above a horizontal opening.
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assuming incompressible flow. Elimination of Q1 and Q2 from the non-linear

system of equations (5.7) for i = 1, 2 and (5.9) yields the 4th order polynomial:

AQ4
a + BQ2

a + C = 0 (5.10)

where:

A =
(A∗2a + A∗21 + A∗22 )2 − 4A∗21 A

∗2
2

A∗4a

B =
4A∗21 A

∗2
2 (∆PT,1 + ∆PT,2)− 2(A∗2a + A∗21 + A∗22 )(A∗21 ∆PT,1 + A∗22 ∆PT,2)

A∗2a
C = (A∗21 ∆PT,1 − A∗22 ∆PT,2)2. (5.11)

Since Qa > 0, we neglect negative values of Qa and obtain the solution of (5.10)

in the form:

Qa =

√
−B±

√
B2 − 4AC

2A
. (5.12)

Substituting for the coefficients in (5.11) into (5.12), we find that −B±
√

B2−4AC
2A

> 0

and that for (5.10) to give real solutions, A∗a must be greater than a critical value,

i.e. A∗a > (A∗a)crit where:

(A∗a)
2
crit = A∗21

(
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

− 1

)
+ A∗22

(
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

− 1

)
. (5.13)

5.3.3 Regimes (b) and (c) – reverse flow in chamber 1 or

chamber 2

When the opposing effect of the common chamber is stronger than the buoyancy

effect in chamber 1 (i.e. ∆P1 < |∆Pa,1|), a negative pressure drop is established

across the high-level opening of chamber 1, i.e. a reverse flow (i.e. flow from high-

to low-level) through chamber 1 is established. In other words, the flow in chamber

1 reverses when the buoyant layer in the common chamber is primarily fed with

fluid from chamber 2 and deepens so rapidly that fluid is pushed into chamber 1.

This flow regime may be expected when the source buoyancy flux is considerably

stronger in chamber 2 than the source buoyancy flux in chamber 1. Conversely,
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5.3 Regimes for n = 2

a flow reversal in chamber 2 may be expected when the source buoyancy flux in

chamber 1 exceeds that in chamber 2. Geometrically, these regimes are expected

to be encountered when the effective opening area of the common chamber is

smaller than those of chambers 1 and 2 and/or when the effective opening area of

chamber 2 is larger than in chamber 1 (or vice versa). For regimes (b) and (c),

the volume flow rate through chamber i can be expressed as:

Qi = −A∗i
√
−∆Pi −∆Pa,i (5.14)

where ∆Pa,i < 0 for either i = 1 or i = 2. When reverse flow in chamber i is

established, the pressure in the interior of the chamber is still assumed to vary

hydrostatically (as with the forward flow case), the only difference is that now

P1 − P2 < 0 and P3 − P4 < 0 as indicated by the pressure variations of figures

5.3(b) and 5.3(c). That is, fluid from the common chamber is sucked via the high-

level opening and ambient fluid is flushed out through the low-level opening of the

forced chamber in which reverse flow is established §. The incoming fluid from

the common chamber is assumed to mix with the surrounding fluid such that a

uniform density in the upper layer in the forced chamber is established and the

basic two-layer stratification in the chamber is maintained. Applying Bernoulli’s

theorem along an appropriate streamline in the reverse flow chamber we obtain

the relationship:

− Q2
i

A∗2i
+
Q2
a

A∗2a
= ∆PT,i/ρ. (5.15)

Elimination of Q1 and Q2 from the system of equations (5.7), (5.15) and (5.9)

yields a polynomial of the form of (5.10) where the coefficients are

A =
(A∗2a − A∗21 + A∗22 )2 + 4A∗21 A

∗2
2

A∗4a

B = −4A∗21 A
∗2
2 (∆PT,1 + ∆PT,2) + 2(A∗2a − A∗21 + A∗22 )(A∗22 ∆PT,2 − A∗21 ∆PT,1)

A∗2a
C = (A∗21 ∆PT,1 + A∗22 ∆PT,2)2 (5.16)

§Note that reverse flow can not be established simultaneously in both chambers while outflow
is maintained at the top of the common chamber.
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for reverse flow in chamber 1 (regime (b)), and

A =
(A∗2a + A∗21 − A∗22 )2 + 4A∗21 A

∗2
2

A∗4a

B = −4A∗21 A
∗2
2 (∆PT,1 + ∆PT,2) + 2(A∗2a + A∗21 − A∗22 )(A∗21 ∆PT,1 − A∗22 ∆PT,2)

A∗2a
C = (A∗21 ∆PT,1 + A∗22 ∆PT,2)2. (5.17)

for reverse flow in chamber 2 (regime (c)). Real solutions of (5.10) for regimes (b)

and (c) are obtained when A∗a < (A∗a)crit1 and A∗a < (A∗a)crit2, respectively where:

(A∗a)
2
crit1 = A∗21

(
1− ∆PT,1

∆PT,2

)
+ A∗22

(
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

− 1

)
, (5.18)

(A∗a)
2
crit2 = A∗21

(
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

− 1

)
+ A∗22

(
1− ∆PT,2

∆PT,1

)
. (5.19)

5.3.4 Regime criteria

When Q1 = 0, from volume conservation Qa = Q2 and from (5.7) we obtain

Q2
a

A∗2a
= ∆PT,1/ρ for i = 1 (5.20)

Qa = A∗2

√
∆PT,2/ρ−∆PT,1/ρ for i = 2. (5.21)

From (5.7), forward flow requires

Q2
a

A∗2a
< ∆PT,1/ρ. (5.22)

Substituting for (5.21) into (5.22) and re-arranging for A∗a we find that

A∗a > A∗2

√
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

− 1 (5.23)

in order to obtain forward flow through chamber 1. Whilst from (5.23), it is clear

that
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1 to ensure real values for the common chamber effective area, this

constraint originates and is implicit in (5.21) where it is necessary to give Qa > 0.
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5.3 Regimes for n = 2

If (5.23) is not satisfied, reverse flow is established. Similarly, for chamber 2 we

predict that forward flow is established in the chamber when

A∗a > A∗1

√
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

− 1 (5.24)

and conversely, reverse flow is obtained for

A∗a ≤ A∗1

√
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

− 1. (5.25)

The criteria for regimes (a), (b) and (c) are summarised in table 5.1. Recalling

the constraints necessary to give real solutions, namely (5.13), (5.18) and (5.19),

it is evident that Qa > 0, for regime (a), is obtained when

A∗2a > (A∗2acrit + A∗2acrit1)/2 (5.26)

A∗2a > (A∗2acrit + A∗2acrit2)/2 (5.27)

and for regimes (b) and (c) when

A∗2a < (A∗2acrit + A∗2acrit1)/2 (5.28)

A∗2a < (A∗2acrit + A∗2acrit2)/2 (5.29)

respectively.

From table 5.1, it is clear that the effective opening areas (namely, A∗a, A
∗
1,

A∗2) and the ratio of total stack pressures
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

, where 0 <
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

<∞, play a key

role in determining the flow regime established at any instant. The limiting case
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

= 0 corresponds to A∗2 = 0, i.e. effectively for n = 1. Similarly,
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

→ ∞
corresponds to A∗1 = 0. We note that these statements are not logical equivalents

as for A∗2 → 0,
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

6= 0 and for A∗1 → 0,
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

does not tend to infinity. Note

that although a change in
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

is not necessarily caused by a change in either A∗1

or A∗2, a change in either A∗1 or A∗2 does cause a change in
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

.

For identical forced chamber geometries, identical source buoyancy fluxes (ac-

tivated simultaneously) and ha > H1 + H2,
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

= 1 (see (5.8)) and thus, the
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Chapter 5: Flow regimes in multi-connected chambers

Table 5.1: Criteria for establishing regimes (a), (b) and (c) when n = 2.

Regime Criterion

(a) A∗a > A∗2

√
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

− 1 for
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1

A∗a > A∗1

√
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

− 1 for
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1

(b) A∗a ≤ A∗2

√
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

− 1

(c) A∗a ≤ A∗1

√
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

− 1

common chamber has the same effect on both forced chambers. Typically for

B2 6= B1,
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

6= 1 and the flow through one of the forced chambers is weaker.

This gives rise to the possibility of a flow reversal in that chamber. When the ef-

fect of the common chamber is strongly opposing, regimes (b) or (c) are obtained.

Regime (b), i.e. flow reversal in chamber 1, may occur when
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1 and regime

(c), i.e. flow reversal in chamber 2, when
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1.

As mentioned earlier, the effective opening areas are also important in de-

termining the flow regime at any instant. For A∗2 < A∗1, the stack pressure in

chamber 2 typically increases relative to that in chamber 1 (i.e.
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

1 increases),

as a relatively deep layer is anticipated in chamber 2 relative to chamber 1. From

table 5.1, it is clear that the possibility of flow reversal in chamber 2 reduces with

increasing A∗2 and, thereby, increasing
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

(note that the right-hand side of the

criterion for regime (c) reduces). Conversely, on reducing A∗1,
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

reduces and

the possibility of flow reversal in chamber 1 reduces (note that the right-hand side

of the criterion for regime (b) in table 5.1 reduces).

5.4 Regime criteria for n connected chambers

We now consider n forced chambers, one directly on top of the other, connected

to the common chamber. At any instant, we assume that there are k out of n

chambers in which reverse flow is established, where the integer k varies from 0

to n − 1. We note that k 6= n as it has been previously discussed (see §5.3.1)

that inflow through the common chamber is not possible. The number of different
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5.4 Regime criteria for n connected chambers

combinations (at any instant) for which flow in k out of n chambers reverses is

nCk. The total number of possible regimes (N) that can be encountered in the

enclosure is given by the sum of all different combinations from k = 0 to k = n−1,

i.e.

N =
n−1∑
k=0

nCk. (5.30)

Assuming forward flow is established through all chambers, the flow through

any chamber i is obtained by:

Q2
1

A∗21
+ Q2

a

A∗2a
= ∆PT,1/ρ

Q2
2

A∗22
+ Q2

a

A∗2a
= ∆PT,2/ρ

...
Q2
i

A∗2i
+ Q2

a

A∗2a
= ∆PT,i/ρ

...
Q2
n

A∗2n
+ Q2

a

A∗2a
= ∆PT,n/ρ

(5.31)

where

∆PT,i/ρ = g′i(Hi − hi) + g′amin(Ha − ha, Ha −
i∑

j=1

Hj). (5.32)

Volume conservation in the common chamber requires

n∑
j=1

Qj = Qa (5.33)

assuming incompressible flow. From (5.31) it is clear that, in order to establish

forward flow through any chamber i (i.e. for Qi > 0), it is required that

A∗a >
Qa√

∆PT,i/ρ
, (5.34)

whilst in the limiting case of Qi = 0

Qa

A∗a
=
√

∆PT,i/ρ. (5.35)

Using (5.35), we are able to deduce the volume flow rates through the other cham-
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bers from (5.31) which can be then substituted into (5.33) to give

Qa =
n∑
j=1

A∗j
√

∆PT,j −∆PT,i. (5.36)

For forward flow to be established in chamber i, we find from (5.34) that

A∗a >
n∑
j=1

A∗j

√
∆PT,j
∆PT,i

− 1 (5.37)

where
∆PT,j
∆PT,i

> 1 for j = 1, ..., n. (5.38)

For forward flow through all chambers (i.e. for k = 0), (5.37) must be satisfied

for all i = 1, .., n. For k = 1, reverse flow is established in one chamber, labelled

with the subscript i1, and it is required that (5.37) is not satisfied for chamber i1.

For k = 2, reverse flow is established in two chambers, i1 and i2, and it is required

that:

A∗a ≤ min
{

(A∗a)i1 , (A
∗
a)i2
}

(5.39)

must be satisfied for these chambers ¶, where

(A∗a)i1 =
∑n

j=1A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j
∆PT,i1

− 1− A∗i2
√

∆PT,i2
∆PT,i1

− 1

(A∗a)i2 =
∑n

j=1A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j
∆PT,i2

− 1− A∗i1
√

∆PT,i1
∆PT,i2

− 1
. (5.40)

Similarly, for k = 3, reverse flow is established in chambers i1, i2 and i3, for which

A∗a ≤ min
{

(A∗a)i1 , (A
∗
a)i2 , (A

∗
a)i3
}

(5.41)

where

(A∗a)i1 =
∑n

j=1 A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j
∆PT,i1

− 1− A∗i2
√

∆PT,i2
∆PT,i1

− 1− A∗i3
√

∆PT,i3
∆PT,i1

− 1

(A∗a)i2 =
∑n

j=1 A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j
∆PT,i2

− 1− A∗i1
√

∆PT,i1
∆PT,i2

− 1− A∗i3
√

∆PT,i3
∆PT,i2

− 1

(A∗a)i3 =
∑n

j=1 A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j
∆PT,i3

− 1− A∗i1
√

∆PT,i1
∆PT,i3

− 1− A∗i2
√

∆PT,i2
∆PT,i3

− 1.

(5.42)

¶The derivation of (5.39) is outlined in Appendix C.
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From (5.40) and (5.42), the general form of A∗a with increasing k is clear – the

number of constraints and number of terms of each constraint are equal to the value

of k. We note that although the flow regime criteria derived herein are associated

with the transient aspect of the problem, these criteria may also be applicable

at steady conditions. It is apparent from (5.40) and (5.42) that the constraints

on A∗a become more restrictive on increasing k, i.e. the values of (A∗a)i1 , (A
∗
a)i2 ,

etc. successively reduce. In other words, as the area of the common chamber top

opening reduces, k increases, i.e. reverse flow is established in more chambers.

For identical forced chamber geometries, identical source buoyancy fluxes (ac-

tivated simultaneously) and ha >
∑n

j=1 Hj, it is evident from (5.32) that
∆PT,j
∆PT,i

= 1

∀i, j. Consequently, from (5.40) and (5.42), (A∗a)i1 = (A∗a)i2 = ... = 0, i.e. forward

flow is established in all chambers n. On the other hand,
∆PT,j
∆PT,i

6= 1 gives rise to

the possibility of reverse flow in one or more chambers.

5.5 Theoretical model for n connected chambers

In this section we present a theoretical model that describes how the flow and

stratification in the n forced chambers and common chamber evolve with time for

each flow regime predicted. Based on bulk conservation laws (i.e. conservation of

volume and buoyancy fluxes) we obtain the governing coupled ODEs which can

be solved to predict the volume flow rates, interface heights and reduced gravities

of the buoyant layers in the forced chambers and common chamber. These ODEs

were solved using the simple Euler scheme. A sufficiently small time step was used

to ensure that the accuracy of the numerical solution at each step was within a

prescribed tolerance (for further details, see §1.3). Below, we deduce the governing

equations for: (a) k = 0, (b) k = 1 and (c) k ≥ 2.

(a) k = 0

For pure forward flow (i.e. for k = 0), the time rates of change of interface heights
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Chapter 5: Flow regimes in multi-connected chambers

in chamber i and common chamber, from volume conservation, are:

dhi
dt

= −Qpi −Qi

Si
(5.43)

dha
dt

= −
∑n

j=1Qpaj −Qa

Sa
(5.44)

where Qpi = CB
1/3
i h

5/3
i (Morton et al., 1956) is the volume flow rate of the forced

chamber plume at interface level. Buoyancy conservation in chamber i and com-

mon chamber requires:

d

dt
[Si(Hi − hi)g′i] = Bi −Qig

′
i (5.45)

and
d

dt
[Sa(Ha − ha)g′a] =

∑n
j=1Qjg

′
j −Qag

′
a

Sa(Ha − ha)
, (5.46)

respectively. From (5.43), (5.44), (5.45) and (5.46) the time rates of change of

reduced gravities of the buoyant layers in chamber i and common chamber reduce

to:
dg′i
dt

=
Bi −Qpig

′
i

Si(Hi − hi)
(5.47)

and
dg′a
dt

=

∑n
j=1Qjg

′
j −

∑n
j=1Qpajg

′
a

Sa(Ha − ha)
, (5.48)

respectively. Assuming uniform velocity profiles through the high-level opening

of chamber i, plume ‘ai’, of source volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes Qi,
Q2
i

CdaHi
and Qig

′
i, respectively, rises in the common chamber. Following the theoret-

ical framework of chapter 4, the plume properties (up to the level of the interface

in the common chamber) are evaluated based on the plume conservation equa-

tions derived by Morton et al. (1956) (for conservation of volume, momentum and

buoyancy flux):

dQpai

dz
= 2
√
παM

1/2
pai ,

dMpai

dz
=
QpaiBpai

Mpai

,
dBpai

dz
= 0 (5.49)

where Qpai, Mpai and Bpai are the volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes of
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5.5 Theoretical model for n connected chambers

plume ‘ai’ at the interface level in the common chamber. Height z is measured

from the source of plume ‘ai’ vertically upwards.

(b) k = 1

For reverse flow in chamber i = i1 (i.e. Qi1 ≤ 0), (5.43) holds for all n chambers.

From buoyancy conservation, although (5.47) holds for all i except for i = i1. For

i = i1 we have

dg′i1
dt

=


Bi1 − g′i1(Qpi1 −Qi1)

Si1(Hi1 − hi1)
for ha >

∑i1
j=1Hj

Bi1 − g′i1(Qpi1 −Qi1)− g′aQi1

Si1(Hi1 − hi1)
for ha ≤

∑i1
j=iHj

. (5.50)

When the interface reaches the source (i.e. for hi1 = 0) the volume flow rate

supplied to the layer via the plume is zero and thus, the time rate of change of

reduced gravity in the buoyant layer of chamber i1 is:

dg′i1
dt

=


Bi1 + g′i1Qi1

Si1Hi1
for ha >

∑i1
j=1Hj

Bi1 + g′i1Qi1 − g′aQi1

Si1Hi1
for ha ≤

∑i1
j=iHj

. (5.51)

In the common chamber, from conservation of volume and buoyancy, we deduce

that the time rates of change of interface height and reduced gravity of the buoyant

layer are:

dha
dt

=


−

n∑
j=1

Qpaj −Qi1 −Qa

Sa
for ha >

∑i1
j=1 Hj

−

n∑
j=1

Qpaj −Qa

Sa
for ha ≤

∑i1
j=1Hj

(5.52)

dg′a
dt

=

n∑
j=1

Qjg
′
j − g′a

n∑
j=1

Qpaj

Sa(Ha − ha)
(5.53)

where Qpaj can be evaluated from (5.49).
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(c) k ≥ 2

For k = 2, i.e. when reversed flow is established in chambers i1 and i2 where i2

is at a higher location than i1
‖, the interface height and reduced gravities of the

upper layers in chambers i = i1 and i2 are given by (5.43) and (5.50), respectively.

The rates of change of interface height and reduced gravity of the buoyant layer

of chamber i (except for i = i1 and i2) are given by (5.43) and (5.47). From

conservation of volume and buoyancy in the common chamber, we deduce:

dha
dt

=



−

n∑
j=1

Qpaj −Qi1 −Qi2 −Qa

Sa
for ha >

∑i2
j=1 Hj

−

n∑
j=1

Qpaj −Qi1 −Qa

Sa
for
∑i1

j=1Hj < ha ≤
∑i2

j=1Hj

−

n∑
j=1

Qpaj −Qa

Sa
for ha ≤

∑i1
j=1Hj

(5.54)

and

dg′a
dt

=

n∑
j=1

Qjg
′
j − g′a

n∑
j=1

Qpaj

Sa(Ha − ha)
. (5.55)

A similar trend is followed for k > 2.

Initial and steady conditions

Based on the experimental measurements of Kaye & Hunt (2004), at time

t = 0 (when the buoyancy sources are activated), a buoyant layer in each chamber

is formed of depth approximately equal to the radius of the plume (i.e. 6α
5
Hi) at

the ceiling of each chamber and reduced gravity equal to that of the plume at the

ceiling (i.e. C−1B
2/3
i H

−5/3
i ). In the common chamber, we assume that a layer of

depth equal to the radius of the widest plume at the ceiling is formed of reduced

gravity equal to 10% of the average reduced gravities of the forced chamber layers

(see §4.3.2 in chapter 4 for the reasoning behind this choice).

‖The relative levels of chambers i1 and i2 were not important in deriving constraints (5.40).
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(a) (c) (b) 

Figure 5.5: Schematics showing the three possible steady states predicted for n = 2.
Shaded area represents buoyant fluid and arrows indicate the direction of flow through
the openings. The dotted lines indicate the outline of a plume which breaks down at
steady state.

At steady state, there are N possible regimes which can be established in

the geometry. For instance, the schematic diagram of figure 5.5 shows the three

different regimes which can be established at steady state for n = 2 (k = 0 – figure

5.5(a) and k = 1 – figures 5.5(b) and 5.5(c)). When forward flow is maintained in

chamber i at steady state, the interface height is hi,ss = ( Qi

CB
1/3
i

)3/5 as from (5.43)

and (5.47) it is clear that the volume flow rate in the plume at the interface level

must be equal to the volume flow rate through the openings (time-derivative terms

at steady state being zero). On the other hand, when reversed flow in a forced

chamber i is established (e.g. for n = 2, figures 5.5(b) and 5.5(c)), it is required

that hi,ss = 0, as a lower layer at ambient density cannot be maintained.

5.6 Theoretical analysis for n = 2

In this section we demonstrate the possibility of attaining each of the three distinct

flow regimes for n = 2 shown in figure 5.4 at any instant during the transients,

based on the constraints summarised in table 5.1. Figure 5.6 shows the results in

the form of regime diagrams in the (
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

, A∗a
A∗1

) parameter space which indicate,

using shading, the values of these ratios for which: (a) pure forward flow, (b)

reverse flow in chamber 1 and (c) reverse flow in chamber 2 are obtained. For

illustrative purposes, two extreme values of
A∗2
A∗1

, namely
A∗2
A∗1

= 1
10

and
A∗2
A∗1

= 10,

and two intermediate values, namely
A∗2
A∗1

= 1
2

and 2, are considered. Although the
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flow regime classification depends on the ratios of the total stack pressures
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

and effective opening areas of the chambers and common chamber
A∗2
A∗1

and A∗a
A∗1

,

respectively, the effect of the source buoyancy fluxes and geometry of the common

chamber and forced chambers on the flow behaviour is captured in the ratio
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

.

The regime diagrams in figure 5.6 show three regions of parameter space: white,

dark grey and light grey regions representing the regions in which flow regimes (a),

(b) and (c) are established, respectively. We note that all regions are coincident

at the point (
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

= 1, A
∗
a

A∗1
= 0) indicating that multiple flow regimes are possible

at this point – we show at a later stage of this analysis that the point (
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

= 1,
A∗a
A∗1

= 0) is an unstable solution. For identical forced chamber geometries, identical

source buoyancy fluxes and ha > H1 + H2 (thus
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

= 1) pure forward flow is

maintained for any values of A∗1, A∗2 and A∗a given that A∗a > 0. In contrast for
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

6= 1, regimes (b) and (c) are also possible as indicated by figure 5.6. For
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1, reverse flow in chamber 1 (i.e. flow regime (b)) may occur as the

total stack pressure for chamber 1 is ‘weak’ relative to the total stack pressure for

chamber 2. Conversely, for
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1, reverse flow in the upper chamber (i.e. flow

regime (c)) is possible.

For large values of A∗1 compared to A∗2 (i.e. for
A∗2
A∗1

= 1
10

, figure 5.6) typically
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1 ∗∗ (e.g. for B2

B1
= 1) and thus, although reverse flow is clearly possible

in chamber 1, achieving reverse flow in chamber 2 (regime (c)) is not possible.

However, if
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1 (e.g. for B2

B1
< 1) and

A∗2
A∗1

= 1
10

(see figure 5.6), the flow may

fall into the region of regime (c). From figure 5.6, it is clear that pure forward

flow is established for a large range of values of A∗a for
A∗2
A∗1

= 1
10

and regimes (b) or

(c) may be established only for relatively small
A∗2
A∗1

.

For small values of A∗1 relative to A∗2 (i.e. for
A∗2
A∗1

= 10, figure 5.6), typically
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1 (e.g. for B2

B1
= 1) and reverse flow in chamber 1 is not possible. How-

ever, if
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1 (e.g. for B2

B1
> 1), reverse flow in chamber 1 (i.e. regime (b)) is

established for a large range of A∗a values and pure forward flow only for large
A∗2
A∗1

.

For less extreme ratios of A∗2 and A∗1 (namely,
A∗2
A∗1

= 1
2

and 2, figure 5.6), whilst

regime (a) can be established for a wide range of values of A∗a, regimes (b) and

∗∗As there is an accumulation of buoyancy in chamber 2 due to the relatively small opening
areas (providing buoyancy flux ratios are close to 1).
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Figure 5.6: Regime diagrams for n = 2 in the (∆PT,2
∆PT,1

, A∗a
A∗1

) parameter space for:
A∗2
A∗1

= 1
10 , A∗2

A∗1
= 1

2 , A∗2
A∗1

= 2 and A∗2
A∗1

= 10. Shaded areas indicate the regions of parameter
space in which reverse flow (in chambers 1 and 2) is established.
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(c) are still possible for
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

6= 1. Note that the region of parameter space that

regime (b) occupies increases dramatically with increasing
A∗2
A∗1

, however, the region

occupied by regime (c) remains unchanged.

In figures 5.7 and 5.8, solution paths (indicated by the dotted lines) for a range

of pairs of (
A∗2
A∗1

, A∗a
A∗1

) from (5.7), (5.9) and (5.15) are plotted in the
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

— (Q1

Q2
)2

plane and the
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

— (Q2

Q1
)2 plane, respectively. The solution paths are plotted

for: regimes (a) and (b) in figure 5.7 and regimes (a) and (c) in figure 5.8. For a

specific pair (
A∗2
A∗1

, A∗a
A∗1

), solutions for any initial conditions obtained from the model

derived in §5.5 lie on a single path. Each path may be divided into two regions:

(i) the region where the gradient of the path is increasing and (ii) the region

where the gradient of the path is decreasing. The stationary points at (Q1

Q2
)2 = 0

and (Q2

Q1
)2 = 0 separate the two regions. The flow is reversed in the region of

decreasing gradient (i.e. Q1 ≤ 0 – figure 5.7 and Q2 ≤ 0 – figure 5.8) and the flow

is forward in the region of increasing gradient. The ranges of values of
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

and
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

considered vary from 0 to 1 as from the regime diagrams of figure 5.6 it is

clear that regime (b) is only possible for
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1 (i.e. 0 <
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

≤ 1) whilst

regime (c) is only possible when 0 <
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

≤ 1. From the constraints summarised

in table 5.1, the critical values of
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

and
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

at which the flow switches from

forward to reverse and vice versa (i.e. for Q1 = 0 and Q2 = 0) are given by:(
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

)
crit

=
1

A∗2a
A∗22

+ 1
(5.56)(

∆PT,2
∆PT,1

)
crit

=
1

A∗2a
A∗21

+ 1
, (5.57)

respectively. The values of the total stack pressures expressed in terms of the

effective opening areas A∗1 , A∗2 and A∗a for which zero volume flow rate is instan-

taneously established in storeys 1 and 2 may therefore be immediately obtained

from (5.56) and (5.57), respectively. Note the critical values are time-independent.

The solution paths shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8 are central in understanding the

flow dynamics in the forced chambers – interestingly, the key ratios of total stack
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Figure 5.7: Plots show solution paths (indicated by the dotted lines) for regimes (a)
and (b) in the ∆PT,1

∆PT,2
— (Q1

Q2
)2 plane. Each solution path corresponds to a pair (A

∗
2

A∗1
, A

∗
a

A∗1
).

A trajectory obtained from the numerical solution of the model in §5.5 is indicated by
the solid line where the circular disc indicates the starting point of the trajectory.

pressures
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

and effective opening areas
A∗2
A∗1

and A∗a
A∗1

are sufficient in determining

the flow behaviour and regime established in the forced chambers.

To assist in the discussion of our theoretical findings, we now predict the flow

behaviour based on the model presented in §5.5 for three different cases. For each

case, the solution path, regime variation with time and regime diagram are plotted,

as shown in figure 5.9. For simplicity, chambers 1 and 2 are considered to be of

identical cross-sectional areas Si, heights Hi and effective opening areas A∗i for all

cases. In addition, the common chamber is of cross-sectional area Sa = Si and

height Ha = 3Hi
††. Three different pairs of the ratios of source buoyancy fluxes

(B2

B1
) and effective opening areas of the common chamber and chamber 1 (A

∗
a

A∗1
) are

††There is nothing special about the value of Ha chosen and the basic trends described are
predicted for any Ha

H1
ratios.
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Figure 5.8: Plots show solution paths (indicated by the dotted lines) for regimes (a)
and (c) in the ∆PT,2

∆PT,1
— (Q2

Q1
)2 plane. Each solution path corresponds to a pair (A

∗
2

A∗1
,

A∗a
A∗1

). For a specific pair, three trajectories (solid lines) obtained from different initial
conditions based on the numerical solution of the model in §5.5 are drawn where the
circular disc indicates the starting point of each trajectory.
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Figure 5.9: Regime diagram for n = 2 in the (∆PT,2
∆PT,1

, A∗a
A∗1

) parameter space for A∗2
A∗1

= 1

for three cases: (i) B2
B1

= 5, A∗a
A∗1

= 1, (ii) B2
B1

= 1
5 , A∗a

A∗1
= 1 and (iii) B2

B1
= 1, A∗a

A∗1
= 10−3

. Plots of trajectory on an associated solution path and regime variation with time are
shown for each case. The circular discs indicate the starting points of each case.

chosen: (i) B2

B1
= 5, A∗a

A∗1
= 1, (ii) B2

B1
= 1

5
, A∗a
A∗1

= 1, and (iii) B2

B1
= 1, A∗a

A∗1
= 10−3. We

note that for B2

B1
= 1 and A∗a

A∗1
= 1 only regime (a) can be obtained at any time –

this case was therefore excluded in the discussion.

As indicated by the regime diagram of figure 5.9, regime (b) is initially es-

tablished for case (i) as
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

is lower than the critical value of
(

∆PT,1
∆PT,2

)
crit

= 0.5

given by (5.56) (or equivalently,
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 2). The trajectory on the solution path

therefore starts at a value on the region of decreasing gradient. This flow regime

is maintained for some period of the transients (see plot of regime with time) after

which
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

exceeds its critical value and thus, regime (a) is established.

Similarly, regime (c) is initially established for case (ii), as depicted in the
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regime diagram of figure 5.9. In this case, the trajectory on the solution path

starts at a value on the region of decreasing gradient, as
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

is lower than the

critical value of
(

∆PT,2
∆PT,1

)
crit

= 0.5 given by (5.57). After some time, the flow

switches from regime (c) to regime (a) (see plot of regime variation with time,

figure 5.9) when
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

exceeds its critical value.

For case (iii), the solution exhibits instability as the type of regime continuously

switches from (b) to (c) (see plot of regime variation with time, figure 5.9). From

(5.56) and (5.57), the critical values of
∆PT,1
∆PT,2

and
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

tend to unity as A∗a → 0

and the solution lies close to the point (
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

= 1, A∗a
A∗1

= 0) on the flow regime

diagram, figure 5.9. This results in oscillations through the critical value on the

solution path, figure 5.9. When
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1 the flow reverses in chamber 2 (i.e.

regime (c) is established). The buoyancy in chamber 2 builds up quickly relative

to that in chamber 1 and after a relatively short time,
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1. Thus, the

flow in chamber 1 reverses while a forward flow is established in chamber 2 (i.e.

regime (b) is now established). The buoyancy in chamber 1 builds up relatively

quickly once more, and after a relatively short time,
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1 and regime (b)

is now established. The flow therefore switches from regime (b) to (c) – this

trend is continuously repeated preventing steady conditions from being reached.

These oscillations may be attributed to the fact that the model is based on the

assumption of unidirectional flow through each opening. Clearly for this case,

exchange flow through the chamber openings would occur in practice and more

complex models are therefore needed to resolve the transients around this critical

point.

5.7 Regime diagrams for n > 2

The regions of parameter space for which the three regimes are possible in the two

forced chambers are clear from §5.6. A question that arises is how the regions of

parameter space vary with increasing n. In this section, a range of regime diagrams

for n > 2 are plotted from the constraints presented in §5.4; specifically, regime

diagrams for n = 3 and n = 5 are shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. We

consider identical effective opening areas in the chambers and common chamber,
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Figure 5.10: Regime diagrams for n = 3 in the (∆PT,2
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, A∗a
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) parameter space for
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= A∗a
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= 1 and: (a) ∆PT,3
∆PT,1

= 1
2 , (b) ∆PT,3
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= 1 and (c) ∆PT,3

∆PT,1
= 2. Shaded areas

indicate the regions of parameter space in which reverse flow regimes are established.
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i.e. A∗i = A∗a, ∀i. For n = 3, we show the regime diagrams in the
(
A∗a
A∗1
,

∆PT,2
∆PT,1

)
parameter space for three different cases: (a)

∆PT,3
∆PT,1

= 1
2
, (b)

∆PT,3
∆PT,1

= 1 and (c)

∆PT,3
∆PT,1

= 2. For n = 5, regime diagrams are plotted in the
(
A∗a
A∗1
,

∆PT,2
∆PT,1

)
parameter

space for: (a)
∆PT,3
∆PT,1

= 1
2
, (b)

∆PT,4
∆PT,1

= 1 and (c)
∆PT,5
∆PT,1

= 2. As we recognise

that
∆PT,3
∆PT,1

,
∆PT,4
∆PT,1

and
∆PT,5
∆PT,1

vary with time, the plots of figures 5.10 and 5.11 are

instantaneous snapshots which are unique at any instant during the transients.

For n = 3, there are a total of 7 different regions (N=7 from (5.30)), indicated

in an order of increasingly darker regions in figure 5.10:

1. ‘pure forward flow’ regime, i.e. {Q1, Q2, Q3} > 0

2. reverse flow in chamber 1, i.e. Q1 ≤ 0, {Q2, Q3} > 0

3. reverse flow in chamber 2, i.e. Q2 ≤ 0, {Q1, Q3} > 0

4. reverse flow in chamber 3, i.e. Q3 ≤ 0, {Q1, Q2} > 0

5. reverse flows in chambers 1 and 2, i.e. {Q1, Q2} ≤ 0, Q3 > 0

6. reverse flows in chambers 1 and 3, i.e. {Q1, Q3} ≤ 0, Q2 > 0

7. reverse flows in chambers 2 and 3, i.e. {Q2, Q3} ≤ 0, Q1 > 0.

From figure 5.10(c) we note that Q1 ≤ 0 is predicted when
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1 and
∆PT,3
∆PT,1

> 1, i.e. when the driving pressure for chamber 1 (∆PT,1) is sufficiently low

relative to ∆PT,2 and ∆PT,3. Similarly, Q2 ≤ 0 may be established for
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1,

i.e. when the driving pressure for chamber 2 is relatively low (see figures 5.10(a),

5.10(b) and 5.10(c)) and Q3 ≤ 0 when
∆PT,3
∆PT,1

< 1 (see figure 5.10(a)). For k = 2,

{Q1, Q2} ≤ 0 may be established when
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 2 and
∆PT,3
∆PT,1

> 1, {Q1, Q3} ≤ 0

when
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

> 1, and {Q2, Q3} ≤ 0 when
∆PT,2
∆PT,1

< 1 and
∆PT,3
∆PT,1

< 1.

For n = 5, we deduce that there are 31 different flow regimes from (5.30). For

illustrative purposes, in figure 5.11, we show the region in which pure forward flow

is established (white region) and rather than attempt to indicate the boundaries

between the remaining 30 reverse flow regimes, these regions are shown as one

and shaded grey. Whilst it is difficult to make direct comparisons between the

results for n = 2, 3 and 5, shown in figures (5.6), (5.10) and (5.11), it is clear
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that in a multi-storey building design – which formed the primary application of

this work – achieving forward flow on all chambers (or storeys) is not guaranteed.

The range of parameter space for which this is possible can be restrictive (e.g. see

figure 5.11(a)). Although theoretical findings only for n = 2, 3 and 5 have been

discussed thus far, in principle, the model can be applied for taller buildings (i.e.

for any value of n).

5.8 First-order predictive capability

In this section, a basic outline of how the theoretical framework presented in §5.4

(which identifies the different regime criteria) and §5.5 (which models the flow

and stratification evolution with time) can be used, in practice, by the designer to

inform the design of a naturally ventilated atrium building.

Firstly, an outline geometry of a building including the number of storeys

n, heights Hi and Ha, cross-sectional areas Si and Sa, and opening areas needs

to be selected by the designer. The expected heat loading in each storey can

be estimated and the buoyancy flux of each point source can be deduced (see

(5.3)). Based on the initial conditions described §5.5, the system of equations

developed (see §5.5) can be solved numerically using the simple Euler scheme.

This allows the designer to determine how the volume flow rates, temperatures

of the buoyant layers and interface levels in the forced chambers (i.e. storeys)

and common chamber (i.e. atrium) evolve en-route to steady state following the

simultaneous activation of the buoyancy sources.

The information on g′i, g
′
a, hi, ha, Hi and Ha can then be used to determine

how the driving pressure ∆PT,i for each storey i varies with time from (5.32).

Depending on the number of storeys and opening areas selected in the building, a

relevant regime diagram from the constraints presented in §5.4 can be constructed.

Plotting the range of values of ∆PT,i on the regime diagram allows the designer

to determine the region(s) of the parameter space in which the particular outline

design falls. The designer needs to ensure that it remains within the region of

pure forward flow. If regions of reverse flow are occupied, the areas of the open-

ings and geometry of the building initially selected need to be reconsidered – the
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procedure described above can be then repeated until forward flow is established

in all compartments of the buildings. Designs in which reverse flow regimes may

be obtained should be avoided – some implications of establishing reverse flows

are raised in §5.9. Following this procedure, an architect/engineer can rapidly in-

form the design of naturally ventilated buildings. The model provides a first-order

predictive capability focusing not only on the steady flow but also, for the first

time, on the transients.

The work has highlighted major challenges faced by designers and has offered

guidelines on how to tackle these challenges. Following the work of Kaye & Hunt

(2004) and Holford & Hunt (2003), the model herein is based on bulk conservation

laws and the plume equations which have been extensively used and validated in

the literature. Whilst a full validation of the model remains outstanding and is

ideally required (by comparison with measurements from analogue experiments),

we are confident that the model will be valid and accurate within the assumptions

made. As the theoretical work of Kaye & Hunt (2004), on the time-dependent flows

in a single box/storey, and the work of Holford & Hunt (2003), on the steady flows

in a storey attached to an atrium, have shown a good agreement with small-scale

laboratory experimental measurements, the model herein which is an extension of

the work of Kaye & Hunt (2004) and Holford & Hunt (2003) is anticipated to be

also accurate. The development of small-scale laboratory models are non-trivial

and this is compounded here due to the complex multi-storey geometry required.

One of the main benefits of the new predictive capability is to inform the design

of the laboratory apparatus itself which will be required to fully appreciate the

different regimes and flow behaviours predicted in atrium buildings.

5.9 Conclusions

We have considered the transient flows that develop following the simultaneous

activation of buoyancy sources at t = 0 in n vertically stacked chambers (the

‘forced’ chambers), each connecting to the external ambient (via a low-level open-

ing) and to a tall common chamber (via a high-level opening). Complex feedback

mechanisms between the common and forced chambers cause the flow in a given
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chamber to affect the stratification in and flow through all others. A theoretical

description of the flow shows that the effect of the common chamber on the ven-

tilation of the n forced chambers is analogous to an unsteady and non-uniform

wind. In other words, the common chamber imposes an ‘external’ pressure (cf. a

wind) that acts to assist or oppose the flow through an adjoining forced chamber

– the pressure varying with time, thereby giving rise to the unsteadiness.

When the common chamber caused a reduction in the pressure (within the

common chamber) adjacent to the high-level opening of a particular forced cham-

ber, the ventilation of that forced chamber was assisted. Conversely, if the com-

mon chamber caused an increase in the pressure, then the ventilation of the forced

chamber was opposed. In the same way as a wind, a sufficiently large increase in

pressure led to a complete reversal of the flow in the forced chamber. Moreover,

the vertical variation of pressure in the common chamber was non-uniform. As a

consequence, the common chamber can assist the flow in one forced chamber and,

simultaneously, oppose the flow in another. Additionally it was possible for the

flow through a given forced chamber to be opposed during the initial transients

and assisted at later times.

In terms of a practical application of this work, the common chamber represents

an atrium in a multi-storey building. In building ventilation, the purpose of the

atria is to drive higher flow rates than through the, otherwise isolated, storeys

of the building. Our results show that this enhancement of the ventilation is not

always possible to achieve throughout the transients and highlights new challenges

facing effective atrium design.

For n = 2, the presence of the common chamber resulted in the possibility of

three flow regimes which were identified and referred to as: (a) pure forward flow,

(b) reverse flow in chamber 1 and (c) reverse flow in chamber 2. The theoretical

framework derived for n = 2 was then generalised to n forced chambers. The

dynamics associated with and conditions for which each regime was obtained were

established and presented in the form of regime diagrams. By plotting ratios of the

characteristic opening areas of forced and unforced chambers against the driving

pressures, the regime diagrams enabled the region of parameter space for which

each flow occurred to be clearly appreciated. The relative sizes of the regions,
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and hence the possibility of attaining a given flow regime, varied with the opening

areas of the forced chambers. Where the regime diagrams indicated that multiple

flow regimes were possible, further analysis revealed that, under the assumption

of unidirectional flow through chamber openings, the flow periodically oscillated

between two regimes.

These findings are of use to architects and ventilation engineers who should

avoid designs in which reverse flow conditions may occur. The atrium does not

only then fail to provide the desired ventilation enhancement but the storeys

accumulate heat from the atrium which will likely cause discomfort for occupants.

Additionally, flow reversals will breach fire and safety regulations as smoke will

inevitably accumulate/be trapped within the storey in the event of a fire.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis has examined the fluid mechanics associated with connected vessels.

The study has investigated the transfers of fluid between, and the stratification

developed within, three fluid filled connected vessels. The focus has been primar-

ily on theoretical modelling of two cases of practical interest to experimental fluid

dynamicists and architects/ventilation engineers. The first case investigated the

fluid mechanics of Oster’s (1965) original ‘double-tank’ system. This has been

used extensively by experimentalists to set up controlled density stratified envi-

ronments in the laboratory. Despite this, a theoretical description had yet to

be developed. The second case focused on the ventilation of multi-storey natu-

rally ventilated buildings. A classical atrium building geometry was considered,

a design increasingly adopted in the built environment as a means of achieving

low-energy ventilation. These designs are unproven and industry seeks guidance

on how to improve their performance.

Both cases involve the movement of fluid between ‘vessels’ that are connected

and permit a transfer of fluid – the movement of fresh and saline solutions be-

tween reservoirs in the case of the double-tank system, linked by connecting pipes,

and of air and heat between rooms (linked by openings) and atrium in the case

of naturally ventilated buildings. Simple theoretical models that describe the

time-dependent variations of volume flow rates between vessels and the density

stratification that results in each vessel have been developed.
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The two cases considered distinguish themselves in two main aspects; for the

original Oster double-tank system, the flow of liquids between vessels set by the

experimentalist (via a pump) is time independent – fresh water in a reservoir

(supply tank A) is simply pumped into a saline reservoir (mixing tank B) which

is continuously stirred and then pumped into a third initially empty reservoir

(environmental tank C) which stratifies stably. Secondly, there is no feedback

between the vessels of the double-tank system – in other words, the accumulation

of saline solution in the tank being stratified has no bearing on the subsequent

rate of transfer to that vessel. This is in stark contrast to the fluid dynamics of

the passively ventilated building in which focus was on two storeys (one directly

above the other) each storey connecting to a common atrium. Time dependence

and feedback between the vessels play a decisive role in the ventilation in this

case. A heat source activated within each of the storeys (i.e. two of the vessels)

results in heat accumulating within the storey which then spills into the atrium

(i.e. the receiving vessel) – air accumulating within the atrium from either storey

alters the pressure therein and this pressure change feedback alters the rate of

subsequent volume and heat flux from the storeys. This feedback is significant

and has a first-order effect – its influence on the ventilation so profound that an

analogy is drawn herein between the feedback from the atrium and the effect of

an external wind, either assisting or opposing the flow through the building.

6.1 ‘Double-tank’ method

The work began by considering the classical double-tank system used to stratify an

environment. This well established laboratory technique relies on pumping liquids

of differing densities between a supply and a mixing vessel before the resulting liq-

uid is deposited in the ‘environmental’ tank, i.e. the environment to be stratified.

In this case, connections between the liquid filled vessels (tanks A and B) were via

pipes and a polystyrene ‘boat’ which released the ever decreasing density liquid

onto the surface of the environmental tank C. The theoretical analysis (described

in chapter 2) developed herein, in which the time-dependent density stratification

was determined analytically, is believed to be the very first description of this
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system and formed the basis of an article published in the journal ‘Experiments

in Fluids’.

Whilst Oster considered only the relative volume flow rates (n = 2) of the

pumps between supply and mixing tanks to establish a linear stratification, the

theoretical model enabled the approach to be further generalised so that the den-

sity profile resulting from, for example, an arbitrary volume flow rate ratio n,

vessels of different (constant) cross-sectional areas, etc., could be predicted. This

revealed that in addition to the linear profile, concave and convex density strat-

ifications could also, in principle, be established. Moreover, this analysis showed

that the (non-dimensional) stratification produced by the ‘Oster original tech-

nique’ can be uniquely described by three independent parameters – a density

ratio ψ (of the liquids in tanks A and B at time t = 0), a geometrical ratio λ (of

the liquid volumes in tanks A and B at t = 0) and the volume flow rate ratio n.

This closed-form solution is expected to be of wide use to experimentalists.

As the original Oster approach required constant volume fluxes to be trans-

ferred between vessels using mechanical pumps, this case was referred to as ‘forced’.

Prior to embarking on the study of the passively driven airflows in naturally venti-

lated buildings – in which the pressure heads driving the flow are not constant but

adjust continuously en-route to steady state – a ‘stepping stone’ problem offering

an entirely new technique for density stratifying an environment was proposed.

The technique was analysed both theoretically and in the laboratory. The tech-

nique extended the original Oster technique and was referred to as the ‘free-drain’.

It linked more closely with the building ventilation study than the original Oster

as the rates of liquid transfer at any instant were dependent on the instantaneous

liquid depths. Aside this similarity, the free-drain technique/building flows differ

significantly as there is again no feedback between vessels in the free-drain, the

density differences between the liquid/air are orders of magnitude greater than

the warm/cooler air masses in the building and the pressure head in the building

does not solely depend on the layer depth but also on the relative density of the

layer. The technique relied on a supply tank of fresh water, free-draining under

gravity, from an orifice in the base into a saline tank – the fluid in the saline tank

was agitated vigorously with a mixer and flowed freely from an orifice in the base
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into the tank to be stratified. The rate of fluid exchange, namely volume and

buoyancy fluxes, were now dependent on the instantaneous layer depths.

The theoretical analysis of the free-drain showed that in contrast to Oster’s

original technique, the free-drain requires a further two parameters to be specified

in order to uniquely determine the stratification in the environmental tank. Com-

plementary experimental modelling in the Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, in which

the saline stratification in the environmental tank were measured using a precision

densitometer (accuracy of ±10−5 gcm−3), showed that the predictions were very

good and in all but extreme cases ∗. This agreement indicated that the key physics

of the process were captured in the model. The confidence in the validated model

enabled the full parameter space to be explored mathematically, a procedure that

would not be realistically possible in the laboratory. This then led to the propo-

sition and development of ‘regime diagrams’ in which the link between parameter

values and the resulting final stratifications were made.

One of the most notable contributions of this work were the ‘regime diagrams’

which enable the experimentalist to select initial conditions that yield either a

concave, convex, linear or double-curvature stratification – the double-concave

stratification not possible using constant volume flow rate pumps†. Whilst the

regime diagrams are not the solution to the inverse-problem – namely the deter-

mination of what initial conditions give the experimentalists their stratification

of choice, it does enable the experimentalist to establish a required variation of

density with height. This is typically all that is required for many preliminary

qualitative studies in the laboratory – e.g. establishing the effect of background

stratification on a pollutant plume. A clear area for further investigation is the

numerical solution of the inverse problem (following techniques as developed by

Lesnic et al. (1996)).

∗This refers primarily to when the liquid depth in the supply and/or mixing tank was shallow
and strong horizontal flows were established.
†One referee’s comment was: ‘The new figure 10 is going to be a great tool for people interested

in this method’.
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6.2 Passive transient ventilation of multi-storey

buildings

The theme of the fluid mechanics of linked vessels continued with a study of the

transient ventilation in a two-storey atrium building as shown in figure 6.1. The

ventilation was established as a result of heat sources located at floor level in each

storey – i.e. the flow was natural and involved no additional heat input other than

that which would be intended to heat the room. At this stage no heat inputs were

included within the atrium itself so that the effect of the atrium geometry on the

flow could be isolated. The continuous supply of buoyancy drove a transient flow

for some period before which a steady flow was established when the rate of heat

input matched the rate of heat removal by the ventilating flow.

The development of mathematical models to predict the resulting thermal

stratification and airflow rates between storeys and atrium formed the bulk of

the research presented in this thesis. The majority of previous mathematical

descriptions of the fluid mechanics of building ventilation have been restricted to a

single vessel representing a room (e.g. Linden et al. (1990), Hunt & Linden (2001),

Woods et al. (2003), Kaye & Hunt (2004)) and thus provided strong motivation

for this work. A generic atrium building geometry was considered herein – the

geometry mimicking the classic style of atrium buildings, namely a (tall) atrium

with multiple storeys that connect to it – connecting either on both, or on one,

side. This building style has seen great demand by clients (e.g. CH2 Building in

Melbourne constructed in 2003 and UCL School of Slavonic and East European

Studies in London constructed in 2005) as the design is attributed with having

the ability to enhance significantly the airflow of otherwise isolated storeys (cf.

ASHRAE (2001), BRE (1994)). This work challenged these perceptions.

The geometry of figure 6.1, whilst relatively simple for a building, significantly

complicates the basic problem of exchange, resulting in a task that far exceeded

the challenges faced in the double-tank problems. However, the task of describing

the time-dependent stratification and rates of air exchanged remained amenable

to mathematical modelling. The model formulated for a highly-insulated atrium
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Atrium Storey 1 

Storey 2 

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of a generic two-storey atrium building considered in
this work.

building was based on the application of volume and buoyancy flux conservation as

applied globally to the entire building and to the individual compartments. This

was coupled with the application, along appropriate streamlines, of the Bernoulli

equation and an analysis of the thermal plumes flowing from the upper openings of

each storey assuming a steady fully-developed self-similar (non-interacting) plume

at each instant.

Solution of the resulting system of governing equations showed that for a given

set of initial conditions there is a unique solution for the airflow rates and stratifi-

cation. The flow development was complex and interestingly, during the course of

the transients leading to steady state, the flow would typically develop from one

regime to another. The three flow regimes are shown in figure 6.2. This transition

between flow regimes was dramatic, often resulting in a complete reversal in the

direction of flow through a storey – i.e. from a pattern in which heat was purged

through an upper vent in a storey to one in which heat from the atrium flushed

into the storey through this vent. The implications of this changing pattern to

occupancy comfort are clear. Moreover, there are likely to be very serious impli-

cations to fire safety and available safe egress times (He et al., 2002) should the

atrium be a source of smoke from a fire.

With an atrium maintaining an outflow through its top vent, i.e. conforming

to its basic intended mode of operation, mathematical constraints were developed

which placed bounds on when the different patterns of flow are expected to be
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(a) (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.2: Three possible flow regimes in a two-storey atrium building: (a) pure
forward flow, (b) flow reversal in storey 1 and (c) flow reversal in storey 2.

attained in practice, figure 6.2. The identification of these flow patterns is new and

arguably the most notable finding was that the effect of an atrium is generally not

one which enhances the ventilation of the adjoining storeys. Feedback, in the form

of an increase in pressure (above ambient) within the atrium, was detrimental to

the ventilation of the adjoining storeys whose airflow rates were thereby partially

‘choked’. This prompted the analogy between the effect of an atrium and an

unsteady wind – the latter which may either ‘assist’ or ‘oppose’ the airflow through

a storey and switch from opposing to assisting and vice versa. Opposing winds

are well known to be detrimental to ventilation.

Whilst the detailed findings are summarised at the ends of chapters 4 and 5,

the main implications‡ to the design of atrium are stark and challenge the entire

basis on which naturally ventilated atrium designs are predicated – namely, that

an atrium assists flow regardless of its design providing it simply exceeds the height

of the adjoining storey (BRE (1994)).

Having isolated the role of the atrium geometry, direct solar heating of the

atrium was modelled. The idea was to establish the magnitude of the solar gain

necessary to enable an atrium to function in an assisting (rather than opposing)

role. Rather than ‘saving the blushes’ of the designer who offers a poorly thought-

out atrium design, this investigation showed that unless the atrium assists in the

absence of solar gains the flow through the adjoining storey is, in fact, again

‡The implications of atrium design are described in the two papers presented at ROOMVENT
2009, principally through the paper ‘The transient natural ventilation of a 2-storey atrium build-
ing – the failing atrium’.
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reduced on receiving solar gains.

Clearly, all the mathematical developments herein have required a number of

simplifying assumptions to be made. Whilst in each case these are reasonable

assumptions, either made regarding the nature of the flow (e.g. the plume be-

haviour, the pressure variations) or the fabric/geometry of the vessels (e.g. their

highly-insulating boundaries), they place restrictions on the applicability of the

model(s). That said, these simplifications have enabled a first-order predictive

capability and new insight into what are complex problems. The insight that has

been gained and discussed in this work may assist in guiding the development

of future, more complex models which achieve a broader range of applicability.

Further research needs to be done to validate the models and to fully understand

these flows. It is hoped that this contribution will guide (e.g. by informing initial

conditions in a CFD model or experiment apparatus design) and motivate others

in this rich area of fluid mechanics.
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Appendix A

A1

We consider a source of parabolically increasing buoyancy flux β(τ) = c1τ
2 + c2τ

for 0 ≤ τ ≤ τf where τf denotes the non-dimensional time over which the source

buoyancy flux varies. In order to uniquely define the constants a and b, two

conditions are used:

(1) The total buoyancy input at τ = τf is identical with the total buoyancy input

for the case where β = 1 for 0 ≤ τ ≤ τf , i.e.:

∫ τf

0

β(τ)dτ = τf ⇒
[
c1τ

3

3
+
c2τ

2

2

]τf
0

= τf ; (1)

(2) The rate of change of buoyancy flux at τ = τf is reduced to zero, i.e.:

dβ

dτ

∣∣∣∣
τ=τf

= 0⇒ 2c1τf + c2 = 0. (2)

As we choose τf = 10, from (1) and (2) we find that:

c1 = − 3

200
and c2 =

3

10
. (3)
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A2

For the geometry of §3.5 we find that for λ→ 0:

lim
λ→0

dδ

dt
= lim

λ→0

3λ
√
µ(1− ζ5/3δ)

(1− λζ)3 − (1− λ)3
=

0

0
, (4)

which is mathematically undefined, and by using l’ Hôpital’s rule, we obtain:

lim
λ→0

dδ

dt
= lim

λ→0

3
√
µ(1− ζ5/3δ)

3(1− λ)2 − 3ζ(1− λζ)2
=
√
µ

1− ζ5/3δ

1− ζ . (5)

A3

The overshoot occurs when the buoyant layer grows relatively fast such that it

first reaches the steady interface level before the draining volume flow rate can

balance the filling volume flow rate provided by the plume at the interface level.

Only at that level does the buoyant layer first receive fluid from the plume of

reduced gravity equal to the steady reduced gravity of the buoyant layer. The

layer therefore ‘overshoots’ its steady interface, i.e. descends below the interface

level, becomes more buoyant (as it is now fed with plume fluid of higher reduced

gravity) and then ascends to the steady interface level (where a balance between

the draining and filling volume flow rates is now achieved).

A4

The discriminant ∆ of the cubic (3.44) is:

∆ =
4Fr6

µ6
− 27

µ4
. (6)

If ∆ < 0 (i.e. Fr < 6

√
27
4
µ2), (3.44) has one real root and a pair of conjugate roots.

We find that the real root is always positive. As for reverse flow q < 0, the real
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root is not a possible solution. For ∆ ≥ 0, three distinct real roots are obtained

when:

Fr ≥ 6

√
27

4
µ2. (7)
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Appendix B

B1

This appendix outlines the derivation for the volume flow rate developed through

storey i with effective opening area A∗i following the activation of a buoyancy

source. The derivation is based on the assumptions:

• the density difference between the cool lower layer and the warm upper layers

is small compared to a reference density,

• the opening areas are small compared with the cross-sectional area of the

storey (i.e. aLi, aHi � Si ) so that the pressure varies approximately hydro-

statically in the interior,

• there is no mixing across the thermal interface other than in the plume,

• the fabric of the walls is perfectly insulating, i.e. heat losses with the fabric

are insignificant with respect to the heat losses through the openings,

• quasi-steady conditions are established at every instant,

• the discharge coefficients of the low- and high-level openings are identical

and denoted by Cd,

• the flow is dissipationless and incompressible.

Application of Bernoulli’s theorem to the streamline linking points 1 and 2,

shown in figure 3, yields:

P1 +
1

2
ρV 2

1 + ρgz1 = P2 +
1

2
ρV 2

2 + ρgz2. (8)
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Figure 3: Schematic of displacement ventilation developed in storey i following the
activation of an internal buoyancy source.

Substituting V1 = 0 and z1 = z2 into (8), we obtain:

V 2
2 =

2

ρ
(P1 − P2). (9)

Similarly, application of Bernoulli’s theorem to the streamline linking points 3 and

4, shown in figure 3, yields:

V 2
4 =

2

ρi
(P3 − P4). (10)

We assume that the pressure variation is hydrostatic, such that

P3 + ρig(H − h) + ρgh = P2 (11)

P4 + ρgH = P1. (12)

From continuity, we deduce that:

CdaLiV2 = CdaHiV4 = Q. (13)
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Substituting (9) and (10) into (13), we find that:

2C2
da

2
Li

ρ
(P1 − P2) =

2C2
da

2
Hi

ρi
(P3 − P4). (14)

From (11) and (12), (14) reduces, on application of the Boussinesq approximation,

to:

P1 − P2 =
a2
Hi

a2
Li + a2

Hi

∆ρg (15)

where ∆ρ is the density difference between the buoyant and ambient layers. From

(13) and (15), it can be deduced that:

Qi = A∗i
√

2g′i(Hi − hi) = A∗i

√
∆Pi
ρ

(16)

where g′i = ∆ρ
ρ
g is the reduced gravity of the buoyant layer and

A∗i =

√
2Cda2

Lia
2
Hi

a2
Li + a2

Hi

=

(
1

2Cda2
Li

+
1

2Cda2
Hi

)−1/2

(17)

is the effective opening area. We note that ∆Pi is the pressure difference estab-

lished by the accumulation of buoyancy in storey i. In §4.3.1 the storey i (figure

3) connects to an atrium and an analysis similar to that given above but with the

additional driving pressure ∆Pa,i due to the atrium yields:

Qi = A∗i

√
∆Pi
ρ

+
∆Pa,i
ρ

. (18)

B2

It is clear that the manner in which the atrium is likely to stratify is very

complex even in the absence of buoyancy transfer with the fabric. The complex-

ities are associated both with the overturning of the individual plumes as they

impinge on the ceiling/sidewalls of the atrium (cf. Baines & Turner (1969)) and

due to the relative vertical position of the plume source and their relative strength.
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Radomski (2008) considered the steady stratification produced by multiple plumes

at different levels. Following his work, six different cases to consider as the strat-

ification develops may immediately be noted (see figure 4). These relate to the

relative reduced gravities in the plume either at the interface or within the layers

they drive. The details of the stratification are interesting from a dynamics view-

point but beyond the scope of this work. By assuming a uniformly well-mixed

atrium layer, the heat fluxes leaving the atrium are underestimated. However, as

the volume flow rate driven through the atrium is independent of the buoyancy

distribution, this bulk conservation approach is expected to be reasonable. Ad-

ditionally, it is difficult to justify a more complex model for the stratification in

the atrium as when solar heat gains are incorporated, which are likely to act as

a vertical distributed heat load, the stratification is likely to consist of multiple

layers with multiple plumes at various levels (see Cooper & Hunt (2009)).
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Case A Case B Case C 

(1) 

(2) (2) (2) 
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Case C Case E Case F 

Lightly buoyant 
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Highly buoyant 

Neutrally buoyant 

' ' ' ' ' ' 

' ' ' ' ' ' 

Figure 4: Schematics of the stratification anticipated in the atrium for 6 different cases:
cases A, B, C (for which the interface level is above the high-level opening level of storey
2) and cases D, E, F (for which the interface level is below the high-level opening level
of storey 2). Locations (1) and (2) indicate the level at which plumes ‘a1’ and ‘a2’ feed
the layer with reduced gravities g′pa1 and g′pa2, respectively. Overturning effects are not
illustrated here.
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Appendix C

The derivation of the criteria for k = 2, i.e. when reverse flow is established in 2

out of n chambers, is outlined in this appendix.

We first consider chambers i = i1 and i = i2 in which the volume flow rate is

instantaneously zero, i.e. Qi1 = 0 and Qi2 = 0. Substituting Qi1 = 0 and Qi2 = 0

into (5.7) we obtain

Q2
a

A∗2a
= ∆PT,i1/ρ for i = i1 (19)

and

Q2
a

A∗2a
= ∆PT,i2/ρ for i = i2, (20)

respectively. Substituting for (19) and (20) into (5.7) for all i except i1 and i2 we

deduce that

Qi = A∗i1

√
∆PT,i/ρ−∆PT,i1/ρ for Qi1 = 0 (21)

Qi = A∗i2

√
∆PT,i/ρ−∆PT,i2/ρ for Qi2 = 0. (22)

From (21), (22) and (5.33), on eliminating Qi, we derive that

Qa =
∑n

j=1A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j −∆PT,i1 − A∗i2

√
∆PT,i2 −∆PT,i1 for Qi1 = 0

Qa =
∑n

j=1A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j −∆PT,i2 − A∗i1

√
∆PT,i1 −∆PT,i2 for Qi2 = 0.

(23)

From (5.7), it is clear that reverse flow is established in chambers i1 and i2 when
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A∗a ≤ (A∗a)i1 and A∗a ≤ (A∗a)i2 , respectively, where

(A∗a)i1 =
Qa√

∆PT,i1/ρ
, (24)

(A∗a)i2 =
Qa√

∆PT,i2/ρ
. (25)

Thus, the flow is reversed in both chambers i1 and i2 when

A∗a ≤ min
{

(A∗a)i1 , (A
∗
a)i2
}
. (26)

Substituting for (23) and (6.2) into (24) and (25) we obtain

(A∗a)i1 =
∑n

j=1A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j
∆PT,i1

− 1− A∗i2
√

∆PT,i2
∆PT,i1

− 1

(A∗a)i2 =
∑n

j=1A
∗
j

√
∆PT,j
∆PT,i2

− 1− A∗i1
√

∆PT,i1
∆PT,i2

− 1.
(27)

The criteria for which k = 2 are therefore given by (26) – for values of A∗a smaller

than (A∗a)i1 and (A∗a)i2 , reverse flow is established in 2 out of the n chambers.
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Appendix D

In this appendix, the conference paper published in the proceedings of ROOMVENT

2009: 11th International Conference on Air Distribution in Rooms, Busan, South

Korea (24-27 May 2009) is presented. The title of the paper is ‘The transient

natural ventilation of a 2-storey atrium building – criteria for forward

and reverse flows’.
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Abstract

We consider 2-storeys attached to a common atrium and examine the transient

flows induced once internal heat sources are activated in the storeys. The atrium is

linked with the exterior at the top, and each storey is linked via a low-level opening

to the exterior and with the atrium via a high-level opening. We consider a worst

case situation in which the atrium receives no direct solar heat gains to enhance the

flow and there is no wind. We demonstrate that the atrium has the same effect as

an unsteady wind and may ‘assist’ or ‘oppose’ the airflow through a given storey.

We identify three different possible flow regimes during the transients: (a) pure

forward flow, (b) reverse flow in the top storey and (c) reverse flow in the bottom

storey. We determine a critical value of the atrium top opening area associated

with each flow regime. Establishing the condition for pure forward flow is vital

when designing a naturally ventilated building as reversal of flow in either storey

may contravene fire and safety regulations or cause discomfort. To aid designers,

we highlight regions of parameter space (expressed in terms of the dimensionless

atrium top opening area, ratio of the heat strengths in the storeys, and ratio of

the effective areas of the low-level and high-level storey openings) that give rise to

flow regimes (a), (b) and (c).

Introduction

A characteristic feature in modern building designs is the use of tall atria.

Atria may be designed to serve many purposes, although from a ventilation view-

point they provide a means of linking the interior of a building with the external

environment – typically via vents at their top or via entrances/vents at their base.

Despite the aesthetic value that atria add to a design, their primary use is to

passively assist ventilation through the different storeys of the building. Atria

typically accumulate warm air that is flushed from the adjoining storeys and ad-

ditionally receive heat by direct solar gains. In a natural ventilation strategy

the temperature differences resulting from these heat loads can be harnessed as a

low-energy sustainable means of discharging warm interior air to the exterior.

Limited guidance is currently available for engineers and architects on how to
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achieve effective atrium design. Guidance includes the BRE Digest 399 [1] and

ASHRAE Standard 90.1 [2]. These guidelines are limited and implicitly focus on

the steady flows established in multi-story buildings. They provide no information

on how these flows evolve with time or how this evolution is influenced by the

geometry of the storeys, atrium, heating loads, floor areas, etc. An understanding

of the transients has only been achieved for simple enclosures; e.g. Kaye & Hunt

[3] examine transient flows in a ventilated box driven by a heat source at floor level,

and Flynn & Caulfield [4] consider the transients in two horizontally connected

storeys. In contrast there is far more information in the open literature on steady-

state flows in buildings although this is again more limited when multi-storey

geometries are considered (e.g. Holford & Hunt [5]).

Two different approaches to model airflows in multi-storey buildings have been

adapted to date: CFD simulations (e.g. Ji et al. [6]), and mathematical modelling

validated by small-scale physical modelling, e.g. Holford & Hunt [7].

Schematic diagrams of the flows expected in atrium buildings suggested in

guidelines almost always indicate a direction of flow from low level to high level.

At first sight this seems appropriate as one might reasonable expect air to move

through the building in the direction that warm air rises. However, due to their

complex geometries and to complex feedback between atrium and storey, a low-

to high- level direction of flow is not necessarily either established or maintained

during the transients as more than one flow pattern typically exists in atrium

buildings (see Results section). Previous work by Holford & Hunt [5] showed that

multiple steady flow patterns can be established in atria with identical geometries

and heat inputs.

Flow from high-level to low-level (hereafter ‘reverse’ flow) during the transients

is possible as we shall explain herein (see Mathematical model section). When a

reverse flow is sustained, the time to establish the desired steady state will likely

increase, or indeed, may not be established. In addition, a reversal of flow may have

repercussions for the comfort of occupants as thermal conditions are dramatically

altered due to the change in flow direction and in the event of a fire, progress of

smoke from high-level to low-level will almost certainly contravene fire and safety

regulations and endanger occupants. We consider the 2-storey atrium building of
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Figure 5: Schematic of the 2-storey atrium building modelled in elevation. The grey
shading indicates i) the layers of air warmed by heat sources located at floor level in
the storeys and ii) the thermal plumes rising from these sources and from the high-level
vents of each storey.

figure A.1 and identify the range of possible flows through the development of a

mathematical model for the transients. We examine time-dependent buoyancy-

driven flows developed in the storeys (i.e. in the absence of wind) once internal

heat sources are activated in the storeys. This then mimics the response of a

building’s ventilation over the course of a day when, for example, heat gains are

initiated in the morning as workers arrive in their offices. For simplicity all heat

sources are identical in strength and activated simultaneously. We verify that the

flows in the storeys that connect to an atrium are not always enhanced by the

atrium and that the flow through each storey may reverse during the transients.

We address the existence of multiple flow regimes in the building and determine

the conditions for which the different flow patterns are obtained.

Mathematical model

We consider two vertically orientated storeys, namely, storeys 1 and 2 (of cross-

sectional area S1 and S2, respectively) connected to a common atrium (of cross-

sectional area Sa). The height of the atrium is denoted M , while H1 and H2 denote
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the height of storeys 1 and 2, respectively. Low-level and high-level openings of

effective opening areas A∗1 and A∗2
§ are located in storeys 1 and 2, respectively,

as shown in figure A.1. The atrium interior connects with the exterior through

a top opening of effective opening area A∗a
¶. For simplicity, the heat inputs are

modelled as point sources of constant strength, i.e. with a constant buoyancy flux

B1 and B2 in storeys 1 and 2, respectively. Whilst we anticipate that the heat

gains attracted by an atrium in practice may significantly exceed the heat loads in

the storeys and thereby provide a significant additional driving force, we neglect

these at present in order to isolate the effect of the atrium geometry. Solar heat

gains will then only enhance this effect.

After the heat source is activated in each storey at time t = 0, a steady

turbulent plume is assumed to form which entrains ambient air as it rises and

deposits a warm air layer at the ceiling such that a thermal interface is established

at a distance z = hi above the heat source. Buoyant air escaping from the high-

level opening of each storey forms a plume which rises towards the top of the

atrium and deposits a buoyant layer of thickness (M − ha), where ha denotes the

height of the thermal interface in the atrium above its floor level. For simplicity

we assume that at each instant in time the layers in the storeys and atrium are of

uniform temperature. The mean reduced gravity of the buoyant air layer in storey

i = (1, 2) and the atrium is denoted by g′i and g′a, respectively, and the volume

flow rates through openings in storey i and atrium by Qi and Qa. We assume that

the density differences between the buoyant layers and the ambient environment

are small so that the Boussinesq approximation holds. Additionally, we assume

that there is no mixing across each interface due to the inflow of replacement air

(Coffey & Hunt, [8]) and that a displacement flow is maintained. Furthermore, we

assume a perfectly insulating fabric.

To begin, we assume that a flow is established from low-level to high-level

across each opening. By suitable application of the Bernoulli equation, the flow

§The effective opening area A∗i is related to the actual low- and high-level opening areas
of storey i, aLi and aHi, respectively, via 1

A∗2
i

= 1
2Cda2

Li
+ 1

2Cda2
Hi

where Cd is the discharge
coefficient.
¶The effective opening area A∗a is given by 1

A∗a
i

= 1
2Cda2

T
where aT is the area of the atrium

top opening.
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rate through storey i may be expressed as a function of two pressure drops:

Qi = A∗i

√
∆Pi/ρ+ ∆Pa,i/ρ (28)

where ∆Pi/ρ is the sum of pressure drops across the low-level and high-level

openings of storey i, and ∆Pa,i/ρ is the pressure drop induced by the atrium,

and equal to the pressure difference between the interior and exterior at atrium-

interface-level. The density of the ambient air is denoted by ρ.

We assume that the areas of the openings in the storeys and atrium are small

compared with the cross-sectional areas of the storeys and atrium so that the pres-

sures vary approximately hydrostatically. Equation (28) may then be re-written

as:
Q2
i

A∗2i
+
Q2
a

A2
a

= ∆i (29)

where ∆i denotes the total stack pressure in storey i given by:

∆i =

 g′1(H1 − h1) + g′amin(M − ha,M −H1) for i = 1

g′2(H2 − h2) + g′amin(M − ha,M −H1 −H2) for i = 2
. (30)

Intuitively, and from (28), one would expect that more buoyant fluid is driven

out of the openings of the storeys due to the additional pressure drop the atrium

provides. However, equation (29) shows that the flow rate through a given storey

i and the flow rate through the atrium are coupled. As a result of this coupling

the atrium may not always enhance the flow through the storeys as an increase in

Qa may yield a decrease in Qi.

From (28) we are able to draw an analogy between ‘atrium-assisted’ and ‘wind-

assisted’ ventilation (for the latter see Hunt & Linden [9] and Li & Delsante [10]).

The pressure drop induced by the atrium provides an extra pressure drop (thereby

enhancing the total pressure drop) across the storey which is equivalent to the

pressure drop provided by a wind blowing against that storey. Whilst the flow in

storey i is enhanced by the atrium (i.e. an ‘assisting’ atrium) when ∆Pa,i > 0,

the atrium may somewhat counter intuitively work against the ventilation when

∆Pa,i < 0 (i.e. an ‘opposing’ atrium). This is directly analogous to a storey
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(a) (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6: Different possible flow regimes in a 2-storey atrium building: (a) pure forward
flow, (b) reverse flow in storey 1, and (c) reverse flow in storey 2.

subject to either an ‘assisting’ or ‘opposing’ wind respectively (for the latter see

Hunt & Linden [11]). When the atrium is ‘opposing’, the pressure drop across

the high-level opening of the storey is reduced as a result of the atrium. In some

cases, when the magnitude of ∆Pa,i is sufficiently large and opposing, the pressure

drop across the opening will be so small that an exchange flow (Epstein [12])

through the opening will develop. The flow through the storey will reverse when

the pressure drop across the high-level opening drops below zero. When the flow

reverses, the incoming fluid from the atrium is assumed to mix vigorously such

that a uniform density in the high-level layer in the storey is established and it is

assumed that the stratification in the storey is maintained.

We address the possibility of flow reversal across the high-level opening of each

storey, and identify three possible flow patterns as shown in figure A.2; we refer

to these as (a) pure forward flow, (b) reverse flow in storey 1, and (c) reverse flow

in storey 2. Note that we restrict our attention to flows for which air exits at the

atrium top.

The flow in storey 1 is likely to reverse when the layer in the atrium is primarily

fed with buoyant fluid from storey 2 and deepens so rapidly during the transients

that ambient fluid beneath the layer is forced into storey 1. A flow reversal in

storey 2 is anticipated when the ratio of the pressure drop across the high-level

openings of storey 2 relative to that of storey 1 is sufficiently small (e.g. as may

be achieved for low ratios of heat strengths B2

B1
).

In table A.1 we summarise the conditions for which each flow regime (figure
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Table 1: Conditions for different flow regimes in a 2-storey atrium building.

Flow regime Condition (A∗a)crit (i.e. critical value of A∗a)

(a) Pure Forward Flow A∗a > A∗acrit1, A
∗
a > A∗acrit2

(b) Reverse flow in storey 1 A∗a < A∗acrit1 A∗acrit1 = A∗2

(
∆2

∆1
− 1
)

(c) Reverse flow in storey 2 A∗a < A∗acrit2 A∗acrit2 = A∗1

(
∆1

∆2
− 1
)

A.2) is possible. To derive each condition, we applied the Bernoulli equation along

the two flowpaths (indicated by the arrows in figure A.2) for each of the anticipated

flow regimes (a), (b) and (c) to obtain expressions relating the flow rates Qi and

Qa. Volume conservation in the atrium requires:

Q1 +Q2 −Qa = 0. (31)

A system of 3 equations ((29) for i = (1, 2) and (31)) allows us to solve for Q1,

Q2 and Qa. A constraint, which when satisfied enables a real solution for each

flow regime, can then be established in terms of a critical value of A∗a. These

constraints are given in table A.1.

Results

Having determined the conditions (table A.1) for which the distinct flow regimes

shown in figure A.2 are established in a 2-storey atrium building, in this section

a typical building geometry is selected as a means of showing how the effect of

different parameters ( ∆1, A∗1 , etc.) influences the type of flow established. For

simplicity we consider storeys with identical geometry and heat gains.

During the very early transients the driving pressure induced by the atrium is

equal for both storeys. However, after the thermal interface in the atrium drops

below the high-level opening of storey 2, ∆Pa,1 exceeds ∆Pa,2. During the initial

transients, the total stack pressure in the storeys are identical, i.e. ∆1 = ∆2.

Therefore, only forward flow is possible as indicated by the conditions of table

A.1. After the initial transients, ∆1 > ∆2 and it is possible to obtain one of the

reverse flow regimes.

To demonstrate the possibility of attaining one of the different flow regimes
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linked to the first plot show the flow regimes and the shaded region they correspond to.
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at any instant, we have plotted in figure A.3 regions of parameter space (A
∗
a

A∗1
, ∆2

∆1
)

which yield either pure forward flow, reverse flow in chamber 1, or reverse flow

in chamber 2. The flow regime classification is in terms of
A∗2
A∗1

and ∆2

∆1
while the

geometry of the atrium and chambers indirectly enters the problem through the

ratio ∆2

∆1
. For illustrative purposes, we consider two extreme values of

A∗2
A∗1

, namely
A∗2
A∗1

= 1/10 (figure A.3(ii)) and
A∗2
A∗1

= 10 (figure A.3(v)) and three intermediate

values, namely
A∗2
A∗1

= 1/2, 1 and 2 (figures A.3(iii), A.3(i), A.3(iv)).

When A∗1 is considerably larger than A∗2 (figure A.3 (ii)), A∗a must be signif-

icantly larger than A∗1 for a forward flow to establish. When A∗a is smaller than

A∗1, the flow will either reverse in chamber 1 or chamber 2 depending on the value

of ∆2

∆1
. For example, when the total stack pressure in chamber 2 is dominant (i.e.

when ∆2

∆1
> 1) the flow will reverse in chamber 1 whilst when the total stack pres-

sure in chamber 1 is larger than that of chamber 2, the flow will reverse in chamber

2. On the other hand, when A∗1 is considerably smaller than A∗2 (e.g.
A∗2
A∗1

= 10,

figure A.3(v)) and ∆2

∆1
> 1, a reversal of flow in chamber 1 is predicted for a wide

range of A∗a. Additionally, if heat gains in chamber 2 are stronger than those in

chamber 1 (i.e. when B2 > B1) and the openings of chamber 1 are very small,

intuitively one would expect the flow to reverse in chamber 1. A pure forward

flow is difficult to establish for
A∗2
A∗1

= 10 as indicated by the narrow region of figure

A.3(v) and when a reverse flow is established in either chamber, heat is not flushed

and simply accumulates.

In contrast, for more comparable values of A∗2 and A∗1, forward flow is more

likely to occur (see figures A.3(i), A.3(iii), A.3(iv)). However, if the total stack

pressure in chamber 2 exceeds that in chamber 1 (∆2

∆1
> 1), a flow reversal in

chamber 1 is possible. Furthermore, this is more likely to happen when A∗2 is

larger than A∗1 (figure A.3(iv)). On the other hand, a reverse flow in chamber 2 is

not strongly affected by the ratio of
A∗2
A∗1

and this type of flow is expected to occur

only when ∆2

∆1
< 1.
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Discussion and conclusions

We considered the transient natural ventilation, driven by heat sources in the

storeys, that develops within two vertically stacked storeys connected to an atrium.

Paradoxically, the atrium does not always enhance the flow through the storeys

during the transients and in some cases the atrium may work to reduce the rate

of air flows.

We have drawn the analogy between the effect of an atrium and the effect of a

wind on a single storey – the atrium having the same effect as either an ‘assisting’

or an ‘opposing’ wind. When the effect of the atrium is opposing and overcomes

the effect of the otherwise forward flow in the storey, we expect the flow to reverse.

We have identified three possible flow patterns in the building: (a) pure forward

flow, (b) reverse flow in storey 1 and (c) reverse flow in storey 2, for which the

flow is out through the top of the atrium.

We have investigated each flow pattern and examined the conditions under

which each flow occurs. A critical value of the effective atrium opening area A∗a

associated with each flow regime was determined. Regions of A∗a
A∗1

which yield

different flow regimes for different area ratios
A∗2
A∗1

and total storey stack pressures

ratios ∆2

∆1
have been plotted to demonstrate the effect of each ratio on the flow.

The principle behind the addition of atria in buildings is to increase the depth

of warm air collected in the space in order to drive higher flow rates through the

storeys of the building. These designs are based on the assumption that cool air

flows from low-level and warm air is discharged at high-level. This work has shown

that even if vents are placed at low and high-level locations, this flow pattern is not

always guaranteed. We have demonstrated that a range of different flow regimes

exist in a 2-storey atrium building, and what values of the parameters ∆2

∆1
,
A∗2
A∗1

and
A∗a
A∗1

are necessary to obtain each flow. Our results contradict the general belief that

the direction of the airflow follows the movement of warm air, i.e. from low-level

to high-level, as we have shown that it is possible to obtain negative pressure drops

across an opening due to the atrium.

The results of this study are particularly relevant for architects and ventilation

engineers as atrium designs should avoid the reverse flow condition. When a
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reverse flow is established in either of the storeys (i.e. when negative pressure

drops are established across the storey openings), the atrium does not only fail to

provide the desired ventilation flow but it accumulates heat in the space causing

discomfort for occupants. Most importantly, flow reversals will likely breach fire

and safety regulations as smoke will inevitably be trapped in the space in the event

of a fire. In addition, when a reverse flow is established and maintained for a long

time, the approach to steady state may be hindered.
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Appendix E

In this appendix, the conference paper published in the proceedings of ROOMVENT

2009: 11th International Conference on Air Distribution in Rooms, Busan, South

Korea (24-27 May 2009) is presented. The title of the paper is ‘The transient

natural ventilation of a 2-storey atrium building – the failing atrium’.
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Abstract

We consider the transient airflows developed in a generic 2-storey atrium build-

ing subject to constant heat gains. The atrium is ventilated at the top, and the

storeys via low-level and high-level openings. Warm air discharges from each storey

via its high-level opening into the atrium and its low-level opening connects di-

rectly to the exterior environment. A mathematical model is developed to predict

how the airflow and thermal stratification in the 2-storeys and atrium evolve with

time until a steady state is reached. We compare the ventilation in the storeys

when ‘atrium-assisted’ and the ventilation through the same storeys when they

are ‘isolated’, i.e. without the atrium, in order to establish the degree of flow en-

hancement in the storeys achieved by the atrium during the transient and steady

state. Counter-intuitively, the atrium may ‘work against’ the ventilation during

the transients and thereby fail in its primary role as a design feature to enhance

ventilation. Typically, only at later times does the flow through the adjoining

storeys exceed the flow through the same, isolated storeys, and the atrium truly

provide flow enhancement. We provide a physical argument to explain this effect.

Additionally, the effect of the atrium geometry, namely, its height and top open-

ing area, on the airflow and rate of heat removal is investigated to identify atrium

geometries for which no enhancement, and indeed reduced ventilation, compared

with the ventilation of the isolated storeys is achieved. We provide design guide-

lines which identify the appropriate atrium geometry required to enhance flow in

a building.

Introduction

An atrium, a common architectural feature of multi-storey buildings, is typi-

cally a tall glazed space, extending over several floors of a building from ground-

level to roof-level. Whilst atria are increasingly used in buildings as a means

of removing excess heat from their interior, knowledge of the degree to which

an atrium assists the ventilation through its adjoining storeys is currently very

limited. Although research has examined the steady flows achieved in such ge-

ometries, the challenge of understanding how the atrium works from the moment
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Figure 8: Schematics of: (a) 2 isolated storeys and (b) 2-storeys connected with an
atrium.

the building is occupied until steady state is achieved, remains unresolved.

Holford & Hunt [1] investigated steady-state displacement flows in a single

storey connected to an atrium. Extending the ventilated box model of Linden et al.

[2], Holford & Hunt [1] developed a simple mathematical model to determine the

steady-state rate of airflow and thermal stratification in the storey as a function

of the heat gains, vent areas, storey and atrium heights. They examined the

ventilation of the storey for a ‘ventilated’ atrium and an ‘unventilated’ atrium, and

modelled heat gains as a point source of constant buoyancy flux, whilst solar heat

gains received in the atrium were modelled as a buoyancy flux evenly distributed

across the buoyant layer in the atrium. They found that although the atrium

enhances the steady ventilation, in general, there were cases for which the atrium

provided no significant improvement or was detrimental to the ventilation of the

adjoining storey.

Kaye & Hunt [3] examined the transient development of flows in a single ven-

tilated box. Based on volume- and buoyancy- flux conservation as applied to

the buoyant layer, they derived a model for predicting how the thermal interface

height and the mean buoyancy (or temperature) of the layer changes with time

until a steady state, as predicted by Linden et al. [2], is reached. They found that

during the transients lower ventilation flow rates than those in the steady state

may be established and the buoyant layer may exceed the steady-state layer depth
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as the size of the openings reduces. The dynamics of the model were described as

a balance between a filling process and a draining process, and were presented in

terms of a parameter µ which was a ratio of draining and filling timescales for the

box.

Informed by the above studies, we consider herein two vertical storeys con-

nected via a ventilated atrium and investigate, for the first time, the time-dependent

passive stack ventilation flows induced in the spaces once heat sources are acti-

vated. We examine a worst case situation, i.e. when the atrium receives no solar

heat gains and is heated by the warm air received from the storeys only. We

begin by developing a mathematical model in order to predict the bulk airflows

and thermal stratifications in the building. We then investigate the effect of the

geometry of the atrium on the flow and provide guidelines for future design.

Method

We consider two storeys as shown in figure B.1(b); each of cross-sectional area

Si and height Hi, where i denotes the number of the storey: i = 1 refers to the

lower storey and i = 2 refers to the upper storey. The storeys are connected to a

common atrium, of cross-sectional area Sa and height M , via high-level openings.

The atrium links with the exterior via a high-level opening, and each storey links

to the exterior via a low-level opening. We consider the worst case scenario for

the ventilation, namely, when there is no wind and when the atrium receives no

direct solar heat gains.

Heat inputs are modelled as a localised source of constant strength at floor level

in each storey and the transient flows induced once these sources are activated are

considered. A turbulent plume is formed above each source which rises and reaches

the ceiling forming a thin buoyant layer at the top of each storey. As the buoyant

layer is constantly fed with fluid from the plume, a stratification is formed in each

storey. The stratification is taken to be 2-layered with the interface separating

the layers at a height hi. Buoyant fluid discharges from the high-level opening of

the storeys at a volume flow rate Qi into the atrium and rises in the form of two

plumes which then spread and develop a warm layer at the ceiling of the atrium.
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This warm air is then flushed out of the top opening of the atrium at a flow rate

Qa. The plumes in the atrium rise from area sources of area equal to the upper

opening of each storey with source buoyancy flux Bj, source volume flux Qj and

source momentum flux Mj (we shall use the notation j = 3 to refer to the plume

rising from the top of storey 1 and j = 4 for the plume from the top of storey 2).

Based on Kaye & Hunt [3], application of volume conservation in storey i

requires:
d

dt
(Hi − hi) =

Qpi −Qi

Si
, (32)

where Qpi is the ‘filling’ volume flow rate (= CB
1/3
i h

5/3
i ) at the interface height

provided by the plume rising from floor level and C (=0.143) a plume constant.

We express the temperature of a warm layer in terms of the reduced gravity

g′ = g∆ρ/ρ where ∆ρ denotes the density difference between the warm layer

and the ambient air and ρ the density of ambient air. Applying conservation of

buoyancy flux for the warm layer, the reduced gravity of the warm upper layer g′i

in storey i satisfies:
d

dt
(g′i(Hi − hi)) =

Bi −Qig
′
i

Si
, (33)

assuming no heat losses with the fabric. Denoting the interface height ha and re-

duced gravity of the layer in the atrium g′a, volume and buoyancy flux conservation

in the atrium yields:

d

dt
(M − ha) =

Qp3 +Qp4 −Qa

Sa
, (34)

d

dt
(g′a(M − ha)) =

Q1g
′
1 +Q2g

′
2 −Qag

′
a

Sa
, (35)

where Qp3 and Qp4 are the ‘filling’ volume flow rates provided by the atrium

plumes 3 and 4 at atrium interface level. We assume that the atrium plumes can

be modelled as a steady plume at every time step and that there is no interaction

between each plume. At each time step, the plume flow rates Qp3 and Qp4 at

the density interface of the atrium are evaluated using the plume conservation
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equations, Morton et al. [4], given by:

dQpj

dz
= 2α

√
πM

1/2
pj ,

dMpj

dz
=
QpjBj

Mpj

,
dBpj

dz
= 0, (36)

where Bj = Qig
′
i, α is the entrainment coefficient of the plume and the vertical

coordinate z is measured from the source of each plume.

To investigate the effect of the atrium geometry we compare the flow through

two storeys attached to a common atrium (figure B.1(b)) with the flow through

the same two storeys without an atrium (figure B.1(a)). We assume that a pure

forward flow, i.e. from low-level vents to high-level vents, is established at all times

based on the conditions derived by Economidou & Hunt [5]. We consider the flow

in (a) a single isolated storey (‘isolated ventilation’) and (b) a storey attached

to an atrium (‘atrium assisted ventilation’), subject to identical heat gains and

opening areas.

(a) Isolated Ventilation: Based on Linden et al. [2], the volume flow rate

through an isolated storey i is:

Qi,isol = A∗i isol

√
g′i,isol(H − hi,isol), (37)

where the subscript ‘isol’ denotes ‘isolated’, A∗i = ((2Cda
2
Li)
−1 + (2Cda

2
Hi)
−1)
−1/2

is the effective opening area of the storey, Cd is the discharge coefficient, and aLi

and aHi are the areas of the low- and high-level openings, respectively.

(b) Atrium assisted ventilation: Assuming quasi-steady conditions and

a hydrostatic pressure variation within the interior, application of the Bernoulli

equation and continuity yields the flow rate through storey i when connected to

the atrium. Incorporating energy losses and flow contractions at openings using a

discharge coefficient, at any time t after the heat sources are activated we have:

Qi = A∗i
√
g′i(H − hi) + Ei, (38)
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where

Ei =

 g′amin(M − ha,M −H1)−Q2
a/A

∗2
a for i = 1

g′amin(M − ha,M −H1 −H2)−Q2
a/A

∗2
a for i = 2

. (39)

By comparing (B.6) and (B.7), the flow enhancement provided by the atrium

may be deduced at every instant by determining the sign and magnitude of Ei.

We define Ei as the atrium enhancement parameter (cf. Holford & Hunt 2003)

which is equal to the difference between the atrium stack pressure (e.g. for i = 1,

g′amin(M−ha,M−H1)) and the pressure drop across the vent opening (=Q2
a/A

2
a).

Equivalently, it may be expressed as the difference between the exterior pressure

at the atrium interface level and the pressure in the atrium at the same level.

If the exterior pressure at the atrium interface level is greater than that in the

interior of the atrium (Ei > 0), the flow through storey i is enhanced by the

atrium, i.e. Qi > Qi,isol , while if Ei < 0 the rate of airflow is less than through a

storey without an atrium, i.e. the atrium ‘opposes’ the flow and works to reduce

the ventilation of storey i.

Volume conservation in the atrium requires:

Q1 +Q2 −Qa = 0. (40)

Assuming pure forward flow at all times, the volume flow rates Q, interface heights

h and reduced gravities g′ of the buoyant layers in storeys 1, 2 and the atrium can

be evaluated for a range of storey and atrium geometries by solving, numerically,

the set of equations (B.1)-(B.9) and comparing the results with the equivalent Q,

g′ and h for the isolated storeys.

At t = 0, the heat sources are activated and a buoyant layer in each storey

is assumed to form of thickness equal to the radius of the plume at the ceiling of

each storey (6αHi/5 ≈ 0.30 m in example below) and reduced gravity equal to

that of the plume at the ceiling (C−1B
2/3
i H

−5/3
i ≈ 0.10 ms−2 in example below).
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Figure 9: Plots of: (a) flow rate through each storey (Qi), (b) upper layer interface
height (hi), (c) reduced gravity (g′i) and (d) enhancement parameter (Ei) as functions
of time (t).

Results

For illustrative purposes we examine the evolution of the ventilation flow in a

2-storey open-plan office space connected to a common atrium as shown schemat-

ically in figure B.1. For simplicity, the offices are of identical cross-sectional area

(S1 = S2 = 100 m2) and height (H1 = H2 = 3 m), and are attached to an atrium of

height M = 9 m and Sa = 100 m2. All vents have the same effective area and are

equal to 1% of H2
i (i.e. A∗i = A∗a = 0.01 H2

i ). Heat gains in each storey are equal

to 1kW. The buoyancy flux Bi expressed as a function of heat gain (Wi measured

in watts) is Bi = gβWi/ρairCp, where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81

ms−2), β is the coefficient of thermal expansion of air (= 3.43×10−3K−1), Cp is

the specific heat capacity of air (= 1.005×103 Jkg−1 K−1) and ρair is the density

of air (= 1.205 kgm−3) – all properties at a temperature of 20 oC.

Figure B.2 shows profiles of the flow rate Qi (figure B.2(a)), interface height

hi (figure B.2(b)), reduced gravity of the warm layer g′i (figure B.2(c)) and en-
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hancement parameter Ei (figure B.2(d)) for each storey as a function of time. The

shaded area in figure B.2(d) indicates the region for which the atrium ‘opposes’

the flow, i.e. when the supposedly ‘atrium-assisted’ ventilation is worse than the

equivalent ‘isolated’ ventilation. We predict that, for storey 1, only after 2 hours

does the atrium ‘break-even’, while for storey 2 the ventilation is always worse

compared to the corresponding ‘isolated’ ventilation. In addition, it takes typi-

cally several hours until a steady state is achieved – in this example steady state

is reached after approximately 7 hours.

From figure B.2(d) the flow enhancement provided by the atrium is initially

negative but equal for both storeys as the stack pressure induced by the atrium is

the same until t ≈ 0.25 hr, when the atrium buoyant layer has descended to the

high-level opening of storey 2. Therefore, during the first 15 minutes, Q1 = Q2,

h1 = h2 and g′1 = g′2 as indicated by figures B.2(a), B.2(b) and B.2(c).

At later times (for t > 0.25 hr), the enhancement parameter continues to be

negative but increases in magnitude whilst the buoyant layers in both storeys

continue to rapidly deepen. In each storey, the upper warm layer ‘overshoots’ the

steady-state thickness as indicated by figure B.2(b), i.e. reaches a maximum depth

and then reduces back to the steady-state thickness.

This overshooting trend was identified by Hunt & Linden [6], see also Kaye &

Hunt [3], in a single storey for dimensionless effective opening areas below a critical

value. For more than one storey attached to an atrium, as in the case studied here,

the depth and time at which the overshoot occurs depends also on the location

of the storey with respect to the atrium. This is due to the fact that the rate

at which the draining flow through the lower storey (Q1) increases, significantly

exceeds that of storey 2 after t = 0.25 hr due to the additional pressure stack

g′a(H1 +H2− ha) provided by the atrium for storey 1. As the total stack pressure

driving the flow in storey 1 increases at a greater rate than in storey 2 after the

initial transients, the upper layer of storey 1 descends to the minimum interface

height and ascends back again to the steady-state interface height faster than that

in storey 2, i.e. steady conditions (in terms of interface height) are approached

more rapidly in storey 1.

From figure B.2(c), note the peak in the reduced gravity of the upper warm
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layers – a feature not predicted for a single-storey building. This then gives rise

to the possibility of overheating during the transients en-route to a cooler steady-

state environment.

To assist designers we investigate the effect of the atrium geometry and identify

geometries, height M and effective opening area A∗a, for which the atrium enhances

the flow through both storeys during the transient and in the resulting steady state.

We determine the critical atrium parameters (M/Hi, A
∗
a/A

∗
i )crit for which the

atrium provides no improvement in the flow through the storeys when compared

to isolated ventilation. To find when the atrium ‘assists’ or ‘opposes’ the flow we

evaluate the minimum Ei,min and steady state Ei,ss atrium enhancement factors.

In figure B.3, contours of constant enhancement parameter Ei,min and Ei,ss

are plotted for a range of the dimensionless (M/Hi, A
∗
a/A

∗
i ) parameter space.

The shaded region indicates the values of (M/Hi, A
∗
a/A

∗
i ) for which the atrium

works ‘against’ the ventilation of storey i (Ei < 0). From figure B.3, we note

that increasing M or A∗a improves the flow in both storeys during the transients

and at steady state. The flow in storey 1 is enhanced at all times during the

transients provided A∗a > 2A∗1 and in storey 2, provided A∗a > 3.5A∗1. We also note

that during the transients, the atrium vent area is somewhat more important than

atrium height, as for instance when i = 1 and A∗a = A∗1 the height of the atrium

has very little effect on the ventilation. On the other hand, to achieve Ei > 0 at

steady state, lower values of M and A∗a are typically required, e.g. for storey 2 the

flow is enhanced only when A∗a > 2.5A∗1. In addition, increasing M and A∗a has a

similar effect on the atrium enhancement factor in the steady state.

Discussion and conclusions

We have developed a mathematical model for transient stack-driven displace-

ment flow in a 2-storey atrium building as initiated by continuous heat inputs in

each storey. We have focused only on ‘forward flow’ for which the atrium vent

area must exceed the critical value derived by Economidou & Hunt [5].

To illustrate predictions of the model, a representative 2-storey office build-

ing was considered and the airflow rates and thermal stratification (via interface
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heights and reduced gravities of the warm air layers in storeys 1, 2 and the atrium)

examined from the moment the heat sources were activated.

Ventilation of the upper storey was worse than that of the lower storey as

ventilation is not only dependent on the geometry and the magnitude of the heat

input but also on the location of the storey with respect to the atrium. Ventilation

during the transients was always worse than at steady state as lower flow rates

were established – additionally the warm upper layers that developed in the storeys

overshot their steady-state heights.

As a means of establishing the degree of flow enhancement in the storeys

achieved by the atrium, we compared the flow in these storeys with the ventilation

through the same storeys when they are ‘isolated’, i.e. without the atrium. Our

results have counter-intuitively shown that the atrium may provide reduced ven-

tilation compared to the ventilation established through the same isolated storey

without the atrium. We have expressed conditions for which the atrium ‘opposes’

the flow through the storey in terms of the atrium enhancement parameter Ei,

itself a function of the atrium-induced stack pressure and pressure drop across the

atrium vent. If the pressure drop across the atrium vent outweighs the atrium-

induced stack pressure, a negative atrium enhancement factor is established and

the atrium ‘opposes’ the flow in the storey. We found that for a large range of

typical atrium geometries, the atrium opposes the ventilation in the storeys for

a considerable period of the transients. In storey 2, the ventilation is typically

reduced compared to that in an isolated storey at all times and the atrium would

be reliant on attracting significant solar gains to operate as intended.

To assist in the design of effective atria, we have provided a means for identi-

fying atria geometries (heights and vent areas) for which the enhancement factor

is positive, so that the flow it enables works with, rather than against, the flow

induced by the storey.

Naturally ventilated buildings rely on a combination of stack-driven ventila-

tion, induced by heat gains due to occupants, electrical equipment and the sun,

and wind-driven ventilation. As solar gains and wind pressures may vary signif-

icantly depending on the location, weather conditions and time of the day and

year, we have considered the flow driven by heat gains solely from the storeys
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in order to model a ‘worst-case’ scenario. Our results have highlighted why in

practice many natural ventilated buildings may overheat, especially when wind or

solar gains are absent, as the atrium geometry may ‘choke’ the flow. The main

assumptions of our model are that of a perfectly insulating building fabric, well-

mixed layers in the storeys and atrium, and a simplified steady area plume model

of varying source strength for the atrium plumes. Whilst the model developed

is highly simplified, it has allowed us to gain insight and revealed a number of

features of the airflow and thermal stratification during the transients which may

assist in guiding future design.
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